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“Character develops itself in the stream of life”

Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe 1749-1832

“That proves it’s not by Shaw, because all Shaw’s characters are
himself: mere puppets stuck up to spout Shaw”

Fanny’s First Play, 1911
George Bernard Shaw 1856-1950

“All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely play-
ers....”

As You Like It, 1599
William Shakespeare 1564-1616
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Abstract

Forensic linguistics and automatic text classification have many applications from
spam filtering to authorship attribution and beyond. A novel application of the
theories used is in the assessment of characterization in drama by various play-
wrights. This follows on from previous work by Vogel and Brisset (2006) on
identifying narrative voice in the work of Irish poet Brendan Kennelly. The
work of several modern and Elizabethan playwrights is separated into the con-
tributions of separate characters using a program designed for this particular
purpose(PlayParser) and the χ2 by degrees of freedom and Mann-Whitney test
of ranks are used to compare the text of the individual characters in order to
explore whether the textual contributions of each character are distinct from one
another. Three different levels of tokenization are used during the study, letter
unigrams(single characters), letter bigrams(pairs of characters) and word uni-
grams(single words). The experiments are also carried out on works which have
been translated into English from their original languages. Here, the focus is on
determining translator influence with regard to character’s textual contributions.
Modern screenplays are also examined in an attempt to compare this form of
writing with drama, with particular attention paid to how character is created.
Results suggest that generally, playwrights do not not write textually distinct
characters. A brief qualitative analysis is carried out by hand on the characters
who appear distinct in an attempt to determine the nature of their homogeneity.



Chapter 1

Introduction
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

1.1 Motivation

The main motive of this thesis is to determine whether it is possible to character-
ize a section of text as having been drawn from a particular dramatic character,
using only shallow textual information such as word and letter n-grams. Thus,
the work follows on from work on the creation of distinct voices in poetry Vogel
and Brisset (2006), using word and character frequency counts in order to identify
unique and recurring voices in the poetry of Brendan Kennelly. This work uses
the χ2 and Mann-Whitney method of text categorisation used in the Kennelly
study, developed by Carl Vogel at TCD. This concept can be explained in more
detail with an example from Shakespeare. Take two well known Shakespearean
characters, the character of Hamlet from the play Hamlet and the character of
Macbeth from the play which bears his name. These two characters represent
doomed figures playing out in tragedies not entirely of their own making, two
distinct personalities in drama but is the language used to represent them differ-
entiable, or is it all attributable to the same man, one William Shakespeare of
Stratford Upon Avon.1

One pertinent question which was raised at the beginning of these investi-
gations was whether the language of Shakespeare was constrained by the use of
iambic pentameter, making the individual characters indiscriminable using letter
unigrams as tokens. It has been observed by Smith (1999) that Parry (1971)
is of the opinion that Homeric epic often contained out of context statements
whose main purpose of existence appeared to be the preservation of meter in dic-
tion. In order to examine this variation, the construction of character in modern
playwrights and Elizabethan playwrights will be compared and any variations
between same shall be highlighted. In this case, the first obvious port of call
for explanation of characterization in drama would be the field of drama and
theatre studies itself, which tend to focus on the thematic and semantic nature
of characterization by playwrights.

1.2 Scope of Thesis

It must indeed be stressed from the outset that this thesis does not pretend to
engage in a deep literary analysis of any of the texts studied. The approach taken
involves a relatively shallow engagement with the texts at hand, to the extent
that any deep interpretation of the results obtained in a literary-critical context
are indeed avoided. The reasons for this approach are manifold. The author does
not see himself as an expert in the analysis of English literature and believes that

1The author is well aware of the literature available which details the many claims of disputed
authorship with respect to this particular playwright, however, at this present time it is not a
pressing concern, although measures have been taken to make sure than any works for which
collaborative authorship is common knowledge have been excluded from the study.
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any major attempt to infer critical judgment from the results would indeed be
a disservice to not only the many literary scholars who study drama and indeed
those with expertise in computational stylometry, but also to the authors and the
texts themselves. An in-depth background literary analysis would require a good
degree of extra time and effort which is unfortunately not available in the time
span for this current thesis. This is not to say that the methods and methodology
used here would not be valid for such assumptions, and this is easily verified by
a glance at the literature, indeed, the milestone study by Burrows (1987) uses a
number of frequent common words to distinguish between character idiolects in
Jane Austen, more recent studies in the field by Craig (1999), Holmes, Gordon,
and Wilson (2001) and Rybicki (2006) do not stray to any large extent from
this representation of a text, with the possible addition of bigrams of words.
With regard to the domain of drama being selected for focus, this again is for
rather practical reasons, the fact being that drama by its very nature is already
separated into the contributions of several characters and thus proves easier to
segment than a novel. Again, with the medium of drama comes different forms
of performance and interpretations and these are also ignored for the purposes of
this study.

1.3 Work on characterization in the field of drama

There also appears to be little work on the topic in the domain of drama and
theatre studies. McIlrath (1955) and Culpeper (1996) both present work on the
topic of characterisation in drama, from a thematic perspective.

1.3.1 Work on stereotypes

McIlrath (1955) examines the idea of types and stereotypes in drama. Originally a
term coined by social scientists, she argues that characterisation in drama requires
this idea in order for drama to function correctly. The conflict between rigid social
roles and the ability for a human being to think rationally and rise above their
station provides the very backbone of a dramatic work. She believes that it is also
a mistake to assume all characters in drama must have fully developed character
traits in order to be effective.

McIlrath (1955) also emphasises that drama as art is not the same as real
life, and in this way stereotypes in drama help to achieve a sense of universality
which makes drama more effective. She mentions the idea of type characters
which are seen as not fully developed, and refers to them as flat rather than
round, although mentions that in many cases, a character is introduced to us
as a certain stereotype and over the course of the drama, develops fully fledged
character traits. It is important to what follows to take account of the fact that
this work pays heed to the importance of undeveloped characters as it addresses
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strength of characterisation. McIllrath treats characterisation as a theory or
concept, but this study does not dwell further on how the concept or theory is
executed.

1.3.2 Foregrounding theory and attribution theory

One such work dealing with the topic of characterisation in drama is Culpeper
(1996) who introduces the ideas of attribution theory and foregrounding theory in
relation to literary texts. Indeed, the oft-maligned nature of the topic is alluded
to in the first sentence of the paper.

Literary characterisation - the construction and perception of per-
sonality in literary texts - has received scant attention from scholars
(Culpeper, 1996, p.1)

The idea of correspondence theory, for which he cites Jones and Davis (1965)
is introduced, this refers to social psychology and inferring the traits of a person
or character from their behaviour. The idea of correspondent behaviour is used
to classify traits from which one may begin to develop theories about someone’s
personality, he provides the example of someone snapping at another person when
asked a simple question could be due to the fact that the person had just gotten
wet on the way in to work, in this case this is a non-correspondent inference,
the person may not normally be short-tempered, or the person may in fact be
short-tempered, and the snapping had nothing to do with the rain, this would be
a correspondent inference. If a correspondent inference is to be made, the action
must have been intended by the person, and must have been free from any outside
influence. The idea of causal ambiguity is also introduced, this can be summarised
as the fewer reasons there are for doing something, the more sure we can be of
why exactly they are doing it. The notion of an unusual behaviour is defined
as one which does not fit the expectations of the perceiver, these expectancies
can be normative, category-based or target-based. Normative referring to social
norms such as how one is expected to behave at a dinner party, category-based
refers to how we generalise across groups in society, such as gender, nationality,
age, class and occupation, examples given include expecting an Italian to be more
talkative than an English person, or a child to be more impatient than an adult,
and target-based refers to expectations about one particular person, you might
expect someone to reply promptly to an email if they have done so in the past,
etc.

Culpeper addresses covariation theory from Kelley (1971) which takes a dif-
ferent approach to the validation of inferences, concentrating on the task of dis-
criminating the cause of a behaviour as environmental or internal. The following
table displays the different areas that are dealt with in this particular theory

In this case, the pattern for a person attribution is of interest, distinctiveness
refers to the extent to which the person reacts to different stimuli, the example
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Attribution Distinctiveness Consistency Consensus

Stimulus High High High
Person Low High Low

Circumstance High Low Low

Table 1.1: Information patterns for causal attributions, from (Culpeper, 1996)

given is a person laughing at a film, low distinctiveness would mean that the
person in question laughed at all films, high consistency would mean that they
laughed at that particular film each time they watched it, and low consensus
would apply if the other people watching had not laughed at the film. Culpeper
(1996) summarizes the idea of a correspondent behaviour as one that is:

• free from external pressures,

• Low in ambiguity i.e yields noncommon effects which are few in number;

• Unusual, departing from expectancies(normative, etc)

• Follow the pattern from covariation theory of low distinctiveness, high con-
sistency and low consensus.

Culpeper (1996) introduces a third theory, this one called foregrounding theory
which has developed from theories in Formalist literary theory and visual art. The
term “foreground” in visual art is used to denote objects which stand out from a
background and in literary theory a foregrounded element is one which deviates
from a linguistic norm in order to achieve salience. Culpeper (1996) provides an
example from Shakespeare’s Anthony and Cleopatra where Anthony is heard to
utter

Let Rome in Tiber melt

This utterance is said to be foregrounded on both a semantic level, and a syntactic
level, the former because a city cannot melt, of course it refers to the decay of
Rome, the latter because of the unique rhythm and syntax of the utterance, it
stands out from normal English prose, echoing the structure of classical Latin,
this achieves a much stronger impact than if he had simply said,

Let Rome melt in the Tiber

Culpeper summarizes the notion of foregrounding as resulting from the occurrence
of unexpected regularity, or unexpected irregularity, the establishment of patterns
and the breaking of norms.

Again, the relative lack of previous work on how characterisation is conveyed
in drama must be alluded to, the subject appears to have been somewhat ne-
glected in the field of drama and theatre studies.
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1.4 Structure of thesis

This thesis will attempt to identify points of interest similar to the theory of fore-
grounding by comparing the textual contributions of each character with all of the
other characters in the study to determine the level of uniqueness, or homogeneity,
displayed by the language used to convey the speech of a particular character.
Homogeneity here refers to the idea of self-similarity and distinctiveness from
other characters in the study. The main question which will be answered in this
thesis is the question of do playwrights exhibit a controlled variation over their
writings when writing their characters, and does this vary across playwrights?

Elizabethan and modern playwrights will be compared on this question, due
to the difference in style between the free and constrained verse of Shakespeare
and his contemporaries to the realism of the more modern playwrights such as
George Bernard Shaw and Oscar Wilde. Finally, the language used in modern
screenplays is also examined, in an attempt to compare and contrast the art of
screenwriting with the art of writing plays. When screenwriting is taken into
account, it is almost certain that screenplays involve collaboration between au-
thors, this is a fact which must also be reckoned with when comparing the results
of the screenplay analysis with the results for plays.

The task is one of computational stylometry which is a subcategory of cor-
pus linguistics focused on using computers to do stylistic research. Chapter 2
overviews the state of the art in this particular field of research.

Chapter 3 describes the tools used to carry out the textual analysis. One par-
ticular method has been chosen for the comparison, the χ2 by degrees of freedom
method2 which has been used in several different studies on themes as varied as
language detection, spam detection, political policy analysis and analysis of char-
acterization in poetry. A goal of this research is to explore this method further
and establish a set of baseline results using this particular method. There will
be no comparative analysis of alternative similarity metrics or clustering tech-
niques carried out in this thesis. This method and the experimental process used
in described in this chapter and Chapter 4 which describes new software devel-
oped for separating the contributions of characters in plays into separate files and
additional software used for analysis of comparison results. Section 4.2 of this
chapter, which describes the PlayParser program created to split the text of a
play by individual character contribution was initially published in Lynch and
Vogel (2007) and has been adapted from this publication with the permission of
the co-author.

Chapter 5 displays the comparison results across a number of experiments
carried out on dramatic works over the course of the research, together with
discussion of the results. Section 5.6 was initially published in Vogel and Lynch
(2008) and has been adapted for inclusion here, with the permission of the co-

2pronounced kai -squared, also written as chi-squared
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author. Section 5.7 expands on the setup in Section 5.6 with more playwrights
and different experimental setups.

Chapter 6 displays the results of exploratory experiments carried out on mod-
ern screenplays authored in English. These experiments are on a smaller scale to
the main experiments on plays and serve to explore different facets of the topic
of characterization in literature. The main aim here is compare and contrast
characterization in this form with respect to how character is created in plays.

Chapter 7 contains an in-depth overview of the results of the experiments with
particular attention paid to the text of any characters which have been noted as
worthy of further analysis. A simple content analysis is carried out here in order
to determine the basis for distinctiveness in each of the characters shown to be
homogeneous in respect to themselves.

Chapter 8 will reiterate the main findings from the study and any possible
directions for future work on the subject. It is found that the experiments carried
out in this thesis show that playwrights do not tend to vary the language used in
their characters to a statistically significant degree. This of course is the result
which is provided by a single metric, and should be viewed as such.
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2.1 Introduction

The main aims of this thesis are to use methods which have been used in author-
ship attribution tasks and various other domains such as policy analysis, spam
detection, language detection and others and apply them to the domain of char-
acterisation by playwrights. Put simply, the study seeks to ascertain whether
playwrights display control over the individual characters which they create to
the extent that the text of one character is syntactically distinct from the other
characters. This is done using the χ2 by degrees of freedom method which has
been used to measure the degree of similarity between various corpora. The
concept of syntactically distinct can be understood here as the results from any
analysis which does not take any thematic or semantic content into account, it
does not necessarily refer to syntactic analysis in the linguistic sense or any form
of grammatical parsing, merely it is used in order to emphasise that no semantic
or content analysis is carried out. It is important to reiterate that in relation to
the experiments carried out in this thesis, the notion of style is defined as a struc-
tural concept, the constructs which make up a text, rather than the thematic or
semantic entities contained therein.

The literature in this chapter is united by a common theme, the theme of
inferring information from texts. A written text consists of words, which are
made up of characters, and punctuation, which faciliates human processing of
the semantic information within. However, these experiments are not concerned
with the explicit message of the text, indeed there is much research on the topic
of document interpretation and summarization of text, however this is not the
main concern here. What is of concern here can be visualised as a layer above the
explicit semantic meaning of the text, information such as the author of the text,
the gender of said author, the period when the text was written, the political
or emotional sentiment of the text, and other tasks such as classifying the text
on a scale of difficulty for prospective readers. This is normally undertaken by
comparing texts of which the a priori stance is known with texts for which such
information is unknown, using various statistical and computational methods.
One such field of study is authorship attribution or author identification which
is examined in Section 2.2, which concentrates on finding authors for texts for
which authorship is unknown or disputed. Section 2.3 concentrates primarily on
studies on literary texts carried out by literature scholars with a schooling in the
statistical arts. Section 2.4 details severals studies on stylistic variation in text,
including metrics for readability, work by Douglas Biber on register in written
and spoken English and work on the comparison between the speech of first and
second-generation Finnish immigrants in Australia. Section 2.5 contains stud-
ies which focus on literary language, examples of which examine pseudonymous
writings and determining the period of authorship for a text.
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2.2 Previous work in authorship attribution

This thesis references and builds upon work in the field of authorship attribution,
a subcategory of the field of forensic linguistics which deals with defining the
provenance of disputed texts either in a fully automatic fashion or with the aid
of a computer1. In this overview, particular attention is paid to the features and
statistical tests used in the comparison and analysis of texts.

2.2.1 History of authorship attribution

The publication of Mendenhall (1887) in Science is regarded as the pioneering
work in authorship attribution, followed by Mendenhall (1901), another article
some years later. These articles detail a method of authorship using word length
distributions, the first article looking at authors Dickens and Thackeray, and the
section study examining the language of Shakespeare and his contemporaries.
Mendenhall (1887) examines the distribution of word lengths over groups of one
thousand words in the works of the aforementioned authors, examining to what
extent the distributions agree when drawn from works by the same author, but
also to which extent they can distinguish between authors.

Findings show that two samples of ten thousand words each of fiction from
Thackeray and Dickens displays very similar word length distributions, while
analysis of two texts of speeches by Edward Atkinson on different topics differ
quite sharply. Mendenhall (1887) concludes that curves of the distributions of one
hundred thousand words are required to obtain a true distribution for an author
and states that once these curves are generated they could be used in cases of
disputed authorship. At the beginning of the article, Mendenhall mentions the
inspiration of Augustus De Morgan, English logician and creator of De Morgan’s
laws of propositional logic, as the founding father of the technique, mentioning
the idea of using word length measures as a method of determining the author
of the Pauline epistles in one of his works, which Mendenhall believes to be his
1872 work Budget of Paradoxes.

Mendenhall’s work was pioneering, but does not contain any statistical mea-
surements which define goodness of fit between curves or a similarly quantifiable
measure, the conclusions are based merely on a comparison between two curves
done by hand, and therefore are relatively subjective.

In his examination of Mendenhall’s 1901 work on comparing the work of play-
wrights, Williams (1975) regards Mendenhall’s studies of Bacon, Shakespeare and
Marlowe as being flawed in the sense that Mendenhall did not take into consid-
eration the fact that Shakespeare and Marlowe wrote in blank verse while Bacon
wrote in prose when making conclusions regarding the similarity of distributions

1An example of this is when a computer is used to generate word frequency lists but the
final judgement is done by hand
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between Marlowe and Shakespeare, with the works of Bacon being found to dis-
play significant differences from the others using the word length distribution
method.

A study by Yule (1939) appears as the next major study in the field of au-
thorship attribution, Yule does not cite any such studies in the interim. His work
is based on examining sentence length distributions in texts by authors such as
Bacon and Coleridge and attributing De Imitatione Christi to Thomas à Kempis.

The K statistic developed by Yule in 1944 is used in further studies on the
authorship of De Imitatione Christi, described in Oakes (1998). The statistic
(Figure 2.1) was a measure of what Yule referred to as vocabulary richness, by
measuring the probability that any pair of words selected at random will be
identical, by calculating the sum of each frequency group, i.e how many words
occur once, twice, etc, multiplied by the square of their frequency, minus the total
number of words, divided by the total words squared and multiplied by 10,000
to avoid small numbers.

K = 10000

∑Total freq group×
(
freq2 − Total Words

)
(Total Words)2



Figure 2.1: Yule’s K statistic

Yule used this statistic in his study of the authorship of De Imitatione Christi
which he concludes to have been written by Thomas Kempis, as opposed to the
next most likely candidate, Jean Gerson. This judgement resulted from the usage
of the K statistic, along with other tests such as comparing the total vocabulary
used(without repetitions), the total number of words including repetitions and
the percentage of nouns used only once2.

The work of Mosteller and Wallace (1964) on the Federalist papers study is
a definitive work in authorship attribution and one which set the framework for
almost all future work on the subject. The Federalist papers were a series of
anonymous pamphlets written around the period 1787-88 in New York newspa-
pers in support of the new constitution. The authors were known to be James
Madison, Alexander Hamilton and John Jay, though there were a number of
papers for which authorship was not entirely clear. What was novel about the
approach taken by Mosteller and Wallace was the fact that they used regularly
occurring function words in their analysis with the intuition that authors do not
exhibit conscious control over these particular lexical items, a novel approach at
the time and one which would prove popular in studies which followed. Another
reason for using these was that these tokens would be less likely to vary with
regards to the topic or genre of a text.

2Also known as hapax legomena
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pn =
λn × e−λ

n!

Figure 2.2: Poisson distribution

Oakes (1998) provides a succinct description of the methods used by Mosteller
and Wallace in determining the authorship of the Federalist papers. The Poisson
distribution(Figure 2.2) is used to describe how many portions of a text will have
n occurrences of a word when the overall frequency of the word in a text is known.
Here, λ is the average number of times the word occurs per section of text, pn is
the proportion of text sections with n occurrences of the word, n! represents n
factorial and e is the constant.

Bayesian statistics are then used to generate probability measures for the
authorship of disputed texts. The following example is provided, say one author,
Author A, uses the word also 0.25 times per 1000 words, and Author B uses this
word 0.5 times per 1000 words. Say now one has a text of disputed authorship
which contains 4 usages of also and is 2000 words long. The task is to calculate
the probability that either author authored the text. Using the formula in Figure
2.2, this probability value is calculated. If Author A uses the word 0.25 times
in 1000 words, then the probability in 2000 words is 0.5, if author B uses the
word 0.5 times in 1000 words, the likelyhood for Author B using this word in
2000 words is 1. Applying the formula in Figure 2.2 results in a value of 0.00158
for Author A and 0.0153 for author B, which gives odds of 10 to 1 likelihood for
author B. If a prior hunch of 3 to 1 odds for Author B exist, these prior odds
would be multiplied by the new posterior odds to compute new odds of 30 to 1
for author B.

This process is continued for all of the discriminating features which are being
examined resulting in a final ratio. Another pioneering aspect of the study by
Mosteller and Wallace was the use of computers for calculation which allowed
complex calculations to be performed which would otherwise have taken years to
complete. As a result of their study, the 12 disputed letters were attributed to
Madison.

The Federalist papers are often used as benchmarks for testing new meth-
ods of authorship attribution, with Shakespearean drama also being popular,
however it cannot be said that an actual gold standard exists, rather a general
agreement about the attributions of documents whose provenance was previously
unconfirmed.
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2.2.2 CUSUM technique

The CUSUM (cumulative sum) method of authorship attribution, sometimes
written as QSUM, was developed by Andrew Morton in the period 1987-1988.
A comprehensive account of the history of the method and examples of how to
apply the method can be found in Farringdon (1996).

The basic premise of the method concerns graphing certain linguistic phe-
nomena such as sentence length and the distributions of two letter, three letter
and vowel initial words. According to Farringdon (1996), the first step is to get
the average sentence length for all the sentences in the corpus to be tested. Once
the average sentence length is obtained, the next step is to get the deviation
from the mean for each sentence in the file, and then these are added to get the
cumulative sum for each sentence which consists of the total deviations for all
preceeding sentences. This results in a point on a line graph for each sentence.

The next step involves getting the cumulative sum of another feature such as
the number of two and three letter words, initial vowel words or a combination of
these two features. In cases of disputed authorship, Farringdon (1996) suggests
finding out the method which results in the best fit line for the sentences of
known provenance and using this method, in the ideal case the line graph of the
cumulative sum of sentence length and the line graph of the cumulative sum of
the other feature should match one other. A large deviation can indicate that a
certain sentence or group of sentences may not have been written by the same
person.

Criticism of the method has often focused on the scientifically and linguis-
tically unfounded nature of the tests involving two and three letter words and
initial vowel words. Hilton and Holmes (1993) criticise the cusum technique for
its lack of statistical basis and introduce the idea of weighted cusums which pro-
vide a more solid statistical basis for the technique. Some criticism has been
levelled at the suggestion in Farringdon (1996) that sentences which do not fit
the model, so-called anomalous sentences, may simply be deleted from the text
and the test repeated without these sentences.

CUSUM is similar to other methods of authorship identification here that
it compares linguistic features across texts, however the the objective nature
of the interpretation of the results of the comparison is what sets this method
apart from others. It seems curious that one should assume that independent
linguistic features should in fact have isomorphic graphs and that the graph of
other independent features should match these graphs.

2.2.3 A hybrid approach to literary detective work

Donald W. Foster’s work in the realm of disputed and unknown authorship be-
gan in 1989 with his attribution of the anonymous poem, A Funeral Elegy to
William Shakespeare, and has since continued into the public realm with his
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assistance in the high profile public unmasking of journalist Joe Klein as the
author of Clinton-era political satire Primary Colors, his work as a consultant
on the Unabomber case, and other examples of attribution of noteworthy texts
of disputed authorship which are recounted in Foster (2001). Although Foster
used a computer to facilitate his analyses, even building a lexicon of rare Shake-
spearean terms known as Shaxicon for his analysis of A Funeral Elegy, most of his
work on authorship is based on both internal and external evidence drawn from
the texts, including grammatical phenomena such as split infinitives and mis-
spellings, background information about the career and whereabouts of possible
authors and other criteria, an approach which has led to criticism of his methods
from many sources. Indeed, he graciously retracted his claim of Shakespearean
authorship of A Funeral Elegy when it was finally attributed to John Ford by
Monsarrat (2002).

2.2.4 Authorship attribution in the courts

The work of Carole Chaski has focused on the role of authorship attribution
in a legal context, more specifically, the acceptance of forensic linguistic expert
evidence in US courts of law. The guidelines for the acceptance of expert evidence
in the US legal system, known collectively as the Daubert test, contain a number
of criteria including replicability, i.e. can the test be carried out by another
party and the same conclusion reached, known accuracy/error rate and degree
of acceptance by others in the community by way of peer review. In Chaski
(1997), she describes the creation of a computer based system for authorship
attribution that will fulfill the criteria required for acceptance as expert evidence.
She presents various aspects of language use including dialect/idiolect and the
theory of metalinguistic awareness which aim to establish a scientifically verifiable
basis for authorship attribution and forensic linguistics with the conclusion that

Pilot studies demonstrate that a syntactic method of analysis, which
is grounded in linguistic theory and implemented within a computer
program, may be the route to an authentic science of language-based
author identification (Chaski, 1997, p 3.)

This is based on the notion that individuals are not aware of their choice of
syntactic structures to the extent that this can be construed as unconscious. This,
according to Chaski, means that such production of language is extremely difficult
to control and is therefore a good candidate for identification of an individual,
not from his/her handwriting which may not be possible due to the medium in
which the message is written, but from the choice of different syntactic structures
used in creating a piece of writing.

In Chaski (2001) she conducts research into various different methods of au-
thorship attribution, presenting three types of methods, the first type she claims
to be
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Rooted in linguistic theory, underpinned by factual ideas about
linguistic performance (Chaski, 2001, p 2.)

These methods are based on the ideas of syntactically classified punctuation and
syntactic analysis of phrase structure and have been developed by her to facilitate
analysis.

The second group includes methods such as sentential complexity, vocabulary
richness, readability and content analysis which she describes as using linguistic
theories and conform to statistical testing, however may still be unsuitable for
authorship identification in a forensics situation. One example given is the use
of the type/token ratio, which she describes as useful for analysis in studies of a
literary nature but can not be successfully used in a forensics setting, for example
a suicide note or a confession statement, due to the small amount of text available
for analysis.

The third group contains techniques such as punctuation and spelling error
analysis which do not facilitate statistical testing and error rate calculation, by
virtue of the fact that they do not use quantifiable linguistic patterns. These
have their root in disciplines such as handwriting analysis, and Chaski also refers
to the work of Foster which uses many different text external and text internal
features which are not easily quantifiable, relying instead on the subjective word
associations of a literary expert.

In conclusion, she presents evidence that her methods of punctuation and
phrase structure analysis are the most accurate in attributing authorship in her
task, which consists of short personal statements written by a number of Amer-
ican women, balanced for race and controlled for age. Chaski remarks that the
task is intended to simulate an actual task and test the lower bounds of the
classification methods.

2.2.5 Conclusion

The above methods of authorship attribution display different levels of subjec-
tivity. Contrast the work of Foster, which relies to some extent on hunches and
gut feeling, with the work of Farringdon et. al. which uses units of measurement,
which, though quantifiable, provoke controversy due to their lack of a scientific
basis. On the other hand, the work of Chaski uses statistical techniques and units
or features which are easily quantifiable(e.g. χ2, words. ). This work and the
work of Kilgarriff in Section 2.4.6 have formed the theoretical basis for the tools
used in this study.

2.3 Literary Computing

As the focus of this dissertation is on literary texts, it is important to note the de-
velopments and studies carried out in the field of literary computing. This section
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seeks to identify the main figures at work in the field, with a focus on the specific
task of distinguishing between character idiolects in text where appropriate.

A common thread which unites the research in this section is the idea of a
humanities scholar employing statistical and computational methods, rather than
a computer scientist or computational linguist exploring literary texts, which is
the case to some extent in the work described in Section 2.5 and most definitely
true in the experimentation described in this thesis.

2.3.1 John Burrows: Jane Austin, Juvenal and Delta

The work of John Frederick Burrows is often displayed as a milestone for studies
in literary computing. His topics of interest range from the character idiolects of
Jane Austen to the translations of Latin poets and many other topics besides.
Burrows has remained one of the leading figures in the field of literary computing
and it is to this end that his work is examined, beginning with the work on Jane
Austen which helped bolster the use of common words as distinguishing devices
in computational stylistics.

Burrows (1987) describes an extensive study on the character idiolects in the
novels of English novel Jane Austen. The study encompasses her six novels3,
along with a number of control texts4

The texts were marked up painstakingly by hand with markers to indicate
dialogue vs narrative, the different protagonists and different word senses. In
this manner they are similar to the play markup which is processed in the study
carried out in this thesis although according to Burrows, the structure of the
novel distinguishes from narrative and dialogue to some degree, despite this, a
good degree of additional markup was provided.

Burrows delves deep into the novels and characters themselves with the ex-
pertise of a literary scholar. Indeed, a chapter devoted to the usage of a set of
pronouns by the individual characters concludes that in fact, the relative fre-
quency of these pronouns does not always necessarily provide a strong metric
for distinguishing between character idiolects, although most clusters of common
words used provide a statistically significant result as seen in later tests.

Burrows then proceeds to use the χ2 test to compare instances of three per-
sonal pronouns5 amongst the main characters in Austen’s works. This follows
with discussions on normal distributions of common function words and follows
on with tests such as linear regression of common terms and eigen-analysis of
feature vectors which is described as a procedure similar to multidimensional

3These are Northanger Abbey, Sense and Sensibility, Pride and Prejudice, Mansfield Park,
Emma and Persuasion.

4Sandition, a fragment of an unfinished manuscript by Austen, Sanditon 2, an extension of
this fragment into a finished work completed by an unknown third party, Frederica by Georgette
Heyer, The Waves by Virginia Woolf, James’ The Awkward Age and Forster’s Howards End.

5they were, we, our and us
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scaling, resulting in two-dimensional graphs of character idiolects as compared to
each other.

He examines the relationship of style within particular character idiolects and
using the thirty most common words in each idiolect and three passages of three
hundred words, carries out tests using linear regression which assign the highest
correlation between the selected dialogue passages and their corresponding char-
acter idiolects, in other words, subsections of character idiolects match the rest
of that characters dialogue text. He also examines similarities between character
idiolects and interrelationships between characters in different novels, all the time
ruminating of the ideas of foregrounding and how characters are realized in text.
He examines the character idiolects of one of Austen’s novels compared with two
controls and notes how the character idiolects all fall within similar regions on the
plots, allowing borders to be drawn around each group of characters pertaining to
a particular work. He even goes as far as to examine sub-idiolects of characters,
differences between thought idiolects and narrative and the change in character
idiolects over time.

There are several notable aspects in Burrow’s work on Austen, the first is
the almost breathtaking depth and level of critical detail which is displayed,
this is similar indeed to the work by Biber in Section 2.4.1, replacing linguistic
knowledge with knowledge of literary criticism in Burrow’s case and the same
point can be raised as to the sheer difficulty and time required to replicate such
a study for another author, for example.

The second major point, and perhaps the most pertinent to the study detailed
in this thesis, is the fact that all of these detailed analyses for the most part use
features which are no more detailed than the thirty or sixty most common words
in a text. Burrow’s study most certainly required more pre-processing than the
dramatic texts which are examined in the study detailed in this thesis, extra
information including some word sense tagging was also made available which
may have contributed to the accuracy of some results.

Delta Method

Another major contribution by Burrows to the field of literary computing and
computational stylometry is the Delta metric, detailed in Burrows (2002a). In
this article, Burrow’s describes a method for distinguishing between samples of
text described as.

The mean of the absolute differences between the z-scores for a set of
word variables in a given text-group and the z-scores for the same set
of word variables in a target text (Burrows, 2002a, p 5.)

Normally, the z-scores for the 150 most common words are used, and the
metric was developed on a dataset of poets from the English Restoration period.
Burrows reports results for the metric which is tested on a dataset of 200 poems
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by 25 different authors. For this dataset, he reports that 47 percent of the poems
find their true author as the first assignment in the list of possible authors, in 59
percent of the comparisons the true author is either first or second in the list, in
79 percent the true author ranks amongst the top five and in 12.5 percent the
true author is amongst the top ten. In 4 percent of the cases, the true author
ranks below fifteenth in the list. These result are valid for when 150 of the most
common words are taken into account, as the number of common words decrease,
the values get lower.

When the length of the poems is taken into account, the strongest results are
displayed for the 120-150 common words set with poems which are longer than
2000 words. For this subset, or 20, 19 have the correct author first in the list
with one exception where the true author ranks second.

Burrow’s concludes that his method is highly accurate for poems above 1500
words, citing as evidence the large number of authors examined.

The Englishing of Juvenal

In Burrows (2002b), he puts his Delta metric to work on a corpus of English
translations of the Roman poet Juvenal. Fifteen in all, they range chronologically
from 1646 to 1967 and are composed in both verse and prose styles. When using
the Delta test to compared the translations by several authors with their own
work in these cases, Burrows makes the following observation

To conclude, as these results allow, that some translators can be iden-
tified and others not would amount to accepting that the Delta test
is of no real value in a case where the identity of the translator is
doubtful or unknown. And since this position is so at odd’s with the
test of “true authorship” mentioned earlier, it would follow that some
translators are so sensitive to their task that their own stylistic signa-
tures completely disappear behind their image of the foreign author
whose work they are representing. (Burrows, 2002b, p 11.)

Burrow’s work delves deep into texts, combining a knowledge of statistical
tests with a far-reaching literary background. The Delta test has proved a popu-
lar one, used by Rybicki (2006) to examine character idiolects in the translations
of Polish author Henryk Sienkiewicz and evaluated by Hoover (2004), who found
that using up 800 of the most frequent words increased the accuracy of assign-
ments and that the metric performed comparably on prose as on poetry.

2.3.2 Hugh Craig: Character idiolects in Ben Jonson

Craig (1999) describes a study not dissimilar the work carried out in this thesis,
however in his case he examines only one playwright and embarks on some deeper
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research questions than the shallower distinctions between characters which are
carried out here.

Craig identifies 214 characters which speak over 500 words in Jonson’s plays.
He then performs a principal component analysis all of the words in the texts in
a manner similar to Biber’s work in Section 2.4.1. He then calculates the first
Principle Component which displays a disjunction between texts which contain
the, of, and, in and to in high frequencies on the left hand side of the graph
and texts which contain is, it, you, my and I in high frequencies on the right.
Examining all of the characters on this scale, a pattern emerges, with the char-
acters emerging on the far left being composed of critics, religious zealots and
choric figures who are prone to pontification. Craig reasons that if characters are
placed low on this axis, they are pompous as well as authoritative, contrasting
the Puritans who are prone to preaching in the midst of ordinary dialogue with
the characters in a higher position less likely to make speeches out of context.
The characters to the far right tend to be of the self-absorbed variety, including
several examples of simpletons or fools, and self-obsessed noblemen. There is also
a chronological distribution across the axis, with characters from the early plays
clustering more at the right hand side of the distribution, while characters from
the later plays tend more towards the left of the diagram, with characters from
the middle period being spread across the entire length of the graph.

Craig then poses the question as to whether this distribution is an authorial
characteristic of Jonson himself or in fact a simple artifact of style in English. He
refers to Biber’s work, described in Section 2.4.1, on registers in English and draws
parallels between the counts of words such as is, it, you, my and I compared with
the, of, and, in and to with Biber’s examination of informational versus involved
production, a spectrum which ranges from academic prose and official documents
on one extreme to conversation and personal letters on the other.

Craig then proceeds to segment character utterances into segments of 2000
words, much as is done in the experiments detailed in the later chapters of this
thesis. He then calculates a new Principle Component with ninety-five character
texts, this one consisting of a greater number of frequent words but displaying
a similar left to right, composed speech to free conversation formation. The
point of interest here is to examine character segments in order to determine
how consistent the original placing for each character was, or is it the case that
a character goes through a number of different styles throughout his existence
in the play. Examining the different segments of characters on the axis, Craig
hypothesizes that it may be the case that in Jonson’s drama, and indeed in
Renaissance drama generally, that the early segments of the play contain more
exposition and the latter sections contain more personal interchange. This is
backed up by the evidence that in seventeen of the nineteen characters examined
in this section of the study, the final segment was found to be placed further
right than the other segments. There are also characters whose segments tend to
remain in a similar spot on the graph, which Craig attributes to lack of character
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development throughout the play.
Hugh Craig’s work displays a high level of awareness in the field of literary

studies, both computational and traditional and this work asks more detailed
questions than the simple Is this text from Character A or Character B? which
is the main question of this thesis. Methodologically, it is interesting to note
the parallels with the segmentation of character which also occurs in this study6,
and the fact that the features are not any more deep than simple word frequen-
cies, though the statistical tests used in his research lend themselves to a more
analytical approach.

2.3.3 David L Hoover: Clustering Texts and The Styles
of Henry James

David L. Hoover’s research areas include authorship attribution, corpus stylistics
and in particular, the change in an author’s vocabulary over time, focusing with
some detail on the novelist Henry James. Hoover (2002) concentrates on using
frequent words and word sequences for computational stylistics and presents work
on 30,000 word sections of twenty-nine modern British and American novels by
seventeen authors. Hoover is interested in the range and number of words required
to distinguish authors and in the first section of results finds that the 300 most
frequent words are optimal for distinguishing authors, clustering fifteen out of a
possible seventeen authors

Hoover then proceeds to examine word n-grams and their usefulness for clus-
tering authors. His preliminary experiments indicate that word trigrams are not
necessarily a good metric for distinguishing between authors, as using them alone
manages to only cluster six authors out of seventeen. Word bigrams on the other
hand occur more frequently and Hoover chooses this level to proceed with.

Using word bigrams as tokens, he proceeds to carry out the same tests and
finds that the word bigram clustering behaves differently. With the single words,
the accuracy increased to a maximum and then levelled off, however with bigrams
the accuracy appears to increase based on the number of most frequent bigrams
taken into account. Hoover reports a maximum accuracy of twelve out of seven-
teen correctly clustered using 544 common word bigrams. This is still below the
maximum threshold using single word frequencies alone.

Hoover then tries a combination of bigram and single word frequencies, an
approach which matches the fifteen out of seventeen result achieved by single
word frequencies alone. He observes that the best results are reached when a
number of the most frequent words are removed from the corpus, possibly to
prevent overlap with the most frequent word bigrams.

Hoover then removes nine authors who are represented by only one novel
and is left with eight authors represented by twenty novels. Generating new

6To this end, the segmentation of characters into 2000 word chunks
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frequency lists for this experiment, results show that a combination of bigrams
and single words give better results that single word frequencies alone. Hoover
then abstracts his corpus down to sixteen novels from eight authors, dropping
any novels which were written in the first person, these tended not to cluster
correctly in the original tests. Running the same tests again, all of the texts
cluster correctly, with the combination of sequences outperforming the each on
their own. He then painstakingly extracts all of the narrative passages from the
remaining sixteen novels. Now the results are worse than before, with only a
maximum of seven authors being distinguished.

Hoover also examines a corpus of modern literary critical works, with varying
results. His conclusions are that frequent sequences are worse than words in the
large twenty-nine novel corpus, when the single works are removed they work bet-
ter, when the first person novels are removed, frequent words are more effective,
when the novels are abstracted down to the narrative alone, words work better,
however when personal pronouns are removed from this corpus, word bigrams
perform better than single words.

In Hoover (2006), he uses authorship techniques to examine the difference
in style between the early and late works of Henry James. Hoover assembles a
corpus of 46 American novels of the late 19th and early 20th century to examine
which techniques most successfully discriminate between James’ early and late
novels and the work by other authors. Hoover uses principle component analysis,
Burrow’s Delta and his own variation of this, Delta Prime, to achieve this aim.

He reports that the majority of these techniques are successful at distinguish-
ing the authors and when they are put to use on a corpus consisting solely of
James himself, Hoover observes that they separate his novels cleanly into an
early and late style, with an intermediate style also being distinguished. This
leads Hoover to suggest that James underwent a steady chronological develop-
ment throughout his career, compared with Dickens for example, whose early and
late novels tended to separate but not into as neat groups as James. Another
interesting result in this case is that several revised editions of earlier novels do
not necessarily fall into the same groups as the later novels but cluster together
in their own individual groups. The analyses here use the 200-4000 most frequent
words as discriminatory features.

Hoover’s work displays a strong knowledge of statistical tests, couple with
an extensive knowledge of the literature, traits common with almost all of the
works in this section. Interesting points to note are his ability to scale his tests,
he is concerned with large scale corpora of many authors for the purposes of
developing metrics to distinguish between authors, but also takes an interest in
the development of a particular author over a certain period in time.
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2.3.4 David Holmes: Stylometry and the American Civil
War

David I Holmes has been a proponent of stylometry in literary studies for some
time now. Indeed, his review paper, Holmes (1998) summarizes the extent to
which the field has developed, from the work of Mosteller and Wallace on the Fed-
eralist, up to Burrow’s work which Holmes believes should be held in equivalent
regard as his predecessors, through to controversial techniques such as Morton’s
cusum , which is mentioned in Section 2.2.2. Indeed, Holmes has since carried out
a number of studies of his own, which will be examined in the following section

Holmes et al. (2001) describes a stylometric attribution problem concerning
letters which were published by LaSalle Corbett Pickett, the widow of a Civil
War general George Pickett. His wife insisted that these letters were written by
him to her during the four year war, and had lain unseen by the world until she
decided upon herself to publish them. These letters became an established part of
the Civil War literature for decades, until their authorship came to be questioned
by several historians in the nineteen-eighties. They claimed that the knowledge
enclosed in the letters was more than the general would have had access to at the
time that they were purported to have been written and that in fact his wife was
the real author, based on claims that the language used was too flowery to have
come from him and that she had previously plagiarised from other authors for
a book about the Civil War. Holmes and his co-authors proceed in a measured
fashion in their analysis, gathering sources of both authentic letters from Pickett
and other soldiers in the Civil War, personal letters from his wife to him and
published work by her and official war reports by Pickett himself. The samples
range in size from 4000 words to 1000 words. Common word analyses similar
to Burrow’s method are used, along with both cluster analysis and principle
component analysis

The first step involved determining whether all of the constituent texts were
separable. All of the letters from the military personnel are compared and inter-
esting patterns are observed, namely that the language of the privates separates
itself from the language of the officers, which is perhaps not surprising. The
individual letters tended to cluster also by authorship.

The next step involved the language of George Pickett himself, in both a
personal and a private setting. When compared with a control, all but one of
his military reports were clustered together, and his personal and public writings
displayed a similar style. The next step involved examining his wife’s style and
the analysis in this case determined that his wife in fact had two distinct styles
of public and private in her writings. These are also distinguishable from the
writings of Pickett himself, which is a useful result as it enables the next phase to
compare the disputed letters with both Pickett and his wife. The results in this
case are highly interesting, with the later letters from the disputed group being
assigned to Pickett’s wife almost exclusively, with some of the earlier letters being
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assigned to Pickett himself. Thus, the results from the computational analysis
back up the analysis from the historians to a large extent. Holmes concludes
by emphasizing the need for collaboration between historians and proponents of
computational stylometry.

2.3.5 Conclusion

There are many other characters who have contributed to the field of literary
stylometry, far more then there is indeed space to mention here. The work of
Dolezel and Bailey (1969) and Brainerd (1974) paved the way for Burrows and
his counterparts. Indeed, Burrows himself may not have been able to carry out
his work if it had not been for Kenny (1982), a very useful guide to statistics for
the literary minded computational stylometrist and he alludes to the usefulness
of this volume quite often throughout his study on Austen.

What this section has sought to do is to examine the methods and methodol-
ogy used by a number of the leading researchers in the field of literary computing
and where possible, to compare and contrast their methods with those used in
this thesis.

To conclude, it must indeed be reiterated that these all share great talents
in the field of literature first and foremost, and it must be noted that the study
carried out in this thesis does not take such a wealth of detail into consideration,
by virtue of the fact that the current author is a computer scientist first and a
literary theorist second.

2.4 Variation in text

The following section presents a number of studies which investigate variation and
register in text. The work in Section 2.4.1 describes creating a series of scales
by which written and spoken English can be classified, examples of this include
the formality of the text, the spontaneity of an utterance or piece of writing,
or placing the text on a scale of abstraction. This research combines a good
deal of prior linguistis knowledge with a statistical technique known as factor
analysis. Section 2.4.4 describes work on a similar subject, metrics which define
the readability of a text. Section 2.4.6 describes work on comparing corpora.
Section 2.4.7 summarizes experiments which also combine linguistic knowledge
and computational tests, in this case the subject matter is the English of first
and second-generation Finnish immigrants to Australia. Section 2.4.8 reports on
experiments to determine a person’s personality from their writing.
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FactorA = .89(past) + .61(3rdpers.) + .10(inf.)− .19(rel.cl.)

FactorB = .10(past) + .29(3rdpers.) + .56(inf.) + .65(rel.cl.)

Figure 2.3: Factors in factor analysis: an example from Biber (1986)

2.4.1 Register variation across written and spoken En-
glish

One of the most comprehensive studies of variation in the English language, both
spoken and written, is detailed in Biber (1988). In this and his previous work,
Biber (1986), the multifeature/multidimensional approach to language analysis
is introduced. Biber (1986) seeks to perform a wide-ranging analysis of English,
using the LOB7 corpus of written English and the LL8 corpus of spoken English
as the basis for the analysis. The approach involves using previous qualitative
work on register and style variation to identify a number of features which may
be examined in terms of their co-occurrence in order to determine their influence
on style and register in English. The LOB corpus contains a diverse group of
texts such as press reports, editorial letters, skills and hobbies, official documents,
general fiction, and romantic fiction. Biber adds his own collection of professional
letters for extra variation. The LL corpus contains transcribed spoken English
from face-to-face conversations, telephone conversations, interviews, broadcast
news, and both spontaneous and planned speeches.

Factor Analysis

The method of factor analysis is explained simply as a method to reduce the
large set of original variables, in this case 41 different linguistic features, to a set
of factors containing the co-occurrence weights of several variables. Examples of
linguistic features examined by Biber include yes-no questions, verbal infinitives,
prepositions, past tense verb forms, perfect aspect markers, linguistic hedges and
it-pronouns. These type of features are far more varied than the features used
in this thesis, which are limited to character counts, word frequency counts and
the possibility of part-of-speech tags representing the highest level of linguistic
information employed in the research. Examples of factors are given in 2.4.1.
The input to these factors are absolute counts of the different features which are
counted.

Biber mentions that any he disregards any co-occurrence weights that are
less than .35, negative or positive, in his analysis. Thus in the cases in Figure

7London-Oslo-Bergen corpus of written British English, 500 texts of roughly 2000 words
each, from 1961

8London Lund Corpus, 87 spoken British English texts of roughly 5000 words each
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2.4.1, each factor would be trimmed to contain two coefficients, factor A would
contain the coefficients of the past tense and 3rd person verb forms, and Factor
B would contain the infinitival constructs and the count of relative clauses. The
combination of negative and positive coefficients is explained simply by Biber by
taking an example of a factor with positive coefficients for past tense and perfect
aspect forms may have negative coefficients for present tense verb forms, which
follows on from the intuition that a text describing an event which occurred in
the past will not require many present tense verb forms.

Once the factors have been computed, it is necessary to obtain a factor score
for a text type or genre. If for example one wished to view the factor score for
a text type Y with regard to Factor A in Figure 2.4.1, the procedure would be
carried out as follows: For each text in the corpus, count all of the occurrences of
the factor coefficients, assuming that any coefficients with low weights have been
discarded. In the case of Factor A, the interesting forms are past tense verb forms
and 3rd person verb forms. In this case because the coefficients are positive, the
absolute occurrences are added. If there were significant negative coefficients,
the corresponding linguistic features would be summed and then subtracted from
the sum of the count of the positive linguistic features. This is done for each
file in the corpus and then a mean value is computed. To compare this to other
corpora, the same must be done for each of the other corpora and factor values are
obtained for each. The scale computed here is relative among the corpora, there
is no predetermined value which defines the top and bottom of the spectrum, the
values for each of the corpora are presented from high to low and this constitutes
the scale for a factor.

Biber (1986) identifies five factors which account for non-trivial variance and
these are examined further in an attempt to identify their properties. Factor 1 is
described as classifying texts on a scale of interactive vs edited, texts which are
produced with a high level of personal input under certain temporal constraints,
from texts which are meticulously composed and edited with little or no personal
involvement. Factor 2 is seen as distinguishing between content which is more
abstract compared to texts which are more situated, texts which are more formal
and detached in style with texts which are more colloquial and concrete. Factor 3
defines a scale between those texts containing a narrative thread and those texts
which describe events in the present and the now. Factors 4 and 5 are not given
such definite labels and are not included in the further analysis which attempts
to group the different text types on the scale of the different factors which have
now been defined.

Processing the texts

Some further steps are needed to prepare the texts for analysis. Biber states that
although some features occur in more than one factor, in order to assume the
independence of each feature, a feature is only included once in any of the factors,
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in the factor in which it has the highest weight. Then, the number of each feature
in the text to be examined is counted, the counts for the features with positive
coefficients are added and those with negative coefficients are subtracted from the
total to give a score for that particular factor. A value for each text in a particular
genre is calculated and the average of these is taken. The different genres are
then placed on a scale or continuum for each factor. Examples for the extremes of
Factor 1, Interactive vs Edited Text are telephone and face to face conversations
at the high end of the scale, and official documents, academic prose and press
reports at the lowest end. Examples for Factor 2, Abstract vs Situated Text are
a reversal of the previous scale with official documents and academic prose being
placed at the high end of the scale and telephone conversation being placed at
the bottom. On the scale of Factor 3, Reported vs Immediate Style, romantic and
general fiction is at the top of the scale, i.e the most reported/narrative, with
professional letters being at the bottom of the scale.

A considerably expanded version of the research presented in Biber (1986) is
presented in Biber (1988) which uses 67 linguistic features, additions including
different kinds of negation markers, special verb classes and conjunction mark-
ers which could not be included in the initial study due to the difficult task of
automatically analyzing such features in the text. He also adds another textual
genre, personal letters, bringing the total number of genres to twenty one. In
addition to confirming the status of the three factors generated in his previous
work, he identifies three more factors, Factor 4 which is labelled as Overt Expres-
sion of Persuasion, text types high on this scale including professional letters
and editorials, Factor 5 which is detailed as a continuum of Abstract vs Non-
abstract Information, which clusters texts by their abstract nature, scientific and
academic works are found at the top of this scale, and Factor 6 which is defined
as Online Informational Elaboration and is not dealt with further in the text.

Two other studies which were carried out using the dimensions defined in
Biber (1986) and Biber (1988) are a study on stylistic change in written English
over four centuries in Biber and Finegan (1989) and a comparison of American
and British writing in Biber (1987).

2.4.2 Differences between American and British English

Biber (1987) examines nine genres of written American and British English in an
attempt to further insight into the syntactic differences between the two varieties.
The corpora used in this analysis were the LOB corpus as a representative corpus
of British English and the Brown University Corpus. The subcategories in the
Brown corpus were analysed and matched with the categories in the LOB corpus
and the number of texts in each genre and category were balanced. The three
dimensions of Interactive vs Edited Text, Abstract Versus Situated Content and
Reported Versus Immediate Style which are defined in Biber (1986) are used in
the analysis. Findings suggest that for the texts analysed by Biber, in respect
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to the first dimension, British genres tend to be more edited and less interactive
than the corresponding American texts, and with regard to the second dimension,
the British genres tended to be less abstract than their American counterparts.
Biber (1988) describes the American texts as “more colloquial” and also “more
jargony and nominal” than the British texts.

2.4.3 Style Variation in written English

Biber and Finegan (1989) report on the variation in style in three genres of written
English, essays, fiction and letters. The factors 1, 3 and 5 from Biber (1988) are
used to compare written English over four centuries. The general trends emerging
from the study are that written English has undergone a drift towards a more
oral style of composition during the time period studied, based on the dimensions
developed in Biber (1988). As the literature tends towards modernity it displays
a more nonabstract style on Dimension 3 Abstract vs Nonabstract style. 17th and
18th century works are found to be more literate than their 19th century and
modern counterparts, and this appears to be true of all genres. Biber and Finegan
(1989) cite the rise in literacy amongst the middle and working classes in the 18th
and 19th century as a possible cause for the stylistic drift. Although in some
genres, the middle periods of the late 17th and early 18th century displayed very
literate style for some writers, this is attributed to a backlash and establishment
of norms after the emergence of English as a valid form of written communication
as opposed to the lingua franca of the time which was Latin, and the fact that
there were initially few standards to adhere to in terms of written English style
during this period.

Biber’s work on style is comprehensive and in-depth, combining both methods
from the statistical and linguistic schools of thought. Work has also been carried
out on implementing the factors or dimensions used in the analysis of other lan-
guages. Of course, in this case it is not sufficient to merely transfer the linguistic
knowledge gleaned from the studies of the English language, in-depth linguistic
knowledge of the determinant features of the language in question is required.
Such studies require a large amount of work and background knowledge, both
linguistic and statistical, to undertake and thus there have been relatively few
studies carried out by others based on the work of Biber. The work in Section
2.4.7 also combines prior linguistic knowledge and statistical tests to compare the
language of first and second-generation Finnish immigrants to Australia.

2.4.4 Readability metrics

There has been extensive research into the theory of document readability and
several metrics have been developed to deal with this problem. McCallum and
Peterson (1982) present a number of these measures in an account of computer-
based methods to compute scores for document readability. They present an
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overview of various formulae which have been computed using various different
features of a text, including length of words, the number of words with six or more
letters, number of syllables, number of monosyllabic words, number of words with
three or more syllables, number of affixes, number of words per sentence. number
of pronouns and number of prepositions.

The metrics are computed in three common steps, according to McCallum
and Peterson (1982).

1. First, an assessment of the reading difficulty of the texts is made by a panel
of judges, a set of standards or a cloze test

2. Values for the chosen features, numbers of words in the sentences, number
of sentences etc are calculated for each text in the collection

3. Regression analysis is applied to produce the coefficients needed for an
equation which will result in a readability score

2.4.5 Description of metrics

The earliest method described by McCallum and Peterson (1982) is the Flesch
formula which was developed by Flesch in 1948 after a number of iterations, and
is one of the metrics displayed in the advanced statistics section which is available
for selected written works on online bookstore, Amazon.com.9 Klare (1974) men-
tions that Flesch’s test was designed originally for adult reading matter, which
gave more weight to the structure of sentences as well as the abstract words
in sentences. The formula was computed using the original edition of McCall-
Crabbs Standard Test Lessons in Reading which provides a list of passages which
are ranked by readability with a US grade level. Klare (1974) reports that there
is a correlation of 0.7 between the Flesch formula and the ranked passages in the
McCall-Crabbs text,values for which have been determined through extensive
reading comprehension tests on the passages in question. The Flesch formula for
a text is presented in Figure 2.4.

R = 206.835−84.6

(
Total number of Syllables

Total number of Words

)
−1.015

(
Total Number of Words

Total Number of Sentences

)

Figure 2.4: Flesch readability test

9Two examples of Flesch scores from Amazon, with 0 being difficult and 100 being easy:
Great Expectations by Charles Dickens is given a score of 67.7, and Ulysses by James Joyce
has a score of 68.1, from these results it can be construed that perhaps the Flesch metric is not
really that indicative of the readability of a literary text.
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The output of this formula is a value from 0 to 100 with 0 representing a very
difficult text and 100 representing a very easy text.

Another metric which uses a different scale is the Fog10 scale, produced by
Gunning in 1952, which outputs a numerical value corresponding to a grade in the
US school system, from 1 to 12. According to Klare (1974), the scale was based
on the assumption that the more words of more than three syllables in a text,
the more difficult it was to read. This scale attempts to establish a more concrete
frame of reference for readability, making the assumption that a text resulting in
a score of approximately 6 is comprehensible by the average 6th grader. These
will be referred to as grade level tests from now on, with the Flesch test referred
to as a readability test.

G = 3.068+9.84

(
Words with 3 or more syllables

Total number of Words

)
−1.015

(
Total Number of Words

Total Number of Sentences

)

Figure 2.5: Fog grade level test

The above formulae use features such as number of syllables and words with
many syllables which at the time proved non-trivial for use with a computer.
Thus, McCallum and Peterson (1982) cite two formulae as good candidates for
computer calculation, the Automated Readability Index and the Coleman-Liau
formula

G = −21.043+4.71

(
Total number of letters

Total number of Words

)
+0.50

(
Total Number of Words

Total Number of Sentences

)

Figure 2.6: Automated Readability Index grade level test

G = −15.8+5.88

(
Total number of letters

Total number of Words

)
−29.59

(
Total Number of Words

Total Number of Sentences

)

Figure 2.7: Coleman-Liau grade level test

The equations in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 both use features such as total
number of letters and total number of words which are easily processed by a
computer. As a point of reference, McCallum and Peterson (1982) run a total of
9 different equations on their own published article and present the results(Tables
2.1 and 2.2).
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Test Score(0(difficult)-100(easy)

Coke-Rothkopf 81.7
Farr-Jenkins-Paterson 55.2

Flesch 53.0
Coleman 47.3

Table 2.1: Results for Readability tests, originally printed in (McCallum & Pe-
terson, 1982)

Test Score(1(easy)-12(difficult)

Fog 6.5
Coleman-Liau 8.0

Automated Readability Index 9.1
Dale-Chall 10.6

Kincaid 11.0
SMOG 13.6

Table 2.2: Results for Grade Level tests, originally printed in (McCallum &
Peterson, 1982)

From the results in Table 2.2 and Table 2.1 one can ascertain that the tests
most certainly differ in their results, which makes choosing which test to use
in which case a difficult task. Readability metrics are more similar to Yule’s K
statistic than to comparative methods such as χ2 as they give inherent ratings
for each text examined based on the results of a regression equation defined on
a gold standard, where χ2 provides a comparison between two texts solely based
on the contents of the texts.

2.4.6 Comparing corpora and homogeneity

Adam Kilgarriff’s research areas concern, among other topics, the idea of com-
paring corpora and homogeneity.

In Kilgarriff and Rose (1998), the authors examine different methods for com-
puting the similarity of corpora and ascertain that the χ2 by degrees of freedom
test(see Section 3.7.1) using words performs best in their experiments which were
carried out on subsets of the British National Corpus, when compared with other
measures of similarity such as the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient. This
measure is used to compare corpora compared as ranked wordlists. The Spear-

10Stands for Frequency Of Gobbledygook
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1− 6
∑
d2

n(n2 − 1)

Figure 2.8: Spearman Rank Coefficient Formula

man Rank Coefficient is computed as follows; for each of the n most common
words, the difference between the rank ordering is taken and then the statistic is
the normalized square of the sums of these differences. One of the benefits of the
Spearman function is that it can compare texts of different sizes, the simple χ2

is not suitable for comparing corpora of different sizes, therefore the χ2 divided
by degrees of freedom test is suggested.

Kilgarriff and Rose (1998) deem this method to be unsuitable by virtue of
the fact that a difference of one rank between the 2nd most frequent word and
the third most frequent word is highly significant in terms of corpus similarity,
conversely the difference between the 400th most frequent word and the 500th
most frequent word is in fact not as interesting, however the Spearman formula
will rate the latter measurement as more significant. According to Kilgarriff and
Rose (1998), if a method is to be useful in general, it must be easily implementable
and useable across different genres and text types. They use the most frequent
500 words from the texts in their experiments for determining homogeneity which
are carried out as follows.

• Divide the corpus into sections, comparing the corpus with itself will deter-
mine internal homogeneity

• Create two subcorpora by assigning half of the sections to each

• Get the measure of similarity between the two corpora(Using χ2 by degrees
of freedom or the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient)

• Repeat using different allocations of sections

• Get the mean and standard deviation over all iterations

2.4.7 First generation language vs. second generation lan-
guage: Finnish immigrants in Australia

Lauttamus, Nerbonne, and Wiersma (2007) use POS trigrams to compare the
language of Finnish immigrants in Australia. They examine the language of two
groups which was compiled in 1994 by Greg Watson at the University of Joensuu,
Finland: the Adults were all Finnish native speakers born in Finland who were
over the age of 18 when they arrived in Australia and the Juveniles were all
Finnish native speaking children of these immigrants who were under the age
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of 18 when they arrived in Australia. The corpus was made up of transcribed
interviews, 62 adult interviews and 28 child interviews. The average age of the
adult group was 30 at the time that they arrived in Australia and 58.5 when the
interviews were conducted, and the average age of the juvenile group was 6 at the
time of arrival and 36 at the time of interview. Lauttamus et al. (2007) mention
that this distinction between juvenile and adult language is based on the critical
age hypothesis proposed by Lenneberg in 1967 which suggests that native-like L2
acquisition is only possible between the ages of two and puberty11.

The entire corpus(Juveniles and Adults) was tagged using the TOSCA-ICE
part of speech tagger which according to Lauttamus et al. (2007) was selected
because it was designed by linguists and the study of second language syntax
requires a level of detail which other POS taggers and tagsets may not provide.
POS trigrams were used in order to examine contextual influences. The entire set
of POS trigrams which occur in the data was assembled and the frequency values
were compared for each of the two corpora, Adult and Juvenile. The distribution
of the two rows is compared to a chance distribution and individual trigrams
which contribute to the skewness of the distribution in each row are examined.

Lauttamus et al. (2007) state that the use of POS trigram distributions not
only faciliates error identification but also allows one to examine which structures
are overused or underused by each of the particular groups.

A number of statistically significant differences were observed between the
Juvenile and Adult group. The adults were found to exhibit more hesitation, this
had been marked up in the transcribed text as false starts, pauses and broken
speech. The adults were more likely to use the discourse marker you know in
their speech, the juveniles used more varied forms such as you see, you mean, etc.
The juvenile group also used phrasal verbs where the adults did not, such as I
ran out of money. The adults demonstrated misuse of articles, which Lauttamus
et al. (2007) mention as characteristic of learners whose L1(Finnish in this case)
has no articles, other examples include leaving out prepositions such as to with
verbs of motion, and deviant word order with regard to adverbials(I don’t watch
any more that one).

Lauttamus et al. (2007) conclude that although some aspects of the English
spoken by the adult group could be linked to the L1, the abundance of additional
universal L2 speaker features such as hesitation, avoidance of complex verb forms
and prepositional and phrasal verbs and the absence of the copula be in utter-
ances, e.g when we drivin in the road suggest that no clear conclusion about
transfer from the L1 vs. universal language learner experience can be made. The
idiosyncracies of the language of the adult group do not seem to have transfered
across to the juvenile group whose language displays all the hallmarks of a native
or near native speaker. They conclude that this analysis will not generate any
knowledge about the development of language in the juvenile group and a longitu-

11see Lenneberg (1967).
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dinal study of the juvenile’s language acquisition process before they enter formal
education would perhaps identify the progress of any L1 transfer phenomena in
their L2.

This work is similar to Biber’s work on stylistic variation in Section 2.4.1
as it combines extensive linguistic knowledge from the realm of second language
acquisition with computational methods used in text classification and compu-
tational stylometry. This contrasts with the work in this thesis which does not
take any linguistic information into consideration, though detailed analysis using
POS tags is a candidate for future work. The work can be seen as attempting
to identify the effect of the L1 on the L2. The experiments in Chapter 6 using
translations are carried out with a similar goal in mind but do not have the same
specific focus as the work here. The author intends to conduct further research
into the L1 interference in translations in the future.

2.4.8 Personality prediction from text

Luyckx and Daelemans (2008) carry out work on authorship attribution and per-
sonality prediction from an author’s textual contributions. They use the Personae
corpus in their analysis, a self-compiled corpus consisting of contributions by 145
authors. They have three main aims in carrying out the study, the first aim is
to compile a corpus of texts on a common topic to use as a basis for personality
research, as opposed to deeply personal essays and reports which have been used
in previous psychological studies on language use and personality. Their second
aim is to compile a corpus of Dutch texts, as previous studies have focused on
English, and they believe that their method should be transferable across lan-
guages. The third aim is to test whether personality can reliably be predicted
from text.

The Personae corpus contains 200,000 words by 145 students of Bachelors
level or comparable. The topic of the essays was artificial life and the essays
averaged 1,400 words each. Each student also took an online personality test,
or MBTI12 and the resulting profiles were recorded along with some personal
information.

The Myers-Briggs test seeks to identify a person’s personality based on 4
criteria, Introversion vs Extraversion, Intuition and Sensing Feeling and Thinking
and Judging and Perceiving. Luyckx and Daelemans (2008) mention that the
sample is too homogenous to carry out gender related tests, due to the fact that
it consists of 77% female contributors.

The analysis is carried out using n-grams of syntactic features such as fine and
coarse-grained parts of speech, readability metrics such as the Flesch metric(see
Section 2.1)13 and type/token ratios which are compared using the χ2 metric to

12Myers Briggs Type Indicator test, Myers (1962)
13It may be interesting to note given that the Flesch Kincaid metric does not perform very
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obtain determinant features which are the features with the largest χ2 value in
the comparison. A memory based learning toolkit is used to classify the test data
based on the training data and the training is done by 10 fold cross validation in
which the data set is divided into 9 sets of 10 authors and one set of 15 authors
and the program is run ten times, each time with a different set as test set and
the other 9 sets as training sets. The first set of results are displayed for tests
on binary classification task on 8 categories, these categories being the 8 poles of
personality detailed above, and whether the system can tell an extrovert from a
non-extrovert for example. The second set of experiments attempts to distinguish
between the two extremes of each of the 4 Myers-Briggs criteria, which is more
akin to deciding whether a person is an extrovert or an introvert.

Results for the four discrimination task experiment report positive results for
discriminating between Introversion and Extraversion and Intuition and Sensing.
The results for the former are 65.5% accuracy and for the latter has a score of
62.7% accuracy, both of which are well above the baseline. The results for the
third and fourth criteria are not significantly above the baseline to be useable.

2.4.9 Classifying texts by author gender

Koppel, Argamon, and Shimoni (2002) report on work in categorizing texts by
the gender of the author. Their approach integrates theories from the text cate-
gorization field and the field of computational stylistics. A large group of possible
discriminatory features are selected which include a list of over 400 function words
which appear at least once in the corpus and a list of part of speech n-grams.
These features are then abstracted down using a machine learning algorithm
which picks the most discriminant features for distinguishing between the writ-
ing of men and women.

The corpus chosen for the experiments was a subsection of the BNC14 which
contained 920 documents which had been labelled by author and by genre. This
was abstracted down to a corpus of 566 texts which contained a balanced number
of texts by both male and female authors in each genre.

Results of 73.7% classification accuracy are reported using only the best dis-
criminatory function words, 70.5 percent of documents are correctly classified
using the best parts of speech n-grams alone and accuracy results of 77.3 percent
are observed using both feature sets. It was found that training the classifier
separately on fiction and non-fiction texts from the corpus improved the clas-
sification results significantly, using both feature sets, a 79% accuracy rate was
observed when only fictional texts were analysed for author gender, and the clas-
sifier achieved 82.9% accuracy on non-fiction texts alone.

well on literary texts as per the example in Section 2.1, it is questionable whether this metric
is the best choice for use in the personality prediction experiments.

14The British National Corpus.
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Koppel et al. (2002) observe that there are different distinguishing features for
male and female writing in fiction than their are in non-fiction and mention that
if the classifier were only trained on fiction and then used to classify non-fiction
texts for author gender, or vice versa, the classifier achieves only 50% accuracy
which is no better than randomly assigning texts to either category.

As regards the optimal number of features to use, it was found that the best
classification results for fictional texts occurred using only 128 features, 64 from
each side, whereas for non-fiction 128 features from each side were used, 256 in
total.

The patterns that emerged from the research were that the indicators of male
style were noun specifiers such as determiners, numbers and modifiers and the
indicators of female style were the frequency of usage of negation, pronouns and
certain prepositions. This work is continued in Hota, Argamon, Koppel, and
Zigdon (2006) where the language used by characters in Shakespearean drama is
examined. This is summarized in Section 2.5.5 and is found to correlate highly
with the language used by modern authors.

2.4.10 Conclusion

This section has concentrated on studies which seek to ascertain various infor-
mation about an author from their language. The common link in this section
is that of unconscious variation, the corpora collected were all assembled from
language created during normal day-to-day tasks. Readability metrics in Section
2.4.4 seek to establish the reading level required to comprehend a certain text.
Section 2.5 examines aspects of texts which have been created in a literary setting
or with the purpose of conveying a certain message or style. This area is perhaps
more pertinent with regard to the experiments carried out in this thesis which
involve within-canon variation of authors in a literary setting.

2.5 Computational stylometry

This section examines in detail an number of studies in computational stylome-
try, including those of Yardi (1946) on the chronology of Shakespeare, the work
of McKinnon and Webster (1971) on the pseudonyms of Kierkegaard and work
by Vogel, Frontini, and Lynch (2008) on the Donation of Constantine. Hota
et al. (2006) examine the language used by male and female characters in Shake-
spearean drama. Also examined here is the use of voices in the work of poet
Brendan Kennelly by Vogel and Brisset (2006).
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2.5.1 Examples of literary detective work

Oakes (1998) gives a broad overview of work in the field of computational sty-
lometry, including, but not limited to, authorship attribution. Indeed, he alludes
to a similar question to the main research topic of this thesis in a section titled
Studies of Shakespeare and his contemporaries

The main difficulty with using stylistic criteria to distinguish be-
tween authors in dramatic texts is due to the following contradiction:
on the one hand, a good author is likely to have a distinctive style,
while on the other hand, a good author will also exhibit a variety of
styles in the range of spoken parts.(Oakes, 1998, p 221.)

Oakes refers to a study by Yardi (1946) in which a method for chronologically
dating Shakespeare’s plays was developed. Yardi created a regression equation
based on a function comprised of the number of full split lines, the number of
lines with redundant final syllables and the number of unsplit lines with pauses
compared against the total lines. This said to reflect the change in Shakespeare’s
style over time. A number of plays for which the chronology was well known were
assembled in order to create the regression line which was then used to date plays
for which the date of composition was unsubstantiated. It is important to bear in
mind that the experiments described in this thesis do not take such information
as temporal variation into consideration, instead making the naive assumption
that all of the texts examined were written at the same moment in time and thus
comparable as such, an exception to this are the experiments described in Vogel
et al. (2008) which deal with comparing a Latin document with corpora of Latin
from different periods in history in order to determine the most likely period of
authorship.

Another area of examination which is mentioned is the idea of dogmatic vs
tentative language in speeches, for example the use of dogmatic words such as
always and never and absolutely vs tentative words such as often, sometimes
and to a point. Oakes cites an example from Kenny (1982) which describes the
speeches of Hitler, in times of crisis his speeches were found to contain more
dogmatic language, whereas in times of victory the language of oration was more
tentative.

2.5.2 Work on the Donation of Constantine

Vogel et al. (2008) describes investigative work carried out on a Latin text of
disputed provenance,The Donation of Constantine. This text is said to have
been the testament of Constantine the Great, Emperor of Rome (272-373 A.D.),
donating the land which is now the Vatican city to the papacy. Scholars have
accepted that it is a forgery which was created at some time between 750 and 850
A.D. In 1440, the humanist Lorenzo Valla published his definitive work proving
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that the document was a forgery, his treatise was based on linguistic and content-
based anachronisms. The tools used in this thesis, namely χ2 comparison of
textual tokens, are used on corpora of Latin in order to determine the period
of authorship of the text. In this particular case letter bigrams are used as the
level of tokenization, this level of tokenization is believed to capture the change
in Latin affixes over time.

A corpus of Latin texts from different eras was compiled, these eras were:
archaic(pre 100 B.C.), classical age(100 A.D. - 300 A.D.) late Imperial (300-600),
early middle ages (600 -1000), high middle ages(1000-1400), humanists(1400-
1650) and modern and contemporary Latin (1700-present).

The first set of experiments compared the Donation with 79 different author
categories. The Donation was found to match the category of Ammianus, a 4th
century historian, as the best alternative category to itself. This may point to
Ammianus as a source of reference for the forger.

The second set of experiments involved comparing the Donation with the
seven different temporal periods in order to determine which period is most likely
for authorship. The Donation did not pattern well with modern Latin and that
of the humanist period, and further tests suggested an equivocal location of the
Donation in either the late Imperial period(the intended period by the forger)
or Early Middle Ages(the period thought by scholars to be the actual period of
composition). Conclusions from this indicate that when text-based features are
taken into account, the Donation is in fact a very good forgery, though it is still
universally accepted that it is one according to the results of studies based on
content analysis and this work does not seek to dispute this fact.

2.5.3 Comparing Kierkegaard’s pseudonyms

Oakes (1998) writes about work on the study of one author writing in a myriad of
diffferent styles, the author in question was Danish philosopher Søren Kierkegaard
and the study was by McKinnon and Webster (1971). In this study, the authors
wished to establish which of Kierkegaard’s pseudonyms was most similar to the
work he published under his own name. Kierkegaard is famous for writing under
different pseudonyms, all of which express different views on subjects. In all,
16 sections of text were used, eight sections of pseudonymous work and eight of
authored work.

They produced three vocabulary lists for each sample, total vocabulary, vocab
unique to that particular section, and vocabulary in the pseudonymous sections
which was shared with the original samples. The following tests were carried
out on the samples, the first test compared the pseudonymous sections with the
acknowledged ones in terms of a variant of the type/token ratio. The internal
coherence of each method was also measured. The purpose of these two tests was
to show whether the pseudonymous sections taken as a whole were significantly
different from the acknowledged texts. The test used was a ratio the log of the
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total vocabulary size(unique words) V and the log of the total number of works
in the sample, N.

This ratio, logV/logN was computed for both sections of text. The ratio
for acknowledged works was 0.819 and the ratio for pseudonymous works was
0.845, which meant that the pseudonymous work differed significantly from the
acknowledged work in terms of richness of vocabulary.

The second test wished to establish a hierarchy in terms of which pseudonym
was closest to the acknowledged work and which was furthest away. The different
pseudonyms were ranked in terms of a ratio of exclusive vocabulary to a particular
section compared to a baseline chance distribution. The closest pseudonym to
the acknowledged works was the work Sickness Unto Death by the interestingly
named Anti Climactus and the work furthest away was Repetition by Constantine
Constantinus.

This work is similar to the work carried out in this thesis, though there is one
main difference which prevails, this work seeks to compare the pseudonyms to the
real author, in the experiments reported on here, the main concern is comparing
the characters with one another.

2.5.4 Authorship attribution and pastiche

Somers and Tweedie (2003) report on experiments on authorship attribution and
the possibility of imitating the style of an author. They ask the question, if it
is possible to fool an authorship attribution system by accurately recreating the
style of a different author, how does this reflect on the system, is the system itself
flawed or is the fake text at such a high level that it can reliably hoodwink the
system. This is similar to the work carried out in Section 2.5.2, although the idea
of authorship is not examined per se, the forgery is most similar in style to the
period for which it was intended to stem from by the forger, although popular
scholarship has marked it as a fake which was most likely written four centuries
later.

Conversely, if the pastiche is detected by the system, does this mean the sys-
tem itself is of high quality or is it in fact the pastiche which is subpar? Their
experiments use the text of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland and Through
The Looking Glass and a modern pastiche of Lewis Carroll written in 1984 by
Gilbert Alice through the Needle’s Eye. They used tests for authorship such as
the Qsum method detailed in Section 2.2.2, the K statistic by Yule(Figure 2.1),
methods imploying principal component analysis of words, and other lexical rich-
ness measures to investigate the differences between the texts by Carroll and the
modern pastiche. Along with the texts in question, control texts from Carroll and
Adair, written for an adult audience were also provided, along with an example
of childrens literature, Baum’s The Wonderful Wizard Of Oz.

The tests gave varied results, the lexical richness measures,(K statistic and the
Z statistic developed by Orlov) successfully distinguish the Carroll texts from the
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modern pastiche but cannot distinguish the Carroll texts from one another. The
results from the principal components analysis of the 40 most common words in
the text group the pastiche and original texts close together and separate these
from the several control texts. In this case, the pastiche could be said to be
successful, it has passed itself off as an original text.

The discriminant analysis resulted in a score of 51.51% when categorizing
Carroll samples and the samples from The Needle’s Eye, which is slightly better
than chance, indicating that the pastiche is somewhat successful in this case.

The weighted Qsum tests were carried out on ten extracts from Needle’s Eye
and comparing them with 20 extracts from the two Carroll books. Of the 200
resulting comparisons, 172 indicated that Carroll and Adair were in fact the
same author, of the 28 successful distinctions, 11 were with the same section
of text, when this text was excluded, the results show that the pastiche is a
good imitation. In terms of conclusions on the subject, Somers and Tweedie
(2003) remark that they are in a no win situation, on the one hand, the pastiche
fooled several established tests of authorship, on the other hand, some of the tests
marked it as a fake, can one conclude that it was in fact a good pastiche, or are
the previous tests flawed in some way? They conclude that further analysis on
different texts will be needed to make a firm judgement on the topic.

2.5.5 Computational analysis of male/female language in
drama

Hota et al. (2006) present a study on the language used by Shakespeare’s male
and female characters. The study uses machine learning techniques to deter-
mine whether one can tell whether Shakespeare’s characters are male or female
by their word use, and goes on to identify patterns of different word use across
the characters. The words used by Shakespearean characters are then compared
to word usage by modern male and female authors. The study reports a corre-
lation between the word use by Shakespearean characters and the word use by
modern authors and observes a difference in the late and early dramatic works
by Shakespeare. Male characters are reported to use cardinal nouns, such as
plural and mass nouns, e.g swords, dogs more than female characters, who use
more singular noun forms. Female characters were also found to use more ad-
verbs and adjectives than their male counterparts, who used more determiners
and prepositions.

2.5.6 Analysis of characterization in the poetry of Bren-
dan Kennelly

The approach of analysing authored works for the emergence of individual char-
acters and personas is presented in Vogel and Brisset (2006). In this study, the
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poetry of Irish poet Brendan Kennelly is analysed. The approach taken in this
study had a great effect in inspiring the work carried out in this thesis on exam-
ining the contributions of different characters by playwrights. The corpus under
investigation in this study comprises of four collections of poetry composed by
Kennelly, Cromwell (1987), The Book Of Judas (1991), Moloney Up and At It
(1995) and the colourfully titled Poetry My Arse (1995). Reviews by literary
scholars had focused on Kennelly’s ability to inhabit different voices in his works.
Vogel and Brisset (2006) identify 14 different candidate voices in Kennelly’s work
and the χ2 by degrees of freedom method was used to cluster the poems by
similarity. The four individual books themselves were found to contain different
voices/styles and there were several voices which spanned several books. One of
the characters, Ozzie, was found to be the most similar across works, examples
of his text are given.

prades

ozzie is stonemad about prades

so he say kummon ta Belfast

for the 12th an we see de Orangemen

beatin the shit outa de drums

beltin em as if dey was katliks heads

from The Book Of Judas by Brendan Kennelly, presented in Vogel and Brisset
(2006)

This is contrasted with the text of the Narrator voice.

My soul is her lower lip but only for

A moment, then it’s the story she becomes

before my eyes in the coughing street where

I am trying to remember her name

From these examples, the use of distinct orthography for the Ozzie character
is quite apparent. Thus, the conclusions of the study were that distinct voices
could be found spanning different works and that this could be affirmed by manual
interpretive examination of the works in question.

2.5.7 Conclusion

This section has highlighted some recent results of studies carried out in the field
of computational stylometry. The work on Kierkegaard’s pseudonyms concludes
that it is possible to separate the pseudonymous works of Kierkegaard from the
confirmed works, which suggests that a person may in fact be able to write in a
number of different personalities, being able to change their style at will. In the
context of the work carried out in this thesis, it would be interesting to ascertain
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how different the pseudonymous writings are from one another, rather than from
writings which bear Kierkegaard’s own name. The pastiche experiments have
similar conclusions in that several authorship attribution tests failed to distin-
guish the pastiche from the original, suggesting that it may be possible to mimic
another person’s style to such an extent as to pass oneself off as another, while
also bearing in mind the fact that the tests used to determine authorship may
not be rigorous enough as they cannot distinguish between the pastiche and the
original. The conclusions from the work on the Donation of Constantine is in a
similar vein, nobody has suggested that the document is not a forgery, but stylis-
tic analysis concludes that textually, it is a very good one. The work by Yardi on
the chronology of Shakespeare’s works raises the question about how a person’s
style changes over time which is a topic which is not taken into account in the
study carried out in this thesis. The work on the stylistics of the characters in
Brendan Kennelly’s poetry uses the methods used in this thesis to carry out a
stylistic analysis of characterization by a poet.

2.6 Summary

This chapter has summarized some relevant studies in the field of computational
stylistics and applied and forensic linguistics. While the subject matter of these
studies vary, the vast majority of them are carried out using comparable methods
and statistically quantifiable measures. The experiments carried out in this thesis
are building on work described in Section 2.5.6 on characterization in the poems
of Brendan Kennelly. Chapter 3 describes the statistical tests and programs used
in the experiments carried out in this thesis.

It is important to note that this thesis is solely concerned with exploring the
results produced by one method, the χ2 by degrees of freedom method for corpus
homogeneity. A more comparative study comparing various different methods
for textual variation has not been carried out to date but is a valid concern for
future work on the topic.

The use of letter n-grams is found in the following paper, which confirms
their usefulness for the task of language identification. Cavnar and Trenkle (1994)
describe a method for classifying texts based on n-grams, which for their purposes
they define as contiguous sequences of characters, including padded whitespace at
the beginning and end. They report on experiments using newsgroup texts and
examine the distribution of n-grams in the texts, noting that the most frequent
n-grams are in fact unigrams which correspond to the distribution of the letters
in the language of the text. They use the application of language classification
to test and benchmark their system. Postulating that the n-gram technique is
less labour intensive than creating a system using a dictionary of keywords or a
parser which detects morphological rules, they collected data for the analysis from
Usenet newsgroups. Training samples containing between 20 and 120 kilobytes of
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data were assembled and the n-gram frequency profiles of these were calculated.
The test set for the experiments consisted of 3478 samples of text of varying size
from the original 3713 texts collected from the soc.culture newsgroup from the
Usenet system. Texts were eliminated if they contained junk entries or if they
contained a mixture of text from more than one language.

The document comparison of n-grams was done using a simple method which
Cavnar and Trenkle (1994) refer to as the out of place method. The n-gram
lists are both ranked by frequency and a comparison value for each n-gram is
calculated, based on the difference in ranks between the two positions. If a
certain n-gram occurs in one list but not in the other, it is given a pre-defined
maximum value. Cavnar and Trenkle (1994) remark that they are aware of the
simplicity of the method but have found it to perform well enough for the tests
involved.

The results displayed a high level of accuracy for categorizing newsgroup texts
by language. Initially results were expected to be worse for entries under 300
bytes in length but the results showed that the system was in fact only slightly
sensitive to length. One aspect that did improve the results of the classification
was the number of n-grams used in the categorization, referred to as the n-gram
profile, results improved when n-gram profiles of length 400 were used.

This thesis utilizes many tools developed during previous projects by members
of the Computational Linguistics Group at Trinity College Dublin. This work was
inspired by the work of Kilgarriff and Chaski and their approach of investigating
corpus homogeneity using χ2 by degrees of freedom and n-grams of features which
can be reliably replicated by anyone else who, given the same input data, will
arrive at the same final result. As a final year project for the B.A (Mod) in
Computer Science, Linguistics and a Language, McCombe (2002) developed the
original versions of the tools used for authorship attribution and as a result of
a number of benchmarking tests concluded that χ2 by degrees of freedom using
letter unigrams was the most accurate test for authorship amongst the methods
which were tested in the study.

In O’Brien and Vogel (2003), the χ2 by degrees of freedom method was tested
against a naive Bayes classifier for spam detection using either words or characters
as tokens. 499 spam emails were collected to use as the training or reference
set and 39 messages were used for the test set, 260 legitimate emails were also
collected for the training and 28 for testing. Some initial pre-processing was
carried out which involved replacing any images in the emails with a placeholder
tag which represented an image. Results showed that the naive Bayes classifier
using characters as data performed the same as the χ2 method using words as
data. The χ2 algorithm using characters as data reported an error rate of 0.015,
classifying one message incorrectly as spam. The Bayesian example using words
as data displayed the worst performance of all, it marked 9 spam messages as
legitimate, which was 25% of all of the messages examined. The authors note
that their results are based on a small corpus of emails and it would be wise to
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examine a larger corpus before conclusions can be made.
This work was continued on in Medori (2004), who went on to further analyse

and test the χ2 by degrees of freedom using letter unigrams method, in the do-
mains of authorship attribution using real and fabricated corpora, literary genre
classification, music classification, examining songs by Lennon and McCartney
and Mozart, language detection and finally plagiarism detection. Medori reports
an accuracy of 68% for the method on a corpus of 10 different newsgroup authors,
but reports that results were not so encouraging for attribution on the Federal-
ist papers task. Music classification was a novel application for the method,
the songs of both Beatles and Mozart were obtained in the ABC format15 and
analysed by the method. The method succeeded in distinguishing both Lennon
and McCartney from Mozart, but could not distinguish either Beatle from one
another.

A further addition to the canon of work on testing and benchmarking the
programs and methods which are used in this study was Mencke (2006) who
carried out experiments in language detection using parts of speech tags, topic
detection, language and foreign language text detection in a corpus of European
Union directives and finally, authorship attribution on 17th century dramatic
works by Shakespeare and contemporaries. In the latter test, the feature which
resulted in the best attribution results was word unigrams. Mencke also provided
the first version of a tool which would display the attribution results in a LATEX
table format. Some of the tools created during the course of this thesis(see Section
4.1) are also used to display results and others add to the experimental structure
as a whole, facilitating more rigorous experimentation.

Chapter 3 describes the statistical tests used in the experiments and the ex-
perimental process.

15http://www.walshaw.plus.com/abc/, last verified June 19, 2009
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3.1 Introduction

This chapter details the theoretical background and statistical tests used in the
experiments and the suite of programs used to carry out the experiments.

The files used in the experiments carried out are always in plain text format.
It is important to note that the methods used in this thesis do not perform any
classic text classification using structured machine learning with a training set and
a target set; the methods can be summarized as metrics designed to perform tests
of document similarity. The experiments are not with gold-standard datasets by
explorations of foggy data with a particular metric.

Each comparison or experiment is performed in a relative vacuum, meaning
that the results of previous experiments are not consulted or utilized in any way
when carrying out new tests, i.e. there is no learning or training phase involved
in the experimental process.

The collection of files to be examined is referred to as a corpus and the
individual sub-divisions within the corpus as categories.These categories can be
defined in several ways, for instance when doing genre or topic detection, one
might be interested in comparing a text of unknown genre or topic to several
different categories, each made up of a number of different texts representative
of the topic or genre to determine which category is the best match for the file.
It can also be the case that there is only one file per category, for example if a
corpus of texts by different authors has been assembled so that each author is
represented by only one text in the corpus. The next step is to decide the level
of tokenization which is to be used for the comparison. The basic experimental
process is detailed as follows.

1. Collect a corpus of texts for analysis

2. Divide texts into categories for purposes of comparison1

3. Decide on what feature of the texts to compare2

4. Tokenize texts with respect to the chosen feature for comparison

5. Create frequency distributions of tokens

1In this case there is often a desire for balanced category sizes, in the majority of experiments
carried out here, balanced category sizes are used, in all cases here, balanced file sizes are used
however it has not been verified experimentally to what extent the distribution of file sizes
and categories affects the accuracy of assignment results. Initial experiments showed that files
tended to be more similar to categories with less files and/or text, this is unusual as the χ2 by
degrees of freedom method is designed to compare corpora of differing sizes

2Current options include character n-grams, word n-grams and part-of-speech n-grams, all of
which are continuous unbroken sequences of characters, words, which are defined as sequences of
characters which are separated from one another by whitespace or other punctutation indicators,
or parts of speech, the latter having been created by running a part-of-speech tagger over a
plain text file
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6. Compare token distributions using the χ2 by degrees of freedom method(detailed
in 3.7.1)

7. If categories contain multiple files, compare files with categories using Mann
Whitney U test (detailed in 3.7.2)

8. Observe results and make conclusions about data

These experiments are carried out by a suite of programs which were written
in Perl and are detailed below.

3.2 Motivation

This approach towards comparing text similarity is based on the work of Adam
Kilgarriff and Carole Chaski3 towards creating systems for textual similarity and
authorship attribution, the results of which are easily replicable, and that use
features which are easily defined, e.g words, characters and also parts-of-speech.

The use of character unigrams in the research is motivated by previous work
described in Section 2.6. Indeed, why such distributions of characters should
prove effective is perhaps not fully transparent, however the following is given as
some explanation, originally raised in Vogel and Lynch (2008), which reasons that
if an English-speaking individual has a Latinate vocabulary, he or she may favour
certain words over others, an example could be “equestrian” versus horse-riding
or “aquatic pursuits” instead of watersports, which will result in a difference in
the distribution of certain letters, in this case the letters Q and U.

3.3 Input

The input to the program is a list of plain text files each with a category as-
signment, which is historically referred to as files1. This should resemble the
following example,

Hamlet Shakespeare

TwelfthNight Shakespeare

MuchAdoAboutNothing Shakespeare

ThePoetaster Jonson

TheWhiteDevil Webster

TroilusAndCressida Shakespeare

the example here is playwrights as categories and their plays as files. This struc-
ture is referred to as the a priori assignment. in other words, each work has been
assigned to the category believed to be the correct category. In this case, the task

3See Sections 2, 2.2.4, 2.4.6
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might be one of authorship attribution, one may wish to compare how similar
certain plays are to their authors to investigate cases of disputed authorship.

3.4 Categories

The concept of a priori and a posteriori categories in the experiments detailed
in this thesis can be summarized briefly. The important concept to note is that
these categories group files together, and different files can be grouped in different
ways in order to examine their relationship to one another. In the research carried
out in this thesis, the contributions of characters in drama are separated using
the PlayParser 4 program. A sample of text is then extracted from the resulting
file and this is then divided up into equal sections. The task is to compare files
with regard to a number of categories. The files examined remain constant, they
are merely assigned different categories using a plain text index, referred to as
files1. An example is printed below. The naming convention used throughout is
that the name of the file containing contributions by a character is the name of
the character, often this is abbreviated in a certain form, plus the name of the
play from which the character stems.

4WIDOWQUINPlayboy WIDOWQUINPlayboy

5MARTINDOULWellSaints MARTINDOULWellSaints

5MARYTinkersWedding MARYTinkersWedding

1AARONTitusAndronicus AARONTitusAndronicus

1ADRIANAComedyErrors ADRIANAComedyErrors

1ANGELOMeasures ANGELOMeasures

1ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors

1ANTONYAntCleo ANTONYAntCleo

3LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan

3LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband

In this case, an example of an actual files1 file category assignment index is
provided. In this particular example, one finds the a priori category that the
files have been grouped by is the name of the character from which the file has
been created. In the experiments, characters are split up into five sections of
equal size. The a priori category is the character in this case and our aim is
to ascertain if all of the text files which make up the character are more similar
to one another than to any other characters. Although the a priori category is
set as the character, it may be the case that in fact, the files of the character
are more similar to another character, which one would then refer to as the a
posteriori category match for the individual files.

4See section 4.2
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If one wishes to examine the file similarities from a different perspective, all
that must be done is to simply create a new index file with each file assigned to
a different category.

4WIDOWQUINPlayboy Playboy

5MARTINDOULWellSaints WellSaints

5MARYTinkersWedding TinkersWedding

1AARONTitusAndronicus TitusAndronicus

1ADRIANAComedyErrors ComedyErrors

1ANGELOMeasures Measures

1ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors ComedyErrors

1ANTONYAntCleo AntCleo

3LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan LadyWinderemeresFan

3LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband AnIdealHusband

In this case, the task is to examine whether the files are more similar to other
files from the same play. Another example would be the assignment of author as
a category.

4WIDOWQUINPlayboy Synge

5MARTINDOULWellSaints Synge

5MARYTinkersWedding Synge

1AARONTitusAndronicus Shakespeare

1ADRIANAComedyErrors Shakespeare

1ANGELOMeasures Shakespeare

1ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors Shakespeare

1ANTONYAntCleo Shakespeare

3LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan Wilde

3LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband Wilde

As mentioned, the files examined in each iteration of the experiments remain
the same, it is simply the categories which change. The comparison between
categories and files in categories is faciliated by the Mann-Whitney U test which
is detailed in Section 3.7.2.

3.5 Authorid program suite

The framework used to compute document similarity measures, refered to as the
authorid suite, contains a number of constituent parts. The original versions of
the programs were developed by McCombe (2002) and consisted of three main
functional elements, a concordancer, used to split up text files into the desired
tokens, n-grams of letters, words or parts of speech, the latter option making use
of a part-of-speech tagger, a module which carries out the χ2 comparison measure
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on pairs of files, and another module which carried out the Mann-Whitney rank
sum test on groups of files. The files1 must refer to files that exist in the same
directory and must not contain any blank lines or a carriage return character at
the end of the file. Once these conditions are met, the concordancer will create
a file containing a list of the selected n-grams in the file plus their frequencies.

3.6 Output

The program outputs two main files, a file containing a list of comparisons be-
tween every file in the task, referred to as the rankfile with a filename similar
to files.ls1.m0.x.rank where ls1 refers to the token in question, in this case
letter unigrams. This comparison is listed from largest to smallest, with smallest
being the most similar. The numerical value is the χ2 by degrees of freedom
comparative value (See Section 3.7.1) An example is shown below

3ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen.ls1 2JAKEHardcore.ls1 5.99903257645418

3ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen.ls1 1JAKEHardcore.ls1 5.81757489716973

3ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen.ls1 3JAKEHardcore.ls1 5.14072854994186

4ELAINEAlmostFamous.ls1 2JAKEHardcore.ls1 4.89545008311819

3INIGOThePrincessBride.ls1 1JAKEHardcore.ls1 4.80924317567129

4ELAINEAlmostFamous.ls1 2BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen.ls1 4.7891298441291

4ELAINEAlmostFamous.ls1 1MACKELWAYSuspectZero.ls1 4.78482180881588

3ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen.ls1 5JAKEHardcore.ls1 4.73481950815037

4ELAINEAlmostFamous.ls1 3INIGOThePrincessBride.ls1 4.73429863660311

3INIGOThePrincessBride.ls1 2JAKEHardcore.ls1 4.65889842652012

3ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen.ls1 4JAKEHardcore.ls1 4.65390932882949

4ELAINEAlmostFamous.ls1 1MARYBringingOutTheDead.ls1 4.6331664583169

4ELAINEAlmostFamous.ls1 5JAKEHardcore.ls1 4.52030063239

4ELAINEAlmostFamous.ls1 1JAKEHardcore.ls1 4.5197607866291

The next section of the program performs the Mann-Whitney U test(Section
3.7.2) on the list of χ2 comparisons, in order to determine which category is the
best match for each file. These comparisons are ordered by size, largest first and
then converted into ranks. The output for this section displays a list of each
file compared with different categories and the p-value significance calculated by
each. This looks something like the following.

Probability assignment of corpus 1DOROTHYJerryMaguire to

author PENNYAlmostFamous

dimensions: 5 by 104; smaller rank sum is 232

Probability of H0 greater than 0.25

Probability assignment of corpus 1DOROTHYJerryMaguire

to author MACKELWAYSuspectZero
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dimensions: 5 by 104; smaller rank sum is 319

Probability of H0 greater than 0.25

Probability assignment of corpus 1DOROTHYJerryMaguire

to author FRANKBringingOutTheDead

dimensions: 5 by 104; smaller rank sum is 224

Probability of H0 greater than 0.1

Probability of H0 less than 0.25

This file gives the values for the Mann-Whitney comparisons of between a file and
all the files in one category, and a file and all the other files in the experiment.
The section marked dimensions refers to the number of files in the comparison.
The smaller rank sum refers to the sum of the ranks which is calculated for
the Mann-Whitney U test. The lines beginning with the text Probability of H0
greater than 0.1 are p-values for the assignment based on the Mann Whitney U
test described in 3.7.2. The next chapter describes the new tools created in order
to generate homogeneity scores for categories by automatic analysis of the output
file.

3.7 Statistical measures used in the experiments

This section details the statistical tests used in the experiments. The χ2 test is
used to compare distributions of tokens between texts and the Mann Whitney
is used to compare groups of texts. The Bernouilli trials system described in
Section 3.7.4 is used to calculate a threshold for assignments to categories that
exceed the level of random variation.

3.7.1 χ2 by degrees of freedom statistical test

The χ2 by degrees of freedom test for corpus similarity was suggested by Kilgarriff
and Rose (1998) as a method for determining similarity between two texts on the
basis of distributions of a certain token. Suppose one had two texts, a and b. If
we take total(a) and total(b) to be the total number of tokens in each file, then
unique(a) and unique(b) are the total number of unique tokens in each file. The
total number of unique tokens in both files is

unique(total) = unique(b) + unique(a)(3.1)

The χ2 test requires expected values for the corpora being compared and these
are calculated as follows.

expected(a, x) =
observed(a, x) + observed(b, x)

total(a) + total(b)
× total(a)(3.2)

with observed(a,x) being the number of occurrences of a token x in a corpus a.
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u∑
x=1

(
(observed(a, x)− expected(a, x))2

expected(a, x)
+

(observed(b, x)− expected(b, x))2

expected(b, x)

)

Figure 3.1: χ2 test

The formula for the χ2 test is as follows, with unique(total) written as u. The
result of the sum above is divided by the degrees of freedom which is unique(total
- 1, and then the resulting χ2 value is compared to the χ2 table to determine
whether the two texts are significantly similar. The way in which the χ2 test is
used here is in fact the opposite to the normal method of use which seeks to reject
the null hypothesis that both samples are drawn from the same population, in
other words to conclude that two distributions are significantly different.

3.7.2 Mann-Whitney U test

Oakes (1998) gives a concise description of the Mann-Whitney U test, which is
also sometimes referred to as the Wilcoxon rank sums test. The test enables the
comparison of two groups of data on the basis of their ranks which is relevant to
the task at hand. The goal is to observe from all the comparisons with a certain
file, whether that file is more similar to its corresponding a priori category, i.e.
the other files in the a priori category, or whether in fact it is more similar to
another category. This test is a non-parametric statistical test.

In practical terms, all of the absolute values in the experiment are converted
into ranks to facilitate this test.

For small samples, (n < 10), the following formula is used to calculate the U
value, or test statistic, for the test.

U1 = n1n2 +
n1(n1 + 1)

2
− r1

U2 = n1n2 +
n2(n2 + 1)

2
− r2

with

• r1 = rank sum of smaller group

• r2 = rank sum of larger group

• n1 = number of values in smaller group

• n2 = number of values in larger group
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From the two U values, the smaller U value is selected as the test statistic
and this is compared to the U distribution. When the value is smaller or equal
to the critical value for this distribution, we may reject the null hypothesis.

For group sizes which are larger than 10, the distribution is approximately
equivalent to the normal distribution and Z may be calculated using the following
formula

z =
U − n1+n2

2

σ
(3.3)

where

• σ is the standard deviation of U

3.7.3 Applying the Mann-Whitney U Test to experimen-
tal data

In the experiments detailed in later chapters, the Mann-Whitney U test is used
to determine which category is the best match for each file in the experiment.
This is done as follows.

1. Assemble all χ2 comparisons between a particular file and all of the other
files in the experiment

2. Convert absolute values into ranks

3. For each file in the experiment and for each category in the experiment,
separate the total comparisons into comparisons with files in the same cat-
egory, and comparisons with all other files.

4. For each category/rest pair, get the sum of the ranks

5. Calculate the test statistic(Z ) for each category/rest pair

6. The best match category for the file in question is the category with the
smallest p value, which is obtained from the Z value for that category

3.7.4 Bernoulli Trials for assessing homogeneity of cor-
pora

During the study, a method was needed to determine the homogeneity of corpora
with respect to a priori and also a posteriori categories. The Bernouilli formula
is illustrated in 3.2, originally from Vogel and Lynch (2008) and this is used to
test the bias of a c-sided coin given a number of tosses and a number of possible
outcomes. In the following equation r refers to the number of occurrences of the
category as the best fit category and n is the number of files in the category. In
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the experiments described in this thesis, the test is used to investigate whether
the assignment of a number of files to a category can be accepted as evidence
that the category is homogeneous, or whether it could possibly have occurred by
chance.

p =. n!

r!(n− r)!
×
(

1

c

)r
×
(

1− 1

c

)n−r

Figure 3.2: Bernouilli formula

Although this equation details the formal background to the method, in prac-
tice, a Perl script is used to output the results of simulated experiments regarding
c-sided coins, which is analogous to Monte Carlo methods of estimation 5. The
results of these experiments are then used to determine the cutoff point for the
number of files being assigned to a category before it may be deemed homoge-
neous, or in more simple terms, define a baseline for which judgements of category
similarity may be made.

For example, imagine there are eight files per category and four categories. It
is important to know how many files must be assigned to a category before one can
safely say that the assignment is not due to chance. The Perl script takes as input
the number of experiments to be run, in this case 1000, the number of categories
and the number of files per category. It simulates 1000 experiments of tossing a
four sided coin eight times. The leftmost column is the number of files finding
the correct category, the next column over is the amount of times each variation
occurred, for example in this experimental run, out of 1000 experiments, in four
hundred and eighty four experiments, two files out of eight found their correct
category. The values in the two columns on the right are p-values, important
to the studies here are which number of assignments has a p-value of 0.05 or
less, this then allows the calculation of a baseline for our experiments. From this
it can be seen that the probably of five files out of eight turning up the correct
category by chance is 1.4%, therefore a category is homogeneous in this particular
experiment if 5 or more files find their correct category.

0 0 0 0

1 4 0.004 0.004

2 484 0.484 0.488

3 416 0.416 0.904

4 82 0.082 0.986

5 14 0.014 1

6 0 0 1

5Monte Carlo methods involve using random numbers to simulate real world scenarios in
order to determine the boundaries or limits of a particular problem or system
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7 0 0 1

8 0 0 1

3.8 Conclusion

This chapter provides a summary of the experimental framework used in the
experiments in this thesis, along with the statistical tests employed. The existing
software used for comparing texts is introduced and the main functionality of the
system is displayed. The next chapter will outline the new tools created to run
the experiments carried out in this thesis.
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4.1 Introduction

Throughout the course of the work carried out in this thesis, it was necessary to
write several new tools for collating and assembling the data required to carry
out the different experiments building on the inherited tools described in Chapter
3. The most interesting of these is the PlayParser program created to separate
plain text files of plays into the contributions of their constituent characters. This
is detailed in the first section.

The second section describes the scripts that were created to extract new in-
formation from the results files generated by the suite of programs for authorship
identification. The main function of this script was to create summarized values
for a priori categorization to determine the homogeneity of a particular a priori
category. The sheer volume of data produced by the authorid suite of programs
is too vast to process without the aid of automated tools which can summarized
and represent the results in a more digestible form. Previously, the programs
generated a file of Latex tables from which it was possible to work out the best
matches for each file in a category by hand but doing this for experiments with
as little as five categories and ten files per category proved tedious and it was
decided that this process should be automated. It was also deemed necessary to
add additional information about the best alternative matches for each category.
This was interesting for the cases where although a category may have not been
particularly homogenous in itself, it could actually be homogeneous in respect to
another category. Chapter 3 provides a more thorough explanation of the idea of
homogeneity within groups of files.

The examples shown when demonstrating the scripts are from a study of
character strengths in drama presented in Vogel and Lynch (2008). The plays of
playwrights William Shakespeare, George Bernard Shaw, Ben Jonson and Oscar
Wilde were divided into the utterances of unique characters using PlayParser and
the results shown are from the attribution of each character to their respective
authors.

Finally, during the course of the investigations, it became necessary to ensure
that file sizes and category sizes were kept balanced as this was found to influence
the results of experiments. The need also arose for scripts that would carry out
random sampling from a core number of files and categories and run a number of
different runs of a script and then average the homogeneity results over several
runs. These are detailed in the final sections of this chapter.

4.2 PlayParser

The Java program PlayParser was developed in order to separate dramatic works
into their constituent characters. Dramatic works by their very structure and tra-
ditional annotation styles facilitate the segmentation of each character’s contribu-
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tion by virtue of their markup. There are some pitfalls that must be overcome in
this procedure, namely observation of stage instructions and extraneous sections
of text such as songs or speeches that are not clearly marked with the name of
the character.

The first steps in the creation of the problem involved the analysis by hand
of a number of Shakespeare’s plays. The files were obtained from Project Guten-
berg and thus had been scanned or entered by hand by a number of different
volunteers. Due to this, there was a lack of consistency in the mark up of the
files and in addition to this the Gutenberg project does not enforce any particular
restrictions on any of the volunteers. There was the possibility of obtaining XML
formatted files for many of the more popular plays by playwrights such as Shake-
speare however these were not guaranteed to be available for all playwrights. The
solution became to develop a system that would function on plain text files.

4.2.1 Classification of the problem

To some extent this problem can be construed as an example of information
extraction. There is an inherent structure present in the text although no formal
structure such as XML formatting exists. Therefore it bears some similarities to
work carried out on dictionary parsing in Neff and Boguraev (1989). This field of
information extraction involves the parsing of machine readable dictionaries into a
data structure which can then be easily referenced and used as an online resource
or in ontological research. This presents much more difficultly for although the
text is marked up to some extent by the original typesetters code, there is a
great variation of information that can be present in a dictionary entry, part of
speech information, glosses, phonetic transcriptions, references to other entries
and cultural information about the usage of a word.

Similarly, Ferguson (1988) describes work done used to parse information
contained in business cards, working on the premise that a business card usually
contains a similar set of fields such as phone number, email address, fax number,
persons name, their job title and qualifications, and their work address. The
system developed must be very flexible when dealing with such information.

Another example of information extraction from semi-structured text in an
undergraduate context, Kilkenny (2006), involves a system used to recognize and
parse track names and data from CD covers using OCR and constructed grammar.
Following this, the data is entered into a database. This requires flexibility and
the ability to deal with different layouts, font sizes and styles of text.

In this case, information extraction can be expected to function well when
the templates to fill are small and where the information is presented in a easy-
to-process form, in this case business cards must display the information in a
readable manner, however CD covers tend to contain more artistic elements and
are therefore more difficult to process automatically. When compared with the
examples above, plays should resemble cards although there is the issue of larger
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amounts of data available for the different fields and the fact that characters may
be referred to in more than one way.

Grishman (1997) presents a framework for information extraction which has
a number of stages and includes several subsections such as named entity recog-
nition, syntactic analysis and coreference analysis, for populating a database of
facts from a natural language text.

A task which is similar to our task is the automatic detection of paragraphs.
Sporleder and Lapata (2004) applies a machine learning approach to the auto-
matic detection of paragraphs in English, German and Greek. Results from the
study showed that the best features for determining paragraph breaks were co-
occurence of words. Even this task is more complicated than our task, due to
the many different features involved, including punctuation and word frequency
based metrics, however a more advanced version of the PlayParser could make
use of similar techniques in order to filter out stage directions, speeches and text
segments that are attributed to more than one character. At the present time, the
greatest concern is to extract the character contributions from the text. These
examples all correspond to the task of populating an information structure with
data from an unstructured text. The task in this thesis is a slightly more simpli-
fied one as it does not require a complex semantic or even syntactic understanding
of the text, merely a shallow understanding of its structure.

4.2.2 Previous work in the domain of drama

Johnson (2004) is an example of a previous approach. During the course of his
M.A thesis at George Mason University, the author created an extensive online
reference resource for the works of Shakespeare1, with collocation tools, word
counts and extensive statistics. The interface contains hyper-linked versions of
Shakespearean plays which have been extracted from plain text files. The author
created his own unique formatting in order to parse the play files accurately. A
sample of this has been reprinted below.

$SECTION 1.

$CHAPTER 1. King Lear’s Palace.

%xxx. Enter Kent, Gloucester, and Edmund.

%xxx[ Kent and Gloucester converse.Edmund stands back.]

% Kent. I thought the King had more affected the Duke of Albany than

^ Cornwall.

%Glou. It did always seem so to us; but now, in the division of the

^kingdom, it appears not which of the Dukes he values most, for

^equalities are so weigh’d that curiosity in neither can make

^choice of either’s moiety.

1http://www.opensourceshakespeare.org, last verified June 19, 2009
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% Kent. Is not this your son, my lord?

%Glou. His breeding, sir, hath been at my charge. I have so often

^blush’d to acknowledge him that now I am braz’d to’t.

markup as used in Johnson (2004) drama is King Lear by William Shakespeare
Here, the character specifier is indicated by a preceding percentage sign, reg-

ular text lines are indicated with a caret and stage instructions are actually given
as the contributions of another character, albeit an unnamed one. The different
sections of the play are indicated by a dollar sign here, which provides an extra
level of functionality while browsing through the contributions for one character,
this facilitates skipping forward through scenes and acts.

<play> ::= "$"<section>+

<section> ::= "$"<chapter>+

<chapter> ::= "%xxx" {<stage direction>}+

"%" <character name line>+ "^" <dialogue line>+

<character name line> ::= <character specifier> <text>

<dialogue line> ::= <text>

<stage direction> ::= <text>

<character specifier> ::= <text><terminal>|<uppercase

<text> = ASCII text

This markup is accurate and provides good input for a simple parser however
it requires hand editing of every file that is to be consulted which is tedious.
Once experienced with the system, the author claims that the time taken to
annotate a play decreases but this initial learning curve represents a serious in-
vestment. Another issue to consider is the fact that this markup is very specific
to Shakespeare’s plays and for the purposes of the study in this thesis, different
playwrights from different eras were to be considered. For example, the stage
directions in Shakespearean drama tend to be rather terse, e.g enter character
exeunt characters, and short descriptions of action taking place on stage. Con-
trast these for example with this scene introduction from Androcles and the Lion
by George Bernard Shaw.

Evening. The end of three converging roads to Rome. Three

triumphal arches span them where they debouch on a square at the

gate of the city. Looking north through the arches one can see

the campagna threaded by the three long dusty tracks. On the east

and west sides of the square are long stone benches. An old

beggar sits on the east side of the square, his bowl at his feet.

Through the eastern arch a squad of Roman soldiers tramps along
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escorting a batch of Christian prisoners of both sexes and all

ages, among them one Lavinia, a goodlooking resolute young woman,

apparently of higher social standing than her fellow-prisoners. A

centurion, carrying his vinewood cudgel, trudges alongside the

squad, on its right, in command of it. All are tired and dusty;

but the soldiers are dogged and indifferent, the Christians

light-hearted and determined to treat their hardships as a joke

and encourage one another.

A bugle is heard far behind on the road, where the rest of the

cohort is following.

CENTURION. (stopping) Halt! Orders from the Captain.

4.2.3 Play structure

The majority of plays consulted contained a number of scenes, divided into num-
ber of acts, with each scene containing at least one character. The speech of a
character is usually indicated by their name, either in a particular formatting to
distinguish it from the actual speech or followed by some form of stop character,
normally a full stop or some other form of punctuation. Initially it was thought
to be a reasonable enough request to ask the user to enter the character tags
manually but this was discarded in favour of an automatic approach. It was not
the case that scene and act markings were preserved, as this was not necessary
for the current task, but this could be useful in other tasks such as the automatic
creation of a database of plays such as Opensourceshakespeare.org for other play-
wrights, however for our purposes we required only the individual text of each
character.

4.2.4 Algorithm

PlayParser takes a largely automated approach to the issue of parsing a play.

0 First run.

1 Remove stage instructions which are enclosed by brackets

2 while(text remains){

3 Read the text of the play

4 making a note of unique character specifiers.

5 }

6 Present a list of character specifiers to the user

7
8 The user selects the appropriate character specifiers

9
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10 while(text remains){

11
12 Read through the text of the play

13 separating the contributions of the different characters

14 }

15

This is linear with respect to the length of the play times two, as the program
makes two passes through the play.

4.2.5 Evaluation

The program was originally evaluated in Lynch and Vogel (2007). Ten plays
were selected from the Shakespearean canon and parsed into characters by the
program, the results were then compared with the individual gold standard char-
acters contributions obtained from Johnson (2004) to determine the accuracy of
the automated method when pitted against files that had been tagged by hand.
A simple metric of accuracy was devised in the same paper to quantify the quality
of the separated character files produced by the parser. This was computed by
dividing the total number of lines of a character’s contribution by the number of
lines assigned correctly by the parser.

Accuracy =
CorrectlyAssignedLines

TotalNumberofLines

(4.1)

An example of error would be the lines of one character assigned to a differ-
ent character, stage instruction being included in the text and/or omission of a
number of lines due to a missing or altered character specifier.

From the results in Table 4.1 it can be shown that the accuracy of the program
on Shakespearean data is extremely high when stage directions are not taken
into account. Even with the inclusion of stage directions the accuracy is at a
reasonable level. It remains a difficult problem to disambiguate stage directions
that are not explicitly marked up from character contributions. However, it
is normally the case that these segments should not be included in the analysis
because of the fact that in a lot of cases, especially with Renaissance playwrights,
these direction were not always included in the original folio but rather added
later, possibly by a third party.

The high accuracy is perhaps not surprising, given that the parser was con-
structed originally for the task of parsing Shakespearean drama. Further analysis
is required to determine the accuracy of the parser when dealing with different
playwrights.
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Results
Playname Average accuracy Average accuracy less

stage directions
A Comedy Of Errors 89 100
Loves Labour Lost 91.8 99.4

A Midsummer Night’s Dream 81 100
Macbeth 80.1 99.7

Much Ado About Nothing 88.9 98.3
Romeo And Juliet 82 100

The Taming Of The Shrew 91 100
The Tempest 90 99.9
Twelfth Night 85.1 97.3

Coriolanus 88.7 99.5
Average accuracy 86.76 99.94

Table 4.1: Benchmarking Results, first published in (Lynch & Vogel, 2007)

It has been suggested that perhaps the automatic detection of stage instruc-
tions could be performed using supervised learning techniques. However, these
methods normally require large training data sets, and sufficient data is unavail-
able for many of the playwrights examined in this study

One area in which PlayParser has been used outside of the drama domain
was to parse American presidential debates. Vogel, Lynch, and Janssen (2008)
describe research into improving the accuracy of classification metrics for text.
Random data is created using a bag of tokens made up of the entire corpus in
question and these data are then added to the task as extra files. Initial results
show that adding random data improves classification by making it more difficult
for categories to be classed as homogenous, resulting in a more accurate result.
This meant that categories that were on the brink of homogeneity often ended up
falling below the threshold when the random data was added, which signified that
the earlier results were not entirely significant. PlayParser was used to separate
the text of several US presidential debates from the 2000 election cycle, which
were formatted similarly to plays, to the extent that they contained the text of
several speakers which were indicated using specifiers and speakers took it in
turns to speak, which meant isolation of the contributions of individual speakers
was necessary.
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4.3 Summarization and Best Alternative Scripts

During the course of the work presented in this thesis, it became apparent that
the existing authorid programs would need to be extended in order to properly
analyse the homogeneity of texts automatically. The following scripts were de-
veloped in Perl and built on previously existing code.

4.3.1 Authorid suite

The first incarnation of the authorship identification system which is used regu-
larly by the AID subgroup of the Computational Linguistics Group in the Depart-
ment of Computer Science, Trinity College Dublin came into existence as part of
an undergraduate final year project by McCombe (2002) and was then extended
and modified by several others in the course of a number of years. This system
is described in more detail in Section 3.5. Mencke (2006) added a component
in Java which took the assignation results and created LATEX formatted tables.
This component was later taken and rewritten in Perl by a group member, Mary
Ronner. The code turns the following code which is produced by the authorid
program suite.

files.ls1.m0.x.rank dimensions: 7656 by 23220;

smaller rank sum is 81508573

Probability of H0 less than 0.0005

Probability assignment of corpus 1AUTOLYCUSWinterTale to author Shaw

dimensions: 60 by 189; smaller rank sum is 10257

Probability of H0 greater than 0.25

Probability assignment of corpus 1AUTOLYCUSWinterTale to author Wilde

dimensions: 60 by 189; smaller rank sum is 9662

Probability of H0 greater than 0.25

Probability assignment of corpus 1AUTOLYCUSWinterTale to author Shakespeare

dimensions: 69 by 180; smaller rank sum is 5858

Probability of H0 less than 0.0005

Probability assignment of corpus 1AUTOLYCUSWinterTale to author Jonson

dimensions: 60 by 189; smaller rank sum is 5348

Probability of H0 less than 0.0005

into a more user friendly form which produced tables in LATEX format. In the
table format, a letter is added to signify the degree of probability attached to
each assignment in the table. They range from A to H, each letter signifying an
interval. The letter A signifies the highest level of precision as indicated in the
following table with the letter H signifying the lowest level. This is illustrated
in Table 4.3, which contains the p value range on the right hand side. Anything
above the value 0.25 is not included in the analysis.
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Results
Filename Assigned P Value> P Value< Category

1AUTOLYCUSWinterTale Jonson 0.00025 0.0005 A
1AUTOLYCUSWinterTale Shakespeare 0.00025 0.0005 A

Table 4.2: Results for Shakespeare Part 1

Letter P Value Range
A 0.00025 - 0.0005
B 0.0005 - 0.001
C 0.001 - 0.0025
D 0.0025 - 0.005
E 0.005 - 0.01
F 0.01 - 0.025
G 0.025 - 0.05
H 0.05 - 0.1
I 0.1 - 0.25

Table 4.3: P Value Range table

4.3.2 Summarization Script

When dealing with large sets of data, it was necessary to work out how homoge-
nous each category was in respect to its a priori assignment. This was initially
done by hand, although this soon became tedious and work began on an au-
tomated solution. The basic algorithm is detailed below. The files1 file which
contains all of the a priori assignments for a particular experiment was consulted
as to the correct category assignment. The results file consulted for the summa-
rization was actually the LATEX file generated by the tables script, as this proved
more straightforward to read in and parse. Section 3.4 describes the theory of
homogeneity in corpora.

0 for each category table.

1
2
3 for each file

4
5 get the highest ranking match or matches

6 (There may be as many total matches as categories in the experiment)

7
8 check files1 to see if the original a priori category
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9 is the highest ranking match or in the group of highest matches

10
11 (Ties count as success in this case)

12
13 If (original a priori category is present)

14
15 add 1 to category total

16
17 else

18
19 score 0

20
21

4.3.3 Updated Summarization script

As of July 2008, this script has been superceded by a new version with several
modifications. The main difference is that it reads the raw MannWhitney output
file generated by the authorid suite of programs. Another difference is the way
that ties are handled. If a tied assignment is encountered, the script takes the
value for sig level which can be seen below and uses this value to find the absolute
best match for the file.

Probability assignment of corpus 1AUTOLYCUSWinterTale to author Jonson

dimensions: 60 by 189; smaller rank sum is 5348

sig level : 4.42747745491229

Probability of H0 less than 0.0005

The new algorithm is detailed below

0 for all entries in MannWhitney output file

1
2 Read an entry

3
4 get sig level and p value for each assignment

5
6 convert p value to number for ease of sorting

7
8 sort the entries for each file low to high

9
10
11 Get the top file assignment entry for the category

12
13 if(there are no ties){
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14
15 check to see if assignment entry matches a priori category

16
17 if (matches){

18
19 report success, score 1 for category

20 }

21 else if (does not match){

22
23 report failure, score 0 for category

24
25 }

26
27 else {

28
29 get tie with highest sig value

30
31 check to see if assignment entry matches a priori category

32
33 if (matches){

34
35 report success, score 1 for category

36 }

37 if (does not match){

38
39 report failure, score 0 for category

40
41 }

42
43 }

The output of the script produces a neat summary of the categories.

Results for Jonson: 53/60

Results for Shakespeare: 59/70

Results for Shaw: 34/60

Results for Wilde: 54/60

from which it is then possible to use the Bernoulli schema to determine what
constitutes homogeneity. This concept is detailed further in Section 3.7.4.

4.3.4 Best Alternative

During the course of the research, one focus of interest was on determining the
homogeneity of a category with respect to categories other than the a priori
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category. In the above example, for instance, the result for the Shaw category
is close to half of the total, it may be interesting to see whether the other 26
files were all assigned to the same category, or were they distributed amongst the
other 3 categories. The best alternative script provides the summarization script
with extra information, detailed below in a table containing the best matches per
category.

Playwright Shaw Shakespeare Wilde Johnson NS
Shaw 34 5 16 3 2

Shakespeare 0 59 0 11 0
Wilde 4 2 54 0 0
Jonson 0 5 1 53 1

Table 4.4: Playwright Matrix

0 if (original a priori category is present)

1
2 add 1 to a priori category total

3
4 else

5
6 score 0 for a priori category

7 add 1 to best match category

8
9

The output of this program is the following

Jonson Shakespeare 5/7

Jonson Wilde 1/7

Jonson 1/7

Shakespeare Jonson 11/11

Shaw Wilde 16/26

Shaw Shakespeare 5/26

Shaw Jonson 3/26

Shaw 2/26

Wilde Shaw 4/6

Wilde Shakespeare 2/6

The denominator in this case refers to the number of files which have not been
assigned to the a priori category. The blank assignments indicate that a certain
file assignment falls below the level of precision specified in the experiment, the
designation non significant or NS is used in this case and in a later version of the
script this is displayed instead of a blank assignment.
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4.3.5 Recombination script

A need arose for a script to automatically re-analyse the results of a certain
experiment with regard to a different a priori category, one example is the ex-
periments where the play is the a priori category and the files are equal divisions
of a character’s textual sample. It became desirable to regroup the results at
character level, rather than at file level, in order to see which character the files
assigned to the play belong to.

As well as creating a simple summarized version of corpus homogeneity, the
summarization script in Section 4.3.3 also creates a more detailed file which states
in every case which was the best match category for a certain file, whether the
file was the a priori category for that file and other information regarding the
Mann Whitney U test values which are not used in this recombination.

Results for: 1BARABASJewMalta assigned to category:

Henry6thPart2 with ranksum = 0 and sigvalue 5.27911312254349 Failure

Results for: 1FAUSTUSDrFaustus assigned to category:

WinterTale with ranksum = 0 and sigvalue 3.74214171189292 Failure

Results for: 1TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart1 assigned to category:

Henry6thPart2 with ranksum = 0 and sigvalue 5.19706027412517 Failure

Results for: 1TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart2 assigned to category:

Henry6thPart1 with ranksum = 0 and sigvalue 3.75638960046017 Failure

Results for: 2BARABASJewMalta assigned to category:

Cymbeline with ranksum = 0 and sigvalue 4.54154426181229 Failure

Results for: 2FAUSTUSDrFaustus assigned to category:

Henry6thPart2 with ranksum = 0 and sigvalue 6.12547305900653 Failure

If the word Failure occurs in the entry for an assignment, the assignment is not
the a priori assignment. This file is used along with a new a priori assignment file
to recombine this into a new summarization file. So taking the above example,
one can see that two of the files from the character of Faustus from the play Dr
Faustus. The script counts up the occurrences of successful matches, and like the
script in Section 4.3.3, it creates a summarized list, which resembles the following

Results for FAUSTUSDrFaustus: 0 out of 5

Results for TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart1: 0 out of 5

Results for TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart2: 0 out of 5

The input for this script is the detailed list of assignments and an a priori as-
signment list which in this case would be similar to:

1TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart2 TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart2

1TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart1 TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart1

2FAUSTUSDrFaustus FAUSTUSDrFaustus
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which groups the files by their character, compared to the original list which
grouped the files by their play:

1TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart2 TambGreatPart2

1TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart1 TambGreatPart1

2FAUSTUSDrFaustus DrFaustus

4.3.6 Sampling scripts

Another set of scripts that were developed in the course of the research were
scripts which performed multiple experiments on selections taken from an original
a priori assignment file. It was observed in previous experiments that the number
of files in a category had an effect on the experiments, however in the dataset
used there were a very large number of dramatic works available by Shakespeare,
and this was found to skew the results somewhat. An initial solution was to make
selections from the works of Shakespeare, four at at time, and run 100 experiments
where these selections are made and the other files from the other playwrights
remained the same. This was done by hand initially, and subsequent to this,
an automated solution was developed which sampled an equal number of files
from each category and created multiple experimental category files. Thus, the
experiments were run x number of times and the average results for homogeneity
for each category could then be examined, solving the problem of different sized
categories.

4.3.7 Files1 sampler

A script was constructed which created subsets of a larger files1 (a files of files
and their a priori categories). The script takes input from the user as to how
many files to select from each category and how many subsets files to create. It
then outputs the specified number of subsets. It is clear that when selecting files
randomly from a list of categories, the idea of selecting 4 files from 6 is clearly
more constrained than selecting 4 files from 20, for example. However, it solves
the issue of bias when selecting only one supposedly representative sample from
a larger category by averaging over a number of random samples. The algorithm
for this process is detailed below.

0 for each subset {

1
2 select a number of files from each category, user specifies strictness

3 (i.e. if there are not enough files in the category,

4 either skip the category or take as many as is possible)

5
6 }
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7
8 for each subset {

9
10 run the authorid program using the current subset as the files1

11 }

12
13

4.4 Collating the Results

After the experiments have all been run, another script generates the summariza-
tion and best alternative scripts for each experiment and then collates the results
into an average homogeneity result for the summarization and a list for the best
alternative script as follows.

Best Alternatives over 100 runs

Jonson Jonson 0

Jonson Shakespeare 100

Jonson Shaw 0

Jonson Wilde 0

Shakespeare Jonson 100

Shakespeare Shakespeare 0

Shakespeare Shaw 0

Shakespeare Wilde 0

Shaw Jonson 2

Shaw Shakespeare 68

Shaw Shaw 0

Shaw Wilde 30

Wilde Jonson 5

Wilde Shakespeare 47

Wilde Shaw 48

Wilde Wilde 0

This states that out of 100 experiments, the best alternative for the category
Jonson was Shakespeare, 100 times out of 100. This does not necessarily mean
that Shakespeare was a better match or a higher homogeneity match than the
a priori category each time, simply that it appeared top of the list of the best
alternatives for each experiment.

Average Homogeneity over 100 runs
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Wilde results

Average = 43.01

Shaw results

Average = 30.03

Shakespeare results

Average = 40.33

Jonson results

Average = 44.8

This is the output for the overall homogeneity, which is a simple averaging of
the values for homogeneity for each of the 100 runs.

4.5 Balancing and Chunking Scripts

From a number of preliminary experiments, it became clear that file size was
a consideration to bear in mind with regard to any future experiments. Alas,
the data examined did not all come in neat same-size packages, therefore it was
necessary to write scripts to extract chunks of a certain size from larger files and
then split these chunks into even sections to use in the experiments. These were
written in Java and Perl. Both scripts come in single and directory flavours, the
former taking a single file as input with the latter taking a whole directory of
files as input.

4.5.1 Balancing Script

The balancing script came first and was created in order to split up the con-
tributions of characters into smaller sizes. There was one caveat however, and
that was that individual words must not be truncated, as doing so might cause
artifacts to appear in the data. The script takes as input the number of subfiles
that the file should be split into and splits the file using this criterion, making
sure that all splits occur on whitespace characters.

0 Divide filesize by input number

1
2 while (total number of bytes < filesize){

3
4 while (number of bytes <

5 (filesize divided by input number) * filecounter){

6 output bytes to file

7 }

8 while (current byte not equal to whitespace){

9 keep going until whitespace is reached
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10 }

11
12 create new file

13 filecounter++

14 }

4.5.2 Chunking Script

The chunking script came into play when it was necessary to take the same
amount of text from each character in the experiment. Rather than take a rep-
resentative sample by hand, it was decided to write a script that would do this
randomly. As input, the script takes the file size in kilobytes and takes a random
continuous sample of text from the file. This script also takes words into account
and will only exit on whitespace.

0 get random number between 0 and filesize

1
2 while(( filesize - random number)

3 < size of chunk specified by user){

4 get new random number

5 }

6
7 start at random number

8 output bytes to file until size of chunk is reached

9
10

4.5.3 Conclusion

This chapter has detailed the new tools which were created for the purposes of
the research carried out as part of this thesis. The PlayParser program is used
to separate the contributions of individual characters, and then the sampling and
balancing scripts provide uniform file sizes for the comparisons. Section 4.3.3
describes the tools used for analysis of the results of the experiments.
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5.1 Introduction

This chapter contains the results of a number of experiments. Section 5.6 contains
the first set of experiments carried results of which were published in Vogel and
Lynch (2008), reproduced with the permission of the co-author. These experi-
ments examined the notion of characterization in the drama of four playwrights,
Oscar Wilde, George Bernard Shaw, William Shakespeare and Ben Jonson. The
idea of comparing modern and Elizabethan playwrights was to compare and con-
trast the use of language in each style. Three different samples of text were taken
from the characters examined in this study using the tools in Section 4.5, the
first sample consisted of 1 kilobyte of text, or 1000 characters, and the other two
samplings consisted of 2000 characters each. The idea for these was to create
a balanced corpus for comparisons and examine a character’s homogeneity over
different samples, the intuition being that if a certain character is homogeneous
within itself it should not matter what samples of text are taken from it.

Section 5.7 details an expanded version of this study, with the addition of
several new playwrights to the original four in Section 5.61. Instead of three
different textual samplings, three different token levels were examined, letter
unigrams, letter bigrams and word unigrams. From the results of the first section
it became clear that the sampling of text did affect the results of the experiments
somewhat, however for the purposes of comparison across different token levels,
in Section 5.7 the sampling remained constant. The samples for the original four
playwrights were the same as the sampling in the second 2K run in the Section
5.6, and one new sampling was made for the four new playwrights in question2.

Section 5.7 contains only results for the letter unigrams level of tokenization
over three different samplings from the characters, first only 5k per character was
taken and split into five equal parts, the second time a random 10k chunk was
taken and this was split into five, and the third run concerned a different sample
of 10k from each of the characters concerned3.

Results suggest that in general, playwrights do not write textually unique
characters. This conclusion is based on the results of one particular method, the
χ2 by degrees of freedom method which is the sole method used for comparison of
corpora in this thesis. Within this method of assessing the significance of relative
frequency distributions of tokens, results were comparable for letter unigrams
and bigrams, as well as word unigrams.

1These were Synge, Webster, Marlowe and Eugene O’Neill.
2See Section 4.5 for how this sampling is done.
3There is of course the issue that a character with more text will naturally have more

to choose from and the possibility of two samplings being almost the same will increase for
characters with less text.
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5.2 Processing

The processing of the electronic play files was as follows: First, they were con-
verted to plain text if they happened to be in any other format, then they were
passed to PlayParser(Section 4.2) which separated the contributions of characters
into separate files and also stripped away stage instructions enclosed in brackets.
Then, the individual character files were edited by hand to remove any stage
instructions or markup text which may have remained.

The next step is to identify any characters which provided enough text for
analysis. In the original run of experiments this was only 5K of text but in
subsequent experiments 10K was required. When the characters were identified,
a random chunk of text was selected from them using the scripts described in
Section 4.5. These chunks were then split into five parts using the scripts de-
scribed in Section 4.5.2. This ensured that text sizes were kept constant during
the experiments.

A number of different file indexes were created. The first index grouped the
files by their constituent characters, the character was the category, this meant
there were five files per category at all times. The next index file gave the
individual play as category, this meant the categories could be of different sizes
as the plays all had different numbers of characters. The last index grouped files
by their author, the playwrights examined in the study. Samples of 50 or 20 files
per playwright were taken repeatedly from this master index and the experiments
were run 1000 times in order to counteract the fact that different amounts of text
were available for different authors.

The experimental design stemmed from the following logic. If playwrights
are to write textually distinct characters, the individual sections of the character
should be more like one another that any other character, and the writings of
a playwright should not be overly homogeneous in themselves. If an author’s
contributions are easily identifiable as the work of that author, they may not
be distinct among themselves. The idea of using the play as a category is also
to examine whether characters are more similar to their plays, and the other
characters in their plays, than any other characters or plays by the same or other
authors.

5.2.1 Source for the electronic drama files

Project Gutenberg4 is an extensive online e-text repository. It contains as of June
19, 2009 over 25,000 free online versions of literary works on which copyright has
expired in the US. All of the electronic versions of plays here were obtained
from the Gutenberg project. It is important to note that for playwrights such as
Shakespeare, there may be multiple versions available for download. All attempts

4http://www.gutenberg.org,last verified June 19, 2009.
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were made to select the editions with modernized spelling, not the original folio
versions which were available5

5.3 Playwrights

In this study, a large selection of playwrights and their works were used, in order
to examine characterization in drama across different periods and styles, from
the Elizabethan playwrights, William Shakespeare, Christopher Marlowe, Ben
Jonson and John Webster were chosen, through to more modern playwrights,
such the great Irish dramatists of the 19th and 20th centuries. Oscar Wilde,
George Bernard Shaw and John Millington Synge were deemed worthy of in-
clusion, together with the American playwright Eugene O’Neill. The selection
process for these playwrights was based on a number of criteria, a number of
Elizabethan playwrights who wrote in iambic pentameter and a number of mod-
ern playwrights who wrote in prose was required, nationality was not initially an
issue, three of the four modern playwrights were Irish, and Eugene O’Neill was of
Irish descent, another main criterion was the availability of text on the Project
Gutenberg website. Another criterion which can be derived from this one is the
notion that the playwrights should be well-regarded and well-studied examples
of their field, this is inferred by the availability and abundance of their work on
a site such as Gutenberg.

Biographical information on all of the playwrights examined in this study can
be obtained in Appendix C.

5.4 Method

The source for the plays which were examined in this first section was Project
Gutenberg. To recap, the plays examined here were Androcles and the Lion,
Caesar and Cleopatra, Candida, Man and Superman and Pygmalion by George
Bernard Shaw; An Ideal Husband, The Importance of Being Earnest, Lady Win-
dermere’s Fan and A Woman of No Importance by Oscar Wilde; The Alchemist,
Cynthia’s Revels and Poetaster by Ben Jonson. An extensive selection of Shake-
speare’s plays was also included.6 Plays were parsed into the contributions of
each character in the order of occurrence within the play, stage instructions and

5There is some controversy among Shakespearean scholars as to the authenticity of Shake-
spearean sources compiled during the last 300 years. Cole (2007) writes about the RSC Shake-
speare which was published in 2007, based on the First Folio which was published in 1623 and
authorised by his fellow actors after his death in 1616, the definite version of the Shakespearean
canon according to the members of the Royal Shakespeare Company. For 300 years, editors of
collections of Shakespeare have drawn from both this Folio and another version known as the
Quarto when creating their collections, resulting in many differences across editions and plays.

6See Section C.1.2.
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character identifiers were all removed from the text. Files were then sampled
from these sources.

5.5 Tokens used

This section gives a brief overview of the different tokens used in the experiments
and the motivation for doing so. In the experiments in Section 5.6 only the letter
unigram level of tokenisation is used, however in the expanded version in Section
5.7, letter bigrams and word unigrams are also used in the experiments.

5.5.1 Letter Unigrams

At first glance, the use of letter unigrams as a discriminant feature for com-
paring texts may not initially be clear. However, the use of such tokens has
been found(Medori (2004), Mencke (2006), McCombe (2002), O’Brien and Vogel
(2003)) to be effective in tasks such as authorship, spam detection and language
identification. An attempt at explanation follows: It can be said that while au-
thors tend to choose their words, there is no control about how these words are
spelled. One does not normally make a choice about what letters one will use in
a certain piece of writing, with some exceptions7

5.5.2 Letter Bigrams

Letter bigrams, or pairs of letters, are another popular token for analysis of
authorship and other uses. These capture help capture linguistic features such
as affixes and word order, which may determine authorship. One study in which
letter bigrams are favoured over unigrams is in Vogel et al. (2008) which involves
temporally locating a Latin text, bigrams were used to capture the change in the
morphology of Latin over time.

5.5.3 Word Unigrams

Counting word frequencies has been used since the dawn of studies in author-
ship and computational stylometry. Mosteller and Wallace(See Section 2.2.1 )
pioneered the usage of function words in their 1963 analysis of the Federalist Pa-
pers with a similar intuition as regards the usage of letter unigrams in that they
believed an author would exhibit less conscious control over such words as with
less frequent words. The usage of words which occur only once or rarely has also

7The case of lipograms is an exception to this, these are pieces of writing in which the author
has attempted to avoid using a certain character, for examples in the English language normally
the most common letter, e, a famous example of this is Gadsby by Wright (1939), a 50,000 word
novel without the use of the letter e
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been examined, Foster (2001) mentions the idea of hapax legomena in his studies
of the anonymously published novel, Primary Colours which he attributed to
Joe Klein on the basis of several infrequently used words, although this practice
is generally not used widely as the sole indicator of authorship. The analysis
of word unigrams here takes all words into consideration thus enabling a more
overall view of this particular token type.

One cautionary issue is the usage of proper names in the text of playwrights,
names of places and/or characters which are unique to a particular play or char-
acter, these may end up affecting the classification results. One solution is to use
a named entity recognition system to attempt to remove these from the text, this
has not been done in the current study but is a candidate for future work.

5.5.4 POS n-grams

Although a part-of-speech tagger was available, it was trained on modern En-
glish and was expected not to function on Elizabethan English, thus rendering
this particular form of tokenization of questionable merit for the current set of
experiments.

5.5.5 Preliminary Experimental Design

In the preliminary experiments carried out for the project which is detailed in
this thesis, the initial focus was to examine characters compared against each
other in their constituent plays. The results of these are shown in Tables 5.1-5.4.
The plays examined here are four works by Norwegian playwright Henrik Ibsen.
Ibsen was eliminated from the final study by virtue of the fact that he did not
originally write his plays in English and the various translators involved in the
translation of his work added an extra element of cloudiness to the search for
independent character idiolects.

Category Letuni Letbi Worduni
ArnholmTheLadyFromTheSea 5/5 5/5 5/5
BoletteTheLadyFromTheSea 2/5 1/5 2/5
EllidaTheLadyFromTheSea 4/5 5/5 5/5

LyngstrandTheLadyFromTheSea 3/5 4/5 3/5
WangelTheLadyFromTheSea 1/5 1/5 0/5

Table 5.1: Results for The Lady From The Sea

Category Letuni Letbi Worduni
HelmerADollsHouse 1/5 1/5 2/5

KrogstadADollsHouse 4/5 4/5 4/5
MrsLindeADollsHouse 4/5 4/5 3/5
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NoraADollsHouse 3/5 3/5 3/5
Table 5.2: Results for A Doll’s House

Category Letuni Letbi Worduni
IRENEWhenWeDeadAwaken 3/5 3/5 0/5
MAIAWhenWeDeadAwaken 4/5 4/5 4/5

PROFESSORRUBEKWhenWeDeadAwaken 4/5 4/5 5/5
Table 5.3: Results for When We Dead Awaken

Category Letuni Letbi Worduni
ALINATheMasterBuilder 3/5 4/5 4/5
HILDATheMasterBuilder 2/5 5/5 4/5

SOLNESSTheMasterBuilder 5/5 4/5 4/5
Table 5.4: Results for The Master Builder

While this approach appears plausible, it was ultimately abandoned in favour
of the larger experiments for a number of reasons. Any homogeneity found within
one play may not necessarily be preserved in a large comparison, and the large
experiments provide a more thorough and rigorous approach, i.e. any character
whose language is found to be homogeneous in the larger experiments already has
a stronger case for homogeneity than one found to be homogeneous when com-
pared with the other characters from its play alone. Another argument for larger
experiments was the proposition that playwrights may create a style of character
which is similar across plays, although this was not investigated further in the
larger experiments, it was thought to be a possible line of research which may
have emerged. Thirdly, any comparisons across plays would allow for another el-
ement to be examined, the idea of a character being stylistically similar to other
characters in its own play, and finally, the final comparison amongst playwrights
to determine which characters were strong in themselves and not necessarily con-
forming to the style of their playwright, these characters would truly be distinct
in the sense investigated here.

5.5.6 Experimental design

In some experiments, it was necessary to make selections from the Shakespearean
works in order to obtain a balance in the experiments where the playwright is the
category. The inclusion of all of the Shakespearean works was found to skew the
results and to tackle this, a random selection of four plays was made 100 times and
100 different experimental setups were created and an average homogeneity score
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across experiments was found. No control of genre was made, we did not single
out the histories, or the tragedies when carrying out these selections. Plays were
parsed into the contributions of their constituent characters using Playparser.
The first experiment used text sample of five thousand characters, divided into
five files. Care was taken in the design of the chunking and splitting tools(see
Section 4.5) that they would not split files in the middle of words, thus running
the risk of creating artifact words that could skew the results of the experiments.

The second set of experiments contained double the file size, 10 kilobytes in
total for each character in the study. Also in consideration was whether the
individual files find their plays and also their authors. To examine the influence
of the sampling of text from the contributions of a character, we repeat the
experiments twice with different text samples. It is assumed that if a character
is homogeneous, homogeneity should hold over different samples. 1240 files were
examined in the first set of experiments, this number decreased in the 2K sampling
runs as it was often the case that not enough text was available for a character.
Of interest in this case is the best match category in each experiment and the
best alternative match category. Depending on the experiment in question this
could be a character, a play or a playwright. In order to balance out the fact that
significantly more Shakespearean plays were available in the experiments where
files are compared by author, 100 experiments were run with random selections
of four Shakespeare plays. This was done in order to give an average result for
homogeneity by author.

The qualitative hypothesis here is as follows, accepting that playwrights ma-
nipulate language in order to create their characters, a playwright who displays
strong characterization will create characters where text samples are more similar
to other samples from the same character than to other characters, even when
these characters are by the same author.

The files are individuated as described above for all of the experiments. What
varies is the sampling from them, and the relevant a priori category. In reporting
results in the next section, it is sometimes helpful to present them using category
cross-classification.

Experiment 1: Characters to themselves.

The a priori category assigned to sets of files is the name of the character
speaking. This is repeated three times, each with five files per character and
the number of characters per play depending on the availability of sufficient
text. In the first test, the file sizes are 1KB and in the subsequent two inde-
pendent samplings, the file sizes are balanced at 2KB. In this experiment,
balancing by playwright is not performed. Thus, Shakespeare has many
more characters under consideration. That should not impact a study of
characters finding themselves (as opposed to characters finding their au-
thors), as each character is a category and each category contains the same
amount of text. While the same character or play may be represented in
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each of the three experiments, the same speech may well not, because of the
balance in the size of the files sampled. If textually homogeneous characters
exist, a statistically significant number of the files of a character should be
more similar to the other files of that character than to everything else.

Experiment 2: Plays to their plays

The a priori category assigned to a file is the name of the play containing
the speech. Thus, there are 42 categories. This is repeated three times
exactly as above. We identify the play that is the overall significantly most
similar in its constituent text (which is not necessarily the play itself), and
the best matching alternative. An example of this would be that all the
characters that are in Hamlet, for example 5 characters with 5 files each, 25
files in all, are compared first to each other and then to each other category
to determine whether they are more similar to each other or to some other
play.

Experiment 3: Characters to their play.

The a priori category of a file is the name of the play the speech is part
of. Sampling is based just on 2K file sizes. Of interest is which characters
within plays are the strong ones: which characters’ speeches are significantly
identifiable with their play via overall textual similarity. Again, the “best
match” alternative is noted. It must be noted here that this analysis is not
based on an a separate experiment, rather the re-analysis of the results of
the experiments in the previous experiment regarding files and their plays
by character. If 10 files out of 15 find their play in the previous experiment,
it is of interest to know which characters these files were from. See Section
4.3.5 for an explanation of the script which carries out this re-analysis.

Experiment 4: Characters to their author.

The a priori category is the author’s name. Sampled files were 2K. We
note which characters are significantly attributed to their author, and sig-
nificant alternatives. As with Experiment 3, these results are not based on
a separate experiment, rather the re-analysis of the results in Experiment
2. Characters can be said to find their author when they find either their
own play, or another play by the same author.

Experiment 5: Authors to themselves.

The a priori category is the author’s name. Sampling is based just on 2K
file sizes. We use 50 files per playwright for these experiments. Results
shown average over 100 such samplings. Best alternatives are examined.

In each of the analyses presented in this chapter, the χ2

df
method which is

detailed in Chapter 3 is used with the aid of tools described in Chapter 4. The goal
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of this thesis was not to compare a range of methods such as those described in
Chapter 2 or to discover discriminating features similar to the methods described
in the work on gender and personality in Sections 2.4.8 and 2.4.9. Instead, the
goal of this thesis is to see which characters emerge as strong using this method
of experimentation which seeks to determine the qualitative notion of “strength”

5.6 Results for Part One

5.6.1 Experiment 1: Whether characters find themselves?

Play 1K 2K I 2K II

TheAlchemist 0/6 1/3 1/3
CynthiasRevels 3/10 3/5 2/5

Poetaster 4/10 1/4 1/4

Androcles 1/4 n/a n/a
CaesarCleo 1/6 2/3 2/3

Candida 0/4 1/3 1/3
ManAndSuperman 6/13 4/7 4/7

Pygmalion 1/6 2/3 1/3

AWomanOfNoImportance n/a 3/5 3/5
AnIdealHusband 2/7 1/4 2/4

Earnest 2/6 3/5 2/5
LadyWindermeresFan 0/5 1/4 2/4

AntCleo (WS) 0/4 1/4 2/4
AsYouLike 0/6 0/4 0/4

ComedyErrors 0/5 3/3 1/3
Coriolanus 1/7 3/6 0/6
Cymbeline 0/6 0/6 2/6

Hamlet 0/7 1/4 1/4
Henry4thPart1 0/5 2/4 1/4
Henry4thPart2 0/5 0/2 0/2
Henry6thPart1 3/5 0/2 0/1
Henry6thPart2 0/5 0/5 2/5

HenryTheEighth 1/5 0/3 1/3
HenryTheFifth 1/3 0/2 1/2
JuliusCaesar 1/4 0/3 0/3

KingJohn 1/3 2/3 0/3
KingLear 2/5 1/4 0/4

LovesLabor 1/8 0/4 0/4
Macbeth 0/3 0/2 0/2
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Measures 0/4 0/4 0/4
MerchantVenice 2/6 0/3 0/3

MidSummerDream 1/6 0/1 n/a
MuchAdo 1/5 0/5 0/5
Othello 0/6 0/4 0/4

Richard2 0/7 0/3 0/3
RichardTheThird 1/8 0/5 0/5

RomeoJuliet 0/6 1/5 1/5
TameShrew 0/8 1/2 0/2
TheTempest 1/5 0/1 0/1

Timon 1/3 0/1 0/1
TitusAndronicus 1/6 0/4 1/4

TwelfthNight 1/6 1/5 1/5
WinterTale 0/8 2/5 2/5

Table 5.5: Number of Homogeneous Characters from

Each Play (# Homogeneous
# Considered )

Table 5.5 displays the results for the characters examined who were found to be
homogeneous. The table displays how many characters per play find themselves
as homogeneous, with the numerator referring to the homogeneous ones and the
denominator referring to the total number of characters considered. It must be
noted that the number of characters considered per play can change from the
1k sample size to the 2k sample sizes. This is because certain characters may
be larger than 5k but smaller than 10k which results in their exclusion from
further experiments due to lack of text. This table groups together by play, the
characters which contained sufficient text in order to be included in our analyses.
The table collects results across the three runs, 1K sample size and the two
samplings at 2k, this results in some characters not supplying enough text for
the second set of analyses. It is interesting to note that results across sample
sizes appear to be stable. From this initial analysis we can conclude that there
are few characters which appear to be homogeneous, approximately 21% which
is made up of the total homogeneous characters over three different experiments
in this case, of which not all are strongly homogeneous and some of which are
the same over runs. Notable playwrights include Shaw whose characters appear
strong in comparison to other and Jonson’s are also strong in this regard.

The individual characters and their level of homogeneity are displayed in
Table 5.6. This table solely contains the results for the 1K file size.

Character Correct

AARONTitusAndronicus 2/5
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AGUECHEEKTwelfthNight 2/5
APEMANTUSTimon 2/5
AUFIDIUSCoriolanus 2/5

BeatMuchAdo 2/5
CALIBANTheTempest 2/5
CONSTANCEKingJohn 2/5

OBERONMidSummerDream 2/5
PRINCESSOFFRANCELovesLabor 2/5

TALBOTHenry6thPart1 2/5
PUCELLEHenry6thPart1 2/5

KINGHENRYHenry6thPart1 4/5
PUCKMidSummerDream 2/5

QUEENELIZABETHRichardTheThird 2/5
PORTIAMerchantVenice 2/5

SHYLOCKMerchantVenice 2/5
ANTONYJuliusCaesar 3/5

BUCKINGHAMHenryTheEighth 3/5
CHORUSHenryTheFifth 3/5

LearKingLear 3/5
GlouKingLear 2/5
AlbPoetaster 2/5

HorPoetaster 2/5
VirgPoetaster 2/5
TucPoetaster 4/5

ASOCynthiasRevels 2/5
CRICynthiasRevels 3/5
MERCynthiasRevels 5/5

ANDROCLESAndroclesLion 4/5
RUFIOCaesarCleo 4/5

ANAManAndSuperman 2/5
ANNManAndSuperman 3/5

DONJUANManAndSuperman 2/5
OCTAVIUSManAndSuperman 4/5

THESTATUEManAndSuperman 2/5
STRAKERManAndSuperman 2/5

MRSPEARCEPygmalion 2/5

LadyBracknellEarnest 2/5
GwendolenEarnest 3/5

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 2/5
LADYCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 2/5
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Table 5.6: Files Assigned Correctly to Their Character

With regard to the category sizes and the baseline results for homogeneity, if
two files out of the five file per category find their character, we report this result
as homogeneous. This judgement is made with reference to the Bernouilli trials
method of random coin tosses described in Section 3.7.4. While two out of five is
significant, it is still judged as borderline and higher levels of significance such as
three, four or five out of five are accepted as stronger proof of homogeneity. 41
characters are presented in these tables whose results are considered significant.
It is interesting to note that the most famous characters in Shakespearean drama
do not appear as homogeneous in this list. It is also surprising that so few
characters find themselves as homogeneous, roughly 16% of the total in this case.
The relative strength of the Jonson characters resonates with the quotation in
Section C.1.3 which mentions Jonson’s ability to call upon the language of many
walks of life in his writings.

5.6.2 Results for characters from second run

For the 155 characters in this run, which as described in Section 5.5.6 contains
a different textual sampling from the first run, 2 matches from 5 is approaching
homogeneity at (p ≤ 0.06). 18 characters are found to be significantly homoge-
neous.

Category Homogeneity

KingHamlet 2/5
PrinceHenry4thPart1 2/5

GlouKingLear 3/5
TRANIOTameShrew 3/5

ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 4/5

CLEOPATRAAntCleo 2/5
CAESARCaesarCleo 2/5

DONJUANManAndSuperman 4/5
OCTAVIUSManAndSuperman 2/5

HIGGINSPygmalion 2/5

LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband 2/5
LadyBracknellEarnest 2/5

GERALDAWomanOfNoImportance 2/5
LADYHUNSTANTONAWomanOfNoImportance 3/5

LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 3/5

ASOCynthiasRevels 2/5
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FACETheAlchemist 2/5
TucPoetaster 5/5

Table 5.7: Results for characters finding themselves, let-
ter unigrams

5.6.3 Results for characters from third run

For the 153 characters from the third run, 2 matches from 5 is approaching
homogeneity at (p ≤ 0.06.); 14 characters are homogeneous.

Category Homogeneity

AUTOLYCUSWinterTale 2/5
CAESARAntCleo 2/5

CLEOPATRAAntCleo 2/5
ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 3/5

PrinceHenry4thPart1 3/5
NurseRomeoJuliet 2/5

QUEENHenry6thPart2 2/5

CaesPoetaster 2/5
TucPoetaster 3/5

DOOLITTLEPygmalion 2/5
RUFIOCaesarCleo 2/5

THEDEVILManAndSuperman 2/5

LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 2/5
MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 2/5

Table 5.8: Results for characters finding themselves, let-
ter unigrams

It is clear from these examples that the sample of text taken from the contri-
butions of a character does indeed affect the results. The characters of Antipho-
lus of Syracuse from The Comedy of Errors and Lady Windermere from Lady
Windermere’s Fan appear homogeneous in both 2K samplings, Tucca from The
Poetaster appears in all three runs, this indicates a higher level of homogeneity
for both of these.

5.6.4 Experiment 2: Whether plays find their play?

Table 5.9 shows the results for files finding their play. In cases marked excl, the
play was excluded from further experiments, due to the fact that not enough text
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was available per character for the 10k sampling. From this we can ascertain the
distinct nature of each play. Results for all of the plays considered are displayed
here. The overall conclusion from these results is that plays tend not to display
internal homogeneity: It seems that in fact, the play is not the thing8

Play 1K 2K I 2K II

TheAlchemist 1/30 7/15 3/15
CynthiasRevels 16/50 8/25 11/25

Poetaster 4/50 1/20 3/20

AndroclesLion 3/20 Excl. Excl.
CaesarCleo 16/30 8/15 9/15

Candida 4/20 3/15 3/15
ManAndSuperman 14/65 7/35 5/35

Pygmalion 9/30 3/15 1/15

WomanOfNoImportance Excl. 17/25 17/25
AnIdealHusband 30/35 9/20 3/20

Earnest 4/30 3/25 6/25
LadyWinderemeresFan 5/25 2/20 2/20

AntCleo 4/20 16/20 19/20
AsYouLike 4/30 9/20 11/20

ComedyErrors 7/25 9/15 8/15
Coriolanus 16/35 15/30 15/30
Cymbeline 15/30 3/30 6/30

Hamlet 8/35 0/20 0/20
Henry4thPart1 0/25 4/20 5/20
Henry4thPart2 0/25 0/10 0/10
Henry6thPart1 16/25 1/10 4/10
Henry6thPart2 8/25 12/25 14/25

HenryTheEighth 2/30 5/15 1/15
HenryTheFifth 0/15 0/10 1/10
JuliusCaesar 2/20 7/15 7/15

KingJohn 0/15 0/15 1/15
KingLear 1/25 3/20 2/20

LovesLabor 1/40 1/20 1/20
Macbeth 1/15 1/10 0/10
Measures 0/20 3/20 0/20

MerchantVenice 4/30 0/15 0/15
MidSummerDream 2/30 0/5 Excl.

MuchAdo 6/25 13/25 11/25
Othello 3/30 1/20 2/20

8The play’s the thing, in which I’ll catch the conscience of the King, Hamlet,II,ii.
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Richard2 4/35 4/15 3/15
RichardTheThird 8/40 3/25 1/20

RomeoJuliet 1/30 0/25 2/25
TameShrew 3/40 1/10 0/10
TheTempest 1/25 0/5 0/5

Timon 3/15 0/5 0/5
TitusAndronicus 7/30 5/20 6/20

TwelfthNight 6/30 11/25 7/25
WinterTale 10/40 8/25 8/25

Table 5.9: Files of Plays Find Their Play (# Correct
# Files )

To answer the question of how homogeneous an author’s text is, it makes sense
to consult the matches for false negatives, (the cases where files were assigned
another play which is not the a priori match) especially the cases where this play
is by the same author., these are displayed in Table 5.10. Here it is clear that
plays by Shakespeare tend to find other Shakespearean plays as best alternative
and Wilde plays tend to find other works by Wilde, however Shaw’s files find
Wilde as much as Shaw and Jonson tends to find Shakespeare.

Only the best alternative is displayed here, in others words the category which
appeared most frequently with the highest value of significance which was not
the a priori category. An example can be seen in the assignment of the files of
Hamlet in Table 5.9. Of the 35 files which were considered in the 1K sample size,
only eight actually found their play. In this case the best alternative, i.e. the
most frequent match out of the remaining 27 files which were not assigned to the
a priori category was Cymbeline. In the case of the 2K samplings, none of the
files from Hamlet were most like the other files of Hamlet In one case, Coriolanus
was the best alternative and in the other case the best alternative was Cymbeline.
This suggests that the plays are not homogeneous in themselves.

Play Results for 1k Results for 2k 1 Results for 2k 2

TheAlchemist Henry6thPart1 7/29 Corio. 2/8 Henry6thPart2 5/1
CynthiasRevels Henry6thPart1 7/34 Corio. 4/17 Poetaster 4/14

Poetaster Henry6thPart1 12/46 Corio. 4/19 Henry6thPart2 4/17

AndroclesLion Husband 7/17 Excl. Excl.
CaesarCleo Husband 6/14 Husband 5/7 Husband 5/6

Candida Husband 8/16 CaesarCleo 3/12 CaesarCleo 3/12
ManAndSuperman Husband 18/51 Husband 10/28 Husband 10/30

Pygmalion Husband 8/21 Candida 3/12 Candida 3/14

Woman Excl. Husband 5/8 Husband 5/8
Husband Earnest 2/5 Woman 9/11 Woman 16/17
Earnest Husband 23/26 Husband 13/22 Husband 10/19

LadyWinderemeresFan Husband 9/20 Woman 6/18 Woman 6/18

AntCleo Cymbeline 6/16 Corio. 4/4 Cymbeline 1/1
AsYouLike Cymbeline 8/26 Corio. 5/11 AntCleo 3/9

ComedyErrors Cymbeline 5/18 AsYouLike 2/6 Henry6thPart2 3/7
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Corio. AntCleo 7/19 AntCleo 14/27 AntCleo 14/15
Cymbeline Corio. 5/15 AntCleo 14/27 AntCleo 16/24

Hamlet Cymbeline 11/27 Corio. 10/20 Cymbeline 5/20
Henry4thPart1 Henry6thPart1 10/25 Corio. 4/16 Cymbeline 6/15
Henry4thPart2 Henry6thPart1 10/25 Corio. 3/10 AntCleo 3/10
Henry6thPart1 Cymbeline 3/9 AntCleo 2/9 Cymbeline 3/6
Henry6thPart2 Henry6thPart1 8/17 Corio. 4/13 AntCleo 7/14

HenryTheEighth Corio. 7/28 Corio. 6/10 AsYouLike 3/9
HenryTheFifth Henry6thPart1 9/15 Henry6thPart2 5/10 AsYouLike 3/9
JuliusCaesar Henry6thPart1 7/18 Corio. 4/8 AntCleo 3/8

KingJohn Henry6thPart1 6/15 Corio. 7/15 Cymbeline 4/14
KingLear Cymbeline 8/24 Corio. 6/17 AntCleo 9/18

LovesLabor Cymbeline 7/39 Corio. 6/19 Henry6thPart2 4/19
Macbeth Corio. 3/14 Corio. 6/9 Corio. 4/10
Measures Corio. 4/20 Corio. 8/17 Henry6thPart2 5/20

MerchantVenice Henry6thPart1 6/26 Corio. 5/15 Henry6thPart2 5/15
MidSummerDream Henry6thPart1 7/28 HenryTheEighth 2/5 Excl.

MuchAdo AsYouLike 4/19 Corio. 3/12 ComedyErrors 4/14
Othello Henry6thPart1 6/27 MuchAdo 6/19 Cymbeline 6/18

Richard2 Henry6thPart1 11/31 Corio. 3/11 Cymbeline 5/12
RichardTheThird Henry6thPart1 8/32 Corio. 8/22 Henry6thPart2 11/19

RomeoJuliet Cymbeline 9/29 AntCleo 6/25 AntCleo 10/23
TameShrew Henry6thPart1 12/37 Corio. 3/9 Henry6thPart2 5/10
TheTempest Corio. 6/24 Corio. 3/5 Corio. 3/5

Timon Cymbeline 5/12 HenryTheEighth 2/5 Cymbeline 2/5
TitusAndronicus Corio. 6/23 Corio. 7/15 Henry6thPart2 7/14

TwelfthNight Cymbeline 9/24 Cymbeline 4/14 Cymbeline 6/18
WinterTale Cymbeline 10/30 Corio. 6/17 Cymbeline 8/17

Table 5.10: Best Alternative Assignment of Files of Plays to Their Play

5.6.5 Experiment 3: Whether characters find their play?

With 42 categories to chose from and five files per character, 2K per file, three
matches out of five achieves significance, (p ≤ 0.005). Only 76 characters out
of the 248 examined found their play to a significant level here. The tables in
(5.11)-(5.14) display the characters which are considered significantly similar to
their play(or another play). From this we see that a few characters of Jonson and
Shaw indeed find their play and most of the strong characters in Shakespeare and
Wilde are matched to another play by the same author.

In the tables here, ratios are bracketed in the “correct” column to show the
level of significance for the a priori category when an alternative category showed
actual significance. Also, “n/a” means that there was no significantly homoge-
neous alternative. In Table 5.11, where a cell contains “n/a” and an indication
of a play in parentheses, then two out of the five files matched the play, but that
is not statistically significant. The reason the play is listed is that certain plays
are frequently best matches and this is worth noting for interpretation later.

Character Play Correct Alternative

Antony AntCleo 3/5 n/a
Caesar AntCleo 4/5 n/a
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Cleopatra AntCleo 5/5 n/a
Enobarbus AntCleo 4/5 n/a

Orlando AsYouLike 3/5 n/a
Touchstone AsYouLike 3/5 n/a

Adriana ComedyErr 3/5 n/a
Antipholos ComedyErr 3/5 n/a

Dromi ComedyErr 3/5 n/a

Aufidius Coriolanus (2/5) AntCleo (3/5)
Cominius Coriolanus (2/5) AntCleo (3/5)
Coriolanus Coriolanus 3/5 n/a (AntCleo)
Menenius Coriolanus 3/5 n/a (AntCleo)
Sicinius Coriolanus (2/5) AntCleo (3/5)

Voluminia Coriolanus 3/5 n/a (AntCleo)

Belarius Cymbeline (0/5) AntCleo (3/5)
Cymbeline Cymbeline (0/5) AntCleo (5/5)

Iachimo Cymbeline (0/5) Coriolanus (4/5)

King Hamlet (0/5) Coriolanus (5/5)
Polonius Hamlet (0/5) Coriolanus (3/5)

King Hen4p1 (0/5) Coriolanus (3/5)
Prince Hen4p1 3/5 n/a

King Hen4p2 (0/5) Coriolanus (3/5)

King Hen6p2 4/5 n/a

King Hen8 (1/5) Coriolanus (3/5)
QueenKatherine Hen8 3/5 n/a

KingHenry Hen5 (0/5) Hen6p2 (4/5)
Cassius Julius Caesar 3/5 n/a

Constance KingJohn (0/5) Hen6p2 (3/5)
KingJohn KingJohn (0/5) Coriolanus (4/5)

Edg KingLear (0/5) AntCleo (3/5)

King LovesLabor (0/5) Coriolanus (4/5)

LadyMacbeth Macbeth (0/5) Coriolanus (4/5)

Angelo Measures (0/5) Coriolanus (3/5)
Isabella Measures (0/5) Coriolanus (3/5)

Bassani MerchantVenice (0/5) Coriolanus (3/5)

Bene MuchAdo 3/5 n/a
Leon MuchAdo 3/5 n/a (Coriolanus)
Pedro MuchAdo 3/5 n/a
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Desdemona Othello (0/5) MuchAdo (3/5)
Othello Othello (0/5) Cymbeline (3/5)

KingRichard Richard2 3/5 n/a

QueenMargaret Richard3 (0/5) Cymbeline (3/5)

Nurse RomeoJuliet (0/5) KingLear (3/5)

Tranio TameShrew (0/5) Coriolanus (3/5)

Prospero Tempest (0/5) Coriolanus (3/5)

Marcus TitusAndronicus (0/5) Coriolanus (4/5)

Clown TwelfthNight 3/5 n/a
Malvolio TwelfthNight 3/5 n/a

Autolycus WinterTale 3/5 n/a
Leontes WinterTale (2/5) AntCleo (3/5)
Paulina WinterTale (0/5) AntCleo (3/5)

Table 5.11: Characters find their play: Results for Shake-
speare

Character Play Correct Matches Alternative

Gerald WomanOfNoImportance 5/5 n/a
LadyHunt. WomanOfNoImportance 4/5 n/a

LordDillingsworth WomanOfNoImportance (2/5) IdealHusband (3/5)
MrsArbuthnot WomanOfNoImportance 5/5 n/a

LadyChiltern Ideal Husband 3/5 n/a
LordGoring Ideal Husband 3/5 n/a
MrsCheveley Ideal Husband (2/5) WNI (3/5)

SirRobert Ideal Husband (1/5) WNI (3/5)

LordWindermere Lady Wind. (0/5) WNI (3/5)

Algernon Earnest (0/5) IdealHusband (3/5)
Gwendolen Earnest (0/5) IdealHusband (4/5)

Jack Earnest (1/5) IdealHusband (3/5)
LadyBracknell Earnest (1/5) IdealHusband (1/5)

Table 5.12: Characters find their play: Results for Wilde

Character Play Correct Alternative

Caesar Caesar and Cleopatra 3/5 n/a
Cleopatra Caesar and Cleopatra 3/5 n/a

Rufio Caesar and Cleopatra 4/5 n/a
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DonJuan Man and Superman 4/5 n/a
Octavius Man and Superman (0/5) Candida (3/5)
Ramsden Man and Superman (0/5) Ideal Husband (4/5)

Table 5.13: Characters find their play: Results for Shaw

Character Play Correct Alternative

Amorphus Cynthias Revels 4/5 n/a
Cupid Cynthias Revels 3/5 n/a

Caesar Poetaster (0/5) Coriolanus (3/5)

FACE The Alchemist 4/5 n/a
Table 5.14: Characters find their play: results for Jonson

5.6.6 Experiment 4: Whether characters find their au-
thor?

From the results shown in Experiment 3, one can expect that characters tend
to find their authors. Given that there are only 4 authors considered and five
files per character, 4 out of 5 matches only approaches statistical significance,
(p ≤ 0.06). From here it is possible to reflect and examine which characters tend
to find their author and which do not. In Tables 5.15 and 5.16, no column is
provided for the best alternative, as there was no statistically significant match
for either Jonson or Shakespeare. With reflection on the results of Experiment 1,
the characters whose contributions were homogeneous, over 248 categories, only
Rufio and Don Juan from Shaw, and Mrs Cheveley and Lady Chiltern from Wilde
actually also find their play.

Character Play Correct

Amorphus Cynthias Revels 4/5
Asotus Cynthias Revels 4/5
Crites Cynthias Revels 4/5
Cupid Cynthias Revels 5/5

Mercury Cynthias Revels 5/5

Caesar Poetaster 5/5
Crispinus Poetaster 5/5
Horace Poetaster 5/5
Tucca Poetaster 5/5

FACE The Alchemist 4/5
Mammon The Alchemist 4/5
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Subtle The Alchemist 4/5
Table 5.15: Results for Jonson

Character Play Correct

Camillo A Winters Tale 4/5
Paulina A Winters Tale 4/5

Polixenes A Winters Tale 4/5

Hamlet Hamlet 5/5
Horatio Hamlet 5/5

King Hamlet 4/5
Polonius Hamlet 4/5

Helena MidSummerDream 4/5

Cassio Othello 5/5
Desdemona Othello 5/5

Iago Othello 5/5
Othello Othello 5/5

Table 5.16: Shakespeare’s find Shakespeare

Character Play Corr. Alternative

Cleopatra Caesar and Cleo 4/5 n/a
Rufio Caesar and Cleo 4/5 n/a

Candida Candida 4/5 n/a
Morell Candida 4/5 n/a

Ann Man and Sman 4/5 n/a
Ramsden Man and Sman (0/5) Wilde(4/5)

Higgins Pygmalion 3/5 Wilde(2/5)
Liza Pygmalion 5/5 n/a

Table 5.17: Shaw’s characters find Shaw

Character Play Corr. Alternative

Algernon Earnest 5/5 n/a
Cecily Earnest 4/5 n/a

Gwendolen Earnest 5/5 n/a
Jack Earnest 4/5 n/a

L.Bracknell Earnest 5/5 n/a
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L.Chiltern I. Husband 5/5 n/a
LordGor. I. Husband 5/5 n/a

M.Cheveley I. Husband 5/5 n/a
SirRobert I. Husband 4/5 n/a

DuchessB. Lady Wind. 4/5 n/a
LadyWind. Lady Wind. 3/5 Shaw(2/5)
LordWind. Lady Wind. 5/5 n/a

Table 5.18: Wilde’s characters find Wilde

5.6.7 Experiment 5: Whether authors find themselves?

In this experiment, four categories were used for the speeches and balanced the
samples: 10 characters for each playwright, five files for each character (samples
of 2K each); 20 out of 50 achieves significance (p ≤ 0.025). We ran 100 such
experiments and report below the average response. The column headed by
“Average” in Table 5.19 shows each of the authors to be significantly self-similar
in comparison with the others. Shaw is interestingly less homogeneous than the
others considered here. The final four columns of Table 5.19 show the breakdown
of the best match alternatives over the 100 samplings. Given constrained verse
style, it perhaps is not surprising that Shakespeare and Jonson are each other’s
own best alternative. It is curious that Shakespeare is the best alternative for
Shaw nearly twice as often as Wilde is; that the best alternative for Wilde is
nearly evenly split between Shakespeare and Shaw; that Jonson is rarely the best
alternative for either Wilde or Shaw.

Average Best Alternative
Playwright Score Jonson Shakespeare Shaw Wilde

Jonson 44.8/50 n/a 100 0 0
Shakespeare 40.33/50 100 n/a 0 0

Shaw 30.03/50 2 68 n/a 30
Wilde 43.01/50 5 47 48 n/a

Table 5.19: Playwright best alternatives

5.6.8 Pooled results

Table 5.20 pools results across experiments. The characters listed are those which
were internally homogeneous, and the first column recapitulates the strength of
homogeneity in that regard (Experiment 1). The second column indicates the
strength of homogeneity of that character with respect to its play, and the third
column indicates strength with respect to author in the weak sense of being
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significantly homogeneous with respect to another play by the same author (Ex-
periment 3). The final column displays the characters homogeneity frequency
using authorship as a category (Experiment 4).

Character Self Play Author (another play) Author (total corpus)

Shakespeare characters
AARONTitusAndronicus 2/5 × × ×

AGUECHEEKTwelfthNight 2/5 × × ×
APEMANTUSTimon 2/5 × × ×
AUFIDIUSCoriolanus 2/5 × 3/5 ×

BeatMuchAdo 2/5 × × ×
CALIBANTheTempest 2/5 × × ×
CONSTANCEKingJohn 2/5 × 4/5 ×

OBERONMidSummerDream 2/5 × × ×
PRINCESSOFFRANCELovesLabor 2/5 × × ×

TALBOTHenry6thPart1 2/5 × × ×
PUCELLEHenry6thPart1 2/5 × × ×

KINGHENRYHenry6thPart1 4/5 × 3/5 ×
PUCKMidSummerDream 2/5 × × ×

QUEENELIZABETHRichardTheThird 2/5 × × ×
PORTIAMerchantVenice 2/5 × × ×

SHYLOCKMerchantVenice 2/5 × × ×
ANTONYJuliusCaesar 3/5 × × ×

BUCKINGHAMHenryTheEighth 3/5 × × ×
CHORUSHenryTheFifth 3/5 × × ×

LearKingLear 3/5 × × ×
GlouKingLear 2/5 × × ×

Jonson characters
AlbPoetaster 2/5 × × ×
HorPoetaster 2/5 × × 5/5
VirgPoetaster 2/5 × × ×
TucPoetaster 4/5 × × 5/5

ASOCynthiasRevels 2/5 × × 4/5
CRICynthiasRevels 3/5 × × 4/5
MERCynthiasRevels 5/5 × × 5/5

Shaw characters
ANDROCLESAndroclesLion 4/5 × × ×

RUFIOCaesarCleo 4/5 4/5 × 4/5
ANAManAndSuperman 2/5 × × ×
ANNManAndSuperman 3/5 × × ×

DONJUANManAndSuperman 2/5 4/5 × 4/5
OCTAVIUSManAndSuperman 4/5 × 3/5 ×

THESTATUEManAndSuperman 2/5 × × ×
STRAKERManAndSuperman 2/5 × × ×

MRSPEARCEPygmalion 2/5 × × ×
Wilde characters

LadyBracknellEarnest 2/5 × × 5/5
GwendolenEarnest 3/5 × 4/5 5/5

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 2/5 × 3/5 5/5
LADYCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 2/5 3/5 × 5/5

Table 5.20: Characters across experiments

5.6.9 Conclusion

From these results, it can be concluded that playwrights do not tend to write
homogeneous characters. From Table 5.20 it seems to be the case that characters
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who do find themselves to a significant degree do not normally find their play.
This seems viable in an analytic sense: a character who is strong in the methods
here should be defined as textually distinct from the writings of their author.
From this perspective, using the measure of strength outlined here, Jonson and
Wilde are similar in that their strong characters find them as authors more reli-
ably than those characters find their plays. Shakespeare’s strong characters are
more likely to find a play another Shakespeare play than the one in which they
appear, if they find a play at all, but not their author. Shaw’s strong characters
(except Rufio) also do not find their author, but do find their play or another
Shaw play. Using the aesthetic outlined at the outset, this places Shakespeare
and Shaw in the same pigeon-hole in having strong characters that do not find
their author. But, it merits repeated emphasis that that the strong characters in
this sense are not the famous ones. Recall that the ratios that count as signifi-
cant depend on the parameters of the test. Not presented in this table are the
characters which turned up as strong according to subsequent tests, but not with
respect to character internal homogeneity. The x in a cell refers to a character
not finding itself in a particular experiment.

5.7 Part Two: Results for expanded experiments

The next set of experiments carried out here are an expansion of the experiments
carried out in Vogel and Lynch (2008). In these set of experiments more play-
wrights were examined, eight in all, these playwrights were: Oscar Wilde, William
Shakespeare, George Bernard Shaw, Ben Jonson, John Webster, Eugene O Neill,
John Millington Synge and Christopher Marlowe. With more playwrights to
choose from, there were of course more plays to consider, these were, Dr Faustus,
The Jew of Malta and Tamburlaine the Great Parts 1 and 2 by Marlowe, Anna
Christie, The First Man, The Straw and The Hairy Ape by Eugene O’ Neill, The
Playboy of the Western World, The Well of The Saints and The Tinkers Wed-
ding by Synge, and The Duchess of Malfi and The White Devil by John Webster.
The expectation of an expansion of the experiment is that more data will mean
that characters have a greater chance to find similarity with the wrong files, and
therefore overall homogeneity might increase, however conversely any measures
of character homogeneity will be sharper given a larger corpus to deal with. The
experimental procedure applied in previous sections was also put into place here,
the plays were divided into their separate characters using PlayParser, and then
a sample of 10k was randomly selected from all of the characters with at least
that much text available. This was only done once for the new plays, and the
same data from the second 2k run of the last experiment was used for the plays
which had been examined previously.

It was decided to explore levels of tokenization to Section 5.6 such as bigrams
of characters and unigrams of words. POS tags were not used because of the noise
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generated by automatically tagging the text of Shakespeare and contemporaries.
The results for these experiments are presented in separate tables in some sections
and combined in other cases in order to aid readability.

5.7.1 Whether characters find themselves?

There were 186 unique personas divided into 5 balanced files in this set of exper-
iments, compared to 153 characters in the previous versions of the experiment
involving 2K chunks and 248 characters taken into account when 1k chunks were
the level of segmentation. Again, the idea is to see how many characters find their
own files as best matches as opposed to any other files from characters by the
same or different playwrights. As regards significant results, 2 out of 5 matches
is approaching significance with ((p ≤ 0.06) given 186 categories to choose from
and therefore all matches of two out five and above are included here for analysis.

Category Homogeneity

ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 3/5
PrinceHenry4thPart1 3/5

QUEENHenry6thPart2 2/5
AUTOLYCUSWinterTale 2/5

CHRISAnnaChristie 4/5

CaesPoetaster 2/5

ANNManAndSuperman 2/5
RUFIOCaesarCleo 2/5

THEDEVILManAndSuperman 2/5
DOOLITTLEPygmalion 2/5

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 2/5

Table 5.21: Characters find themselves: letter unigrams

Analysis of Table 5.21 displays all characters who obtained at least two
matches out of five when compared with all of the 186 characters. Only 11
characters are represented. The most homogeneous character is Chris from Anna
Christie by Eugene O’ Neill. The next most homogeneous in this current table are
Antipholus of Syracuse from A Comedy of Errors and Prince John from Henry
IV Part 1. The third level of homogeneity contains Shaw’s Ann from Man and
Superman, The Devil from the same play, Doolittle from Pygmalion and Rufio
from Caesar and Cleopatra. Wilde’s Mrs Cheveley is also present, Shakespeare’s
Queen from Henry VI Part 2 and Autolycus from A Winter’s Tale.

Category Homogeneity

AUTOLYCUSWinterTale 5/5
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ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 4/5
FalHenry4thPart1 3/5

GlouKingLear 3/5
KingHamlet 3/5

TRANIOTameShrew 3/5
PrinceHenry4thPart1 2/5

BUCKINGHAMRichardTheThird 2/5

CHRISAnnaChristie 4/5
YANKHairyApe 3/5

CARMODYTheStraw 2/5

TucPoetaster 5/5
CaesPoetaster 2/5

ASOCynthiasRevels 2/5

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 3/5

MORELLCandida 3/5
HIGGINSPygmalion 2/5

TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart1 2/5
Table 5.22: Characters find themselves: letter bigrams

In Table 5.22, 18 characters from 186 are homogeneous, when letter bigrams
are taken into account, the number of homogeneous characters increases. The
most homogeneous characters in this experiment were Autolycus from A Winters
Tale by Shakespeare and Tucca from The Poetaster by Jonson. In the next
tier we have Chris from Anna Christie by O’Neill and Antipholus of Syracuse
by Shakespeare. A range of Shakespearean characters, Falstaff from Henry IV,
Gloucester from King Lear, King Claudius from Hamlet and Tranio from the The
Taming of the Shrew are homogeneous with 3 assignments out of 5. O’ Neill’s
character, Yank from The Hairy Ape also appears at this level of homogeneity as
does Mrs Cheveley from Wilde’s An Ideal Husband and Shaw’s character Morell
from Candida. Approaching homogeneity with 2 matches out of 5 are Prince
John from Henry 4th Part 1, Buckingham from Richard III, O Neill’s Carmody
from The Straw, Caesar from The Poetaster and Asotus from Cynthia’s Revels.
Shaw’s Higgins from Pygmalion and Tamburlaine from Tamburlaine the Great
Part 1 by Marlowe.

Category Homogeneity

ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 2/5
BUCKINGHAMRichardTheThird 2/5

FalHenry4thPart1 2/5
DUKEMeasures 2/5
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TucPoetaster 5/5
CRICynthiasRevels 2/5
ASOCynthiasRevels 2/5

YANKHairyApe 5/5
CHRISAnnaChristie 3/5

MORELLCandida 4/5
RUFIOCaesarCleo 4/5

HIGGINSPygmalion 3/5
THEDEVILManAndSuperman 2/5

ANNManAndSuperman 2/5
DOOLITTLEPygmalion 2/5

LORDWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 5/5
DUCHESSOFBERWICKLadyWinderemeresFan 3/5

LadyBracknellEarnest 3/5
LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 2/5

Table 5.23: Characters find themselves: word unigrams

In Table 5.23, 19 characters from 186 are seen to be significantly homoge-
neous. At the word unigram level of characterization, none of Shakespeare’s
characters are significantly homogeneous. Yank from The Hairy Ape finds him-
self in all cases, as does Tucca from the The Poetaster and Lord Winderemere
from Lady Winderemere’s Fan. Morell and Rufio from Candida and Caesar and
Cleopatra respectively find themselves four times out of five, and Chris from Anna
Christie, Lady Bracknell from The Importance of Being Earnest and the Duchess
of Berwick from Lady Winderemere’s Fan all found themselves three times out of
five. At two matches out of five, we have, Antipholus of Syracuse, Buckingham,
Falstaff from Henry IV Part 1 and the Duke from Measure for Measure, Cricitus
and Asotus from Cynthias Revels, The Devil and Ann from Man and Superman,
Doolittle from Pygmalion and Lady Windermere from Lady Windermere’s Fan.

It is important to note that at this level of tokenisation, the problem of data
sparseness comes into play, i.e there may be words that only occur once in the files
of characters, and this may skew the attribution somewhat because of the fact
that all words are taken into account in the χ2 comparison, not only the x most
frequent words as is often the case in other analyses. Also, there is the problem
of proper names which may also skew the comparisons somewhat, a character
will probably address other characters in the play at some point and will most
likely refer to himself less often, though this has not been examined fully and is
a candidate area for future exploration of the topic.
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5.7.2 Overview across experiments

Character Letuni Letbi Worduni

ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 3/5 4/5 2/5
AUTOLYCUSWinterTale 2/5 5/5 n/a

BUCKINGHAMRichardTheThird n/a 2/5 2/5
PrinceHenry4thPart1 3/5 2/5 n/a

CHRISAnnaChristie 4/5 4/5 3/5
YANKHairyApe n/a 3/5 5/5

CaesPoetaster 2/5 2/5 n/a
ASOCynthiasRevels n/a 2/5 2/5

TucPoetaster n/a 5/5 5/5

ANNManAndSuperman 2/5 n/a 2/5
RUFIOCaesarCleo 2/5 n/a 4/5

THEDEVILManAndSuperman 2/5 n/a 2/5
MORELLCandida n/a 3/5 4/5

DOOLITTLEPygmalion 2/5 n/a 2/5
HIGGINSPygmalion n/a 2/5 3/5

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 2/5 3/5 n/a
Table 5.24: Characters find themselves across experi-
ments

Table 5.24 displays characters which are homogeneous across at least two exper-
iments in this set. From this we can see that only Antipholus of Syracuse and
Chris from Anna Christie find themselves as homogeneous across all experiments.
There are no characters present from Marlowe, Webster or Synge, indicating that
these playwrights are less likely to write strong characters. A good number of
Shaw’s characters are present here, with Shakespeare, Johnson and O’Neill also
being represented.

5.7.3 Whether files find their play?

In this experiment, the a priori category for each character was the play for that
character.

Category letuni letbi worduni

AWomanOfNoImportance 4/25 5/25 1/25
AnIdealHusband 12/20 5/20 3/20

Earnest 19/25 16/25 16/25
LadyWinderemeresFan 6/20 5/20 3/20
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AnnaChristie 4/15 0/15 0/15
HairyApe 0/5 1/5 0/5

TheFirstMan 1/10 2/10 0/10
TheStraw 8/15 6/15 1/15

ManAndSuperman 13/35 1/35 1/35
CaesarCleo 7/15 4/15 3/15

Candida 2/15 7/15 5/15
Pygmalion 5/15 8/15 3/15

CynthiasRevels 2/25 6/25 1/25
Poetaster 1/20 1/20 0/20

TheAlchemist 2/15 2/15 1/15

DrFaustus 0/5 0/5 0/5
JewMalta 0/5 0/5 0/5

TambGreatPart1 0/5 0/5 0/5
TambGreatPart2 0/5 0/5 0/5

DuchessOfMalfi 13/25 16/25 8/25
TheWhiteDevil 4/30 14/30 16/30

Playboy 6/15 10/15 12/15
TinkersWedding 0/10 0/10 0/10

WellSaints 5/15 4/15 6/15

AntCleo 2/20 2/20 1/20
AsYouLike 5/20 1/20 0/20

ComedyErrors 3/15 2/15 0/15
Coriolanus 9/30 10/30 13/30
Cymbeline 9/30 12/30 8/30

Hamlet 0/20 1/20 0/20
Henry4thPart1 1/20 1/20 0/20
Henry4thPart2 0/10 0/10 0/10
Henry6thPart1 0/10 1/10 0/10
Henry6thPart2 11/25 9/25 9/25

HenryTheEighth 3/15 2/15 1/15
HenryTheFifth 2/10 0/10 0/10
JuliusCaesar 6/15 2/15 0/15

KingJohn 1/15 0/15 0/15
KingLear 1/20 2/20 1/20

LovesLabor 0/20 0/20 0/20
Macbeth 0/10 2/10 1/10
Measures 1/20 3/20 1/20

MerchantVenice 1/15 0/15 0/15
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MuchAdo 14/25 8/25 7/25
Othello 3/20 5/20 3/20

Richard2 1/15 0/15 0/15
RichardTheThird 0/20 1/20 0/20

RomeoJuliet 0/25 0/25 0/25
TameShrew 0/10 0/10 0/10
TheTempest 0/5 0/5 0/5

Timon 0/5 0/5 0/5
TitusAndronicus 5/20 8/20 3/20

TwelfthNight 4/25 4/25 1/25
WinterTale 6/25 5/25 10/25

Table 5.25: Results for files finding their play

From the results above across three different levels of tokenization it is possibly
prudent to reaffirm the earlier statement in Section 5.6.4 that plays do not appear
to be homogeneous in terms of their constituent files.

5.7.4 Whether files find their play?: Best Alternative

Category letuni letbi worduni

AWomanOfNoImportance AnIdealHusband 9/21 DuchessOfMalfi 8/20 Earnest 11/24
AnIdealHusband Earnest 4/8 DuchessOfMalfi 7/15 Earnest 9/17

Earnest AnIdealHusband 5/6 DuchessOfMalfi 6/9 TheWhiteDevil 3/9
LadyWinderemeresFan (Husband/DOfMalfi) 5/14 DuchessOfMalfi 10/15 DuchessOfMalfi 8/17

AnnaChristie Playboy 4/11 DuchessOfMalfi 6/15 TheWhiteDevil 4/15
HairyApe TheStraw 3/5 Othello 2/4 TheWhiteDevil 4/5

TheFirstMan TheStraw 3/9 Earnest 2/8 DuchessOfMalfi 3/10
TheStraw Multi9 2/7 (Candida/Playboy) 4/9 Playboy 4/14

CaesarCleo DuchessOfMalfi 5/8 DuchessOfMalfi 9/11 DuchessOfMalfi 8/12
Candida DuchessOfMalfi 4/13 DuchessOfMalfi 7/8 DuchessOfMalfi 6/10

Pygmalion DuchessOfMalfi 5/10 DuchessOfMalfi 4/7 DuchessOfMalfi 5/12
ManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 9/22 DuchessOfMalfi 28/34 DuchessOfMalfi 11/34

TheAlchemist DuchessOfMalfi 6/13 DuchessOfMalfi 10/13 DuchessOfMalfi 5/14
CynthiasRevels Poetaster 7/23 DuchessOfMalfi 10/19 (TheWhiteDevil/DOfMalfi) 9/24

Poetaster (Titus/Devil) 4/19 TheWhiteDevil 5/19 TheWhiteDevil 6/20

TambGreatPart1 (DOfMalfi/Titus) 3/5 DuchessOfMalfi 2/5 Henry6thPart2 2/5
DrFaustus (Titus/DOfMalfi) 2/5 Henry6thPart2 3/5 Henry6thPart2 3/5
JewMalta DuchessOfMalfi 3/5 Cymbeline 2/5 Henry6thPart2/Cymb. 2/5

DuchessOfMalfi (Hen6p2/Cymb.) 3/12 TheWhiteDevil 2/9 TheWhiteDevil 13/17
TheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 12/26 DuchessOfMalfi 8/16 DuchessOfMalfi 8/14

TinkersWedding (Playboy/WellSaints) 5/10 (Playboy/WellSaints) 5/10 Playboy 6/10
Playboy WellSaints 5/9 WellSaints 4/5 WellSaints 3/3

WellSaints Playboy 9/10 TinkersWedding 2/11 Playboy 4/9

AntCleo Cymbeline 10/18 Cymbeline 8/18 Henry6thPart2 7/19
AsYouLike Cymbeline 4/15 DuchessOfMalfi 5/19 DuchessOfMalfi 6/20

9(Candida/Playboy/FirstMan)
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ComedyErrors Henry6thPart2 4/12 Henry6thPart2 6/13 Henry6thPart2 6/15
Coriolanus Cymbeline 10/21 Cymbeline 9/20 TheWhiteDevil 8/17
Cymbeline (Corio/Hen6p2) 5/21 Coriolanus 5/18 Coriolanus 6/22

Hamlet (DuchMalfi/Cymb.) 4/20 Cymbeline 5/19 TheWhiteDevil 6/20
Henry4thPart1 Henry6thPart2 6/19 DuchessOfMalfi 6/19 TheWhiteDevil 7/20
Henry4thPart2 (TwelfthN/Titus) 2/10 TitusAndronicus 2/10 TheWhiteDevil 2/10
Henry6thPart1 Henry6thPart2 5/10 DuchessOfMalfi 4/9 TheWhiteDevil 3/10
Henry6thPart2 Richard2 4/14 TitusAndronicus 3/16 (WinterTale/Cymb) 3/16

HenryTheEighth Multi10 2/12 TheWhiteDevil 5/14 TheWhiteDevil 5/14
HenryTheFifth Henry6thPart2 5/8 TitusAndronicus 3/16 (TheWhiteDevil/DOfMalfi) 2/10
JuliusCaesar TitusAndronicus 3/9 DuchessOfMalfi 4/13 DuchessOfMalfi 5/15

KingJohn Henry6thPart2 8/14 Henry6thPart2 6/15 Henry6thPart2 7/15
KingLear Henry6thPart2 6/19 DuchessOfMalfi 6/18 Cymbeline 4/19

LovesLabor Henry6thPart2 4/20 (DOfMalfi/Hen6P2) 5/20 TheWhiteDevil 7/20
Macbeth Henry6thPart2 3/10 WinterTale 2/8 Coriolanus 3/9
Measures DuchessOfMalfi 6/19 DuchessOfMalfi 10/17 DuchessOfMalfi 7/19

MerchantVenice Multi11 2/14 DuchessOfMalfi 4/15 DuchessOfMalfi 4/15
MuchAdo Othello 2/11 DuchessOfMalfi 8/17 DuchessOfMalfi 6/18
Othello TwelfthNight 4/17 TheWhiteDevil 4/15 WinterTale 4/17

Richard2 Henry6thPart2 7/14 Henry6thPart2 6/15 Henry6thPart2 9/15
RichardTheThird Henry6thPart2 6/20 Henry6thPart2 5/19 TheWhiteDevil 6/20

RomeoJuliet Henry6thPart2 4/25 Henry6thPart2 6/25 Henry6thPart2 10/25
TameShrew Henry6thPart2 4/10 DuchessOfMalfi 6/10 DuchessOfMalfi 6/10
TheTempest (WinterTale/Cymbeline) 2/5 WinterTale 2/5 (WinterTale/Cymb.) 2/5

Timon DuchessOfMalfi 3/5 DuchessOfMalfi 4/5 TheWhiteDevil 3/5
TitusAndronicus Henry6thPart2 10/15 Henry6thPart2 7/12 Henry6thPart2 11/17

TwelfthNight Cymbeline 5/21 DuchessOfMalfi 9/21 TheWhiteDevil 7/24
WinterTale Cymbeline 6/19 DuchessOfMalfi 12/20 DuchessOfMalfi 4/15

Table 5.26: Results for files finding their play: Best Alternative

5.7.5 Whether characters find their play?

In this study, the results of the experiments concerning files finding their play
are reanalysed and displayed in terms of characters finding their plays. There
are 53 plays in all, with play is the category, 3 files finding 5 is homogeneous,
(p ≤ 0.004).

The full tables are available in the Appendices for this chapter.

Category Homogeneity

BOSOLADuchessOfMalfi 4/5
DUCHESSDuchessOfMalfi 4/5

BeatMuchAdo 4/5
BeneMuchAdo 3/5
PedroMuchAdo 4/5

GLOUCESTERHenry6thPart2 3/5
YORKHenry6thPart2 3/5

KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 3/5

CARMODYTheStraw 4/5

10(Titus/Devil/DOfMalfi/Hen6thP2/Cymb)
11(Titus/MuchAdo/Winter/Cymb.)
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EILEENTheStraw 3/5
CHRISAnnaChristie 4/5

CLEOPATRACaesarCleo 3/5
RUFIOCaesarCleo 3/5

DONJUANManAndSuperman 4/5
TANNERManAndSuperman 3/5

THEDEVILManAndSuperman 3/5
LIZAPygmalion 3/5

GwendolenEarnest 3/5
CecilyEarnest 4/5
JackEarnest 5/5

AlgernonEarnest 5/5
LADYCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 3/5
MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 4/5

SIRROBERTCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 3/5
LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 3/5

MARTINDOULWellSaints 3/5
WIDOWQUINPlayboy 3/5

Table 5.27: Results for characters finding their play: let-
ter unigrams

In Table 5.27 we see that 27 characters find their play to a significant extent.

Category Homogeneity

CaesPoetaster TitusAndronicus 3/5
AMOCynthiasRevels Poetaster 3/4
ASOCynthiasRevels TwelfthNight 3/5
FACETheAlchemist DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

ANNAAnnaChristie TheStraw 3/5
BURKEAnnaChristie WellSaints 3/5

YANKHairyApe TheStraw 3/5

BARABASJewMalta DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart2 TitusAndronicus 3/5

CAESARCaesarCleo DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
HIGGINSPygmalion DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

RAMSDENManAndSuperman Earnest 3/5

LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband Earnest 3/3
LORDILLINGWORTHAWomanOfNoImportance AnIdealHusband 3/5

MRSALLONBYAWomanOfNoImportance AnIdealHusband 3/5
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LORDWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan AnIdealHusband 3/3
DUCHESSOFBERWICKLadyWinderemeresFan DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

BRACHTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 4/5

TIMMYWellSaints Playboy 4/4
MARYDOULWellSaints Playboy 3/4
MARYTinkersWedding WellSaints 3/5
SARAHTinkersWedding Playboy 3/5

AARONTitusAndronicus Henry6thPart2 4/4
TAMORATitusAndronicus Henry6thPart2 3/3
ADRIANAComedyErrors Henry6thPart2 3/4

BASTARDKingJohn Henry6thPart2 3/5
CAESARAntCleo Cymbeline 3/5

CLEOPATRAAntCleo Cymbeline 5/5
COMINIUSCoriolanus Cymbeline 4/4
SICINIUSCoriolanus Cymbeline 3/3

DESDEMONAOthello TwelfthNight 3/5
OTHELLOOthello Cymbeline 3/5

EdgKingLear Cymbeline 3/5
GlouKingLear Henry6thPart2 3/5

FLUELLENHenryTheFifth Henry6thPart2 3/4
GLOUCESTERRichardTheThird Henry6thPart2 3/5

HotHenry4thPart1 Henry6thPart2 3/5
KINGJOHNKingJohn Henry6thPart2 3/5

KINGRICHARDRichard2 Henry6thPart2 3/5
TALBOTHenry6thPart1 Henry6thPart2 3/5

TIMONTimon DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
Table 5.28: Characters finding their play, letter uni-
grams: Best Alternative

Table 5.28 shows the results for any characters which found another play to
a significant extent, i.e this is the best overall match for the character, these
characters did not find their own play to a significant extent.

Category Homogeneity

ANTONIODuchessOfMalfi 3/5
BOSOLADuchessOfMalfi 3/5

DUCHESSDuchessOfMalfi 5/5
FERDINANDDuchessOfMalfi 3/5

FLAMTheWhiteDevil 3/5
LODOTheWhiteDevil 4/5
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VITTheWhiteDevil 3/5

AlgernonEarnest 5/5
GwendolenEarnest 4/5

JackEarnest 3/5

BeatMuchAdo 3/5
MARCUSTitusAndronicus 3/5
MENENIUSCoriolanus4/5

GLOUCESTERHenry6thPart2 3/5
KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 3/5

POSTHUMUSCymbeline 4/5

CANDIDACandida 4/5
CLEOPATRACaesarCleo 4/5

CHRISTYPlayboy 4/5
PEGEENPlayboy 3/5

WIDOWQUINPlayboy 3/5

CUPCynthiasRevels 3/5

DOOLITTLEPygmalion 3/5
LIZAPygmalion 3/5

EILEENTheStraw 3/5
Table 5.29: Results for characters finding their play: let-
ter bigrams

Table 5.29 shows the characters that find their plays based on the letter bigram
level of tokenization. 25 characters find their plays. Of these, 9 find also find
their author.

Category Homogeneity

CHRISAnnaChristie DuchessOfMalfi 5/5
CARMODYTheStraw Playboy 4/4

BRACHTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 3/4

BURGESSCandida DuchessOfMalfi 4/4
MORELLCandida DuchessOfMalfi 3/3

CAESARCaesarCleo DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
RUFIOCaesarCleo DuchessOfMalfi 4/5

DONJUANManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
MENDOZAManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 5/5

DOOLITTLEPygmalion DuchessOfMalfi 1/2
HIGGINSPygmalion DuchessOfMalfi 3/3

RAMSDENManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 5/5
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TANNERManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 4/4
THEDEVILManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 4/5

ANNManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 5/5

CrisPoetaster TheWhiteDevil 2/4
CRICynthiasRevels DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
FACETheAlchemist DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
MAMTheAlchemist DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
MERCynthiasRevels DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
SUBTheAlchemist DuchessOfMalfi 3/3

MARTINDOULWellSaints Playboy 2/3
MARYDOULWellSaints Playboy 3/4

TIMMYWellSaints Playboy 4/4
MARYTinkersWedding WellSaints 3/5
SARAHTinkersWedding Playboy 3/5

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband Earnest 3/4
MRSERLYNNELadyWinderemeresFan DuchessOfMalfi 4/4

DUCHESSOFBERWICKLadyWinderemeresFan DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
LORDILLINGWORTHAWomanOfNoImportance DuchessOfMalfi 3/4

LadyBracknellEarnest DuchessOfMalfi 3/3
ADRIANAComedyErrors Henry6thPart2 4/4

ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
BUCKINGHAMRichardTheThird Henry6thPart2 3/5

AUTOLYCUSWinterTale DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
CAMILLOWinterTale DuchessOfMalfi 3/4

POLIXENESWinterTale DuchessOfMalfi 3/3
LEONTESWinterTale DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
CASSIUSJuliusCaesar DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
ENOBARBUSAntCleo DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
CLEOPATRAAntCleo Cymbeline 3/4
COMINIUSCoriolanus Cymbeline 3/3

CONSTANCEKingJohn Henry6thPart2 3/5
CapRomeoJuliet AntCleo 4/5
DUKEMeasures DuchessOfMalfi 3/4

ISABELLAMeasures DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
EdgKingLear Cymbeline 3/5
HamHamlet DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
KingHamlet Cymbeline 3/5

KINGJOHNKingJohn Macbeth 3/5
KINGRICHARDRichard2 Henry6thPart2 4/5

KingHenry4thPart1 DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
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LearKingLear DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
PUCELLEHenry6thPart1 DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

PedroMuchAdo DuchessOfMalfi 3/3
RomRomeoJuliet Henry6thPart2 4/5

TIMONTimon DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
TITUSTitusAndronicus Henry6thPart2 3/4

TRANIOTameShrew DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
VIOLATwelfthNight DuchessOfMalfi 3/4

FAUSTUSDrFaustus Henry6thPart2 3/5
Table 5.30: Characters find their play, letter bigrams:
Best Alternative

Table 5.30 shows the results for files which were homogeneous relative to
a category other than their a priori category. Only five characters found their
author, i.e they were homogeneous in relation to another work by the same author,
they are marked in bold.

Category Homogeneity

AlgernonEarnest 3/5
CecilyEarnest 3/5

GwendolenEarnest 4/5
JackEarnest 3/5

LadyBracknellEarnest 3/5

WIDOWQUINPlayboy 3/5
CHRISTYPlayboy 5/5
PEGEENPlayboy 4/5

MARTINDOULWellSaints 3/5

DUCHESSDuchessOfMalfi 3/5
FLAMTheWhiteDevil 3/5
FRANTheWhiteDevil 4/5
VITTheWhiteDevil 3/5

LODOTheWhiteDevil 3/5

CANDIDACandida 3/5
MENENIUSCoriolanus 4/5

POSTHUMUSCymbeline 3/5
PedroMuchAdo 3/5

GLOUCESTERHenry6thPart2 3/5
KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 3/5

CAMILLOWinterTale 3/5
PAULINAWinterTale 3/5
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Table 5.31: Results for characters finding their play:
word unigrams

Table 5.31 shows 22 characters who find their plays to a significant extent by
comparing words.

Category Homogeneity

ADRIANAComedyErrors Henry6thPart2 3/5
ANGELOMeasures DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

BELARIUSCymbeline Coriolanus 3/4
CLEOPATRAAntCleo Henry6thPart2 3/5

CONSTANCEKingJohn Henry6thPart2 5/5
DROMIOOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors DuchessOfMalfi 5/5

HorHamlet TheWhiteDevil 3/5
IAGOOthello WinterTale 3/5

YORKRichard2Henry6thPart2 4/5
KINGRICHARDRichard2 Henry6thPart2 4/5
MARCUSTitusAndronicus Henry6thPart2 5/5
TAMORATitusAndronicus Henry6thPart2 3/4

JulRomeoJuliet Henry6thPart2 3/5
MerRomeoJuliet Henry6thPart2 3/5
RomRomeoJuliet Henry6thPart2 3/5

PETRUCHIOTameShrew DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
TRANIOTameShrew DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

QUEENELIZABETHRichardTheThird Henry6thPart2 3/5
QUEENKATHARINEHenryTheEighth TheWhiteDevil 3/4

SHYLOCKMerchantVenice WinterTale 3/5
TIMONTimon TheWhiteDevil 3/5

ASOCynthiasRevels DuchessOfMalfi 4/5

CHRISAnnaChristie TheWhiteDevil 4/5
EILEENTheStraw Candida 3/4

CARMODYTheStraw Playboy 4/5
YANKHairyApe TheWhiteDevil 4/5

ANTONIODuchessOfMalfi TheWhiteDevil 5/5
BOSOLADuchessOfMalfi TheWhiteDevil 3/4
BRACHTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 3/3

MARYDOULWellSaints Playboy 3/4
MARYTinkersWedding Playboy 3/5
SARAHTinkersWedding Playboy 3/5
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FAUSTUSDrFaustus Henry6thPart2 3/5
TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart2 Henry6thPart2 3/5

LADYCHILTERNAnIdealHusband Earnest 3/5
SIRROBERTCHILTERNAnIdealHusband Earnest 3/5

LADYHUNSTANTONAWomanOfNoImportance Earnest 3/5
MRSALLONBYAWomanOfNoImportance Earnest 4/5

MRSERLYNNELadyWinderemeresFan DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
LORDWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan DuchessOfMalfi 3/4

DUCHESSOFBERWICKLadyWinderemeresFan Earnest 3/5

ANNManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
RAMSDENManAndSuperman Earnest 3/5

RUFIOCaesarCleo DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
CAESARCaesarCleo DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
HIGGINSPygmalion DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

Table 5.32: Results characters finding their play, word
unigrams : Best Alternative

Table 5.32 shows the results for all characters which were found to be ho-
mogeneous with respect to another play. Six characters found their author to a
significant extent.

5.7.6 Whether characters find their author?

This section displays results for characters finding their author. This is a result
of either the character finding it’s own play to a significant extent, or finding
another play by the same author to a significant extent, or a combination of
finding a number of works by the same author. When the author is the category,
8 authors in total, 4 out of 5 is homogenous. (p ≤ 0.009).

Category Homogeneity

BOSOLADuchessOfMalfi 4/5
DUCHESSDuchessOfMalfi 4/5

BRACHTheWhiteDevil 4/5

BeatMuchAdo 5/5
BeneMuchAdo 4/5

GLOUCESTERHenry6thPart2 4/5
YORKHenry6thPart2 5/5

AARONTitusAndronicus 5/5
TAMORATitusAndronicus 5/5
ADRIANAComedyErrors 4/5
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CLEOPATRAAntCleo 5/5
COMINIUSCoriolanus 5/5

FLUELLENHenryTheFifth 5/5
KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 4/5

CARMODYTheStraw 4/5
EILEENTheStraw 4/5

CHRISAnnaChristie 4/5

GwendolenEarnest 3/5
CecilyEarnest 4/5
JackEarnest 5/5

AlgernonEarnest 5/5
MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 4/5

SIRROBERTCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 4/5
LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband 5/5

LORDWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 5/5
LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 4/5

MARTINDOULWellSaints 5/5
WIDOWQUINPlayboy 5/5

TIMMYWellSaints 5/5

AMOCynthiasRevels 4/5
Table 5.33: Results for characters finding their play-
wright: letter unigrams

30 characters found their author to a significant extent in Table 5.33.

Category Homogeneity

ANTONIODuchessOfMalfi 4/5
BOSOLADuchessOfMalfi 4/5

DUCHESSDuchessOfMalfi 5/5
FLAMTheWhiteDevil 5/5
LODOTheWhiteDevil 4/5

VITTheWhiteDevil 3/5

AlgernonEarnest 5/5
GwendolenEarnest 4/5

BeatMuchAdo 4/5
MARCUSTitusAndronicus 5/5

MENENIUSCoriolanus 4/5
KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 4/5

POSTHUMUSCymbeline 4/5
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CANDIDACandida 4/5
CLEOPATRACaesarCleo 4/5

CHRISTYPlayboy 4/5
PEGEENPlayboy 4/5

WIDOWQUINPlayboy 5/5

MARTINDOULWellSaints 4/5
MARYDOULWellSaints 4/5

TIMMYWellSaints 5/5
ADRIANAComedyErrors 5/5

CapRomeoJuliet 5/5
CLEOPATRAAntCleo 4/5
COMINIUSCoriolanus 5/5

KINGRICHARDRichard2 5/5
RomRomeoJuliet 5/5

TITUSTitusAndronicus 4/5
Table 5.34: Results for characters finding their play-
wright: letter bigrams

In Table 5.34, 29 characters found their playwright to a significant extent.

Category Homogeneity

GwendolenEarnest 4/5
WIDOWQUINPlayboy 5/5

CHRISTYPlayboy 5/5
PEGEENPlayboy 4/5

MARTINDOULWellSaints 4/5

DUCHESSDuchessOfMalfi 5/5
FLAMTheWhiteDevil 4/5
FRANTheWhiteDevil 4/5
VITTheWhiteDevil 4/5

LODOTheWhiteDevil 4/5

MENENIUSCoriolanus 4/5
KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 4/5

CAMILLOWinterTale 4/5
BELARIUSCymbeline 4/5

CONSTANCEKingJohn 5/5
YORKRichard2 4/5

KINGRICHARDRichard2 4/5
MARCUSTitusAndronicus 5/5
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TAMORATitusAndronicus 4/5
ANTONIODuchessOfMalfi 5/5
BOSOLADuchessOfMalfi 4/5
BRACHTheWhiteDevil 5/5

MARYDOULWellSaints 4/5
Table 5.35: Results for characters finding their play-
wright: word unigrams

In Table 5.35, 23 characters found their playwright.
As these characters find their author to a significant extent, they tend not

to be homogeneous in themselves. The characters of Synge appear to find their
author regularly, as do the characters of Webster and some of Shakespeare.

5.7.7 Whether files find their author?

Author letuni letbi worduni

Jonson 4.709/20 4.094/20 1.19/20
Marlowe 10.599/20 11.833/20 8.718/20

Shakespeare 6.185/20 2.352/20 1.275/20
Webster 19.378/20 19.961/20 19.956/20
ONeill 12.694/20 3.885/20 0.799/20
Shaw 3.282/20 4.57/20 2.551/20
Synge 19.983/20 20/20 19.998/20
Wilde 15.685/20 11.744/20 5.53/20
Table 5.36: Files finding their playwright

Here, 8 matches out of 20 is already homogeneous, (p ≤ 0.016) For the range of
experiments involving individuating the files by their playwright, samples of 20
files were taken from the files of each playwright and 1000 different experiments
were constructed and the homogeneity results for these were averaged. This gives
results which may not necessarily be whole numbers, as can be seen in Table 5.36
Examining the results of 1000 repeated experiments, it can be seen that the
files of Shaw are the least likely to find him as author, followed by the files of
Jonson, with Shakespeare following behind. Results for six of the playwrights are
roughly comparable across both experiments, with the exception of Shakespeare
and O’Neill who appear far less homogeneous when letter bigrams are examined.
With a baseline of 7 matches out of 20 approaching homogeneity and 8 matches
classed as homogeneous, it can be seen that Jonson, O’Neill, Shakespeare and
Shaw all fall below this threshold in most cases.
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Author Marlowe Shakes. Webster Jonson ONeill Shaw Synge Wilde

Marlowe 0 120 853 0 0 0 0 27
Shakes. 0 0 1000 0 0 0 0 0
Webster 7 294 0 95 0 0 2 0
Jonson 9 18 973 0 0 0 0 0
ONeill 0 5 26 0 0 4 638 327
Shaw 0 6 911 0 0 0 0 83
Synge 0 16 1 0 0 0 0 0
Wilde 3 154 762 25 0 19 17 0

Table 5.37: Best alternative matrix for playwright, letter
unigrams

Author Marlowe Shakes. Webster Jonson ONeill Shaw Synge Wilde

Marlowe 0 87 907 0 0 0 0 0
Shakes. 0 0 1000 0 0 0 0 0
Webster 0 11 0 28 0 0 0 0
Jonson 0 1 999 0 0 0 0 0
ONeill 0 0 274 0 0 139 252 335
Shaw 0 1 992 0 0 0 0 7
Synge 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Wilde 0 13 958 3 0 22 0 0

Table 5.38: Best alternative matrix for playwright, letter
bigrams

Author Marlowe Shakes. Webster Jonson ONeill Shaw Synge Wilde

Marlowe 0 13 984 3 0 0 0 0
Shakes. 0 0 1000 0 0 0 0 0
Webster 0 12 0 28 0 0 0 0
Jonson 0 1 999 0 0 0 0 0
ONeill 0 0 899 0 0 81 19 1
Shaw 0 0 999 0 0 0 0 1
Synge 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
Wilde 0 0 999 0 1 0 0 0

Table 5.39: Best alternative matrix for playwright, word
unigrams

When observing the best alternative matches for these experiments, it is in-
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teresting to note that John Webster has appeared as the best alternative match
in the most cases for the most playwrights. As Webster is a contemporary of
Shakespeare, Jonson and Marlowe, it is perhaps not surprising that he has come
up the best alternative match for these playwrights however it is interesting that
the files of two of the more modern playwrights, G. B. Shaw and Oscar Wilde,
have also found Webster as the best alternative match in an overwhelmingly large
number of cases. Another noteworthy result is the fact that Eugene O’Neill ap-
pears to have the biggest variety for best alternative matches across the tables,
although Oscar Wilde also displays a good degree of variation, at least when
letter unigrams are the feature taken into account.

5.7.8 Conclusion

Character Letuni Letbi Worduni

CHRISAnnaChristie 4/5 x x
HIGGINSPygmalion x 2/5 x

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 4/5 x x
Table 5.40: Characters who find themselves and their
plays across experiments

Table 5.40 shows the characters from Table 5.24 that find themselves across at
least two experiments which also find their plays in at least one experiment. Of
these, Mrs Cheveley and Chris also find their author by virtue of the fact that at
least four of their files find their play.

If one compares Table 5.21 with Table 5.8, the characters appearing in these
two tables are almost identical, save for the new characters entered from the four
new playwrights examined. This shows that sampling of text from characters has
a definite effect on the homogeneity of the samples.

5.8 Overall Conclusion

From these experiments, the first major conclusion drawn is that playwrights
do not write textually distinct characters, according to the method used here.
Another conclusion is that the text sampled from a character does affect the
homogeneity of that character, this refers to the results in Section 5.6 which
deal with different samplings of text. The results in Section 5.7.7 show that
the contribution of playwrights Shaw, Jonson, O’Neill and Shakespeare are not
significantly homogeneous when sampled 1000 times. This indicates that these
playwrights are significantly diverse in their writings and thus their characters
can be expected to be more distinct than other playwrights.
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In general, it seems to be the case that either the lexical variation amongst
characters by playwrights is non-significant, or the method used here does not
identify the correct tokens for discrimination. In any case, these results have
provided a baseline for which any other methods should seek to exceed.

Chapter 6 presents the results for some smaller-scale experiments concerning
screenplays which are more likely to have been the products of collaborative
writing efforts.
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6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the results of an exploratory experiment on a dataset of
movie scripts. Scripts, or screenplays, are a worthy area of study due to their
makeup, like plays they contain stage directions, cues and dialogue, it can be dif-
ficult to source an original screenplay which has been written by only one person,
often screenwriters work as editors or script doctors to fine-tune existing scripts.
The scripts here have been sourced from the Internet Movie Script Database,
however it is difficult to verify whether they are electronic copies of the original
source or have been typed up by fans1.

Section 6.3 contains the results for an auxiliary experiment on modern screen-
plays.

Results for the screenplays tend more towards the results in Section 5.6 and
Section 5.7, however less screenplays and authors are examined, which makes
comparing the results with previous studies more problematic.

6.2 Screenplays and screenwriters

In order to compare and contrast modern characterization with 19th century and
Elizabethan works, it was decided to examine the textual contributions of char-
acters in screenplays. Thus, screenwriters who had written a number of scripts
which were available in the public domain were selected for study. Due to the
nature of screenplays, they are often edited by a number of different editors and
it is difficult to source original drafts of screenplays, and this must be taken into
consideration in the results of this study. The Internet Movie Script Database2

is a free online resource for movie scripts. Though not as carefully curated and
edited as Project Gutenberg, it contains a large number of movie scripts available
for download and provided all of the scripts used in this study.

A list of screenwriting legends was compiled by hand, including Billy Wilder,
Paul Schrader, David Mamet, Francis Ford Coppola, Cameron Crowe, William
Goldman, Oliver Stone and Woody Allen. Mamet seemed like an ideal choice
given his literary pedigree, but finding original sources proved difficult. The
same problem occurred for Oliver Stone, it was difficult to find machine read-
able sources for examination. Eventually Crowe and Paul Schrader were chosen,
along with author and screenwriter William Goldman, a prolific and respected
screenwriter and author for whom many works were available in electronic for-
mat. This work is intended as a small scale investigative study and is not an
authoritative work on the subject, such a work would doubtless include more
than three screenwriters.

1Indeed, fan scripts may be closer to the filmed version than some shooting scripts, especially
in the case of an actor who is prone to ad-libbing certain scenes.

2http://www.imsdb.com,last verified June 19, 2009
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6.3 Experiments with screenplays as data

This section attempts to quantify the strength of characterization in modern
screenplays. Similarities exist between the translated works, the screenplays can
be regarded as containing a collaborative element to them, and screenplays are
often written as screen adaptations of existing works. The screenplay resembles
the play in terms of markup thus facilitating the separation of the contributions
of characters using Playparser. It is interesting to examine to what extent the
characterization in screenplays compares with plays. Initial results suggest a
similar conclusion, screenwriters do not create textually diverse entities in their
works. The screenwriters chosen for this study were William Goldman, Cameron
Crowe and Paul Schrader. The screenplays included were: Suspect Zero, Hard-
core, Bringing Out The Dead and Taxi Driver by Paul Schrader, Misery,The
Princess Bride and All The President’s Men by William Goldman and Jerry
Maguire and Almost Famous by Cameron Crowe. The screenplays were all ob-
tained from the Internet Movie Script Database. In the case of screenplays, and
of plays to some extent, it is often difficult to obtain a version of a script that
has not been edited by a third party. This was taken into account when selecting
sources and every effort was made to ensure that the above authors were the
sole authors of the texts used, however given the nature of screenplays and the
existence of so-called script doctors3, verification of sole authorship is difficult.
As the scripts are taken from an unofficial Internet archive, it is unclear from the
source whether they have been transcribed from original screen drafts or by hand
from the motion pictures themselves.

6.3.1 Whether characters find themselves?

From the screenplays examined, there were 22 characters in total considered,
giving significance (p ≤ 0.05) at 3 out of 5 matches of files to the a priori category.

Category Homogeneity

KULOKSuspectZero 5/5

WILLIAMAlmostFamous 3/5
Table 6.1: Characters finding themselves: Letter Uni-
grams

When character unigrams are examined in Table 6.1 only two characters ap-
pear homogeneous, they are Kulok from Suspect Zero and William from Almost
Famous.

3Veteran screenwriters whose main function is to overhaul/finetune a script which needs
work.
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Category Homogeneity

BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen 4/5
PAULMisery 4/5

WILLIAMAlmostFamous 3/5

KULOKSuspectZero 3/5
MARYBringingOutTheDead 3/5

Table 6.2: Characters finding themselves: Letter Bi-
grams

Five characters appear homogeneous in Table 6.2, Kulok and William both
reappear here together with Bradlee from All The Presidents Men by William
Goldman, Paul from Misery and Mary from Bringing Out The Dead.

Category Homogeneity

JERRYJerryMaguire 3/5
WILLIAMAlmostFamous 3/5

KULOKSuspectZero 5/5
MARYBringingOutTheDead 3/5

ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen 4/5
Table 6.3: Characters finding themselves: Word Uni-
grams

Table 6.3 displays five characters which display homogeneity above the base-
line. Kulok and William show up again here as well as Rosenfeld from All The
Presidents Men, Jerry from Jerry Maguire and Mary from Bringing Out The
Dead.

Category letuni letbi worduni

KULOKSuspectZero 5/5 3/5 5/5
MARYBringingOutTheDead 0 3/5 3/5

WILLIAMAlmostFamous 3/5 3/5 3/5
Table 6.4: Characters finding themselves: across experi-
ments

Table 6.4 shows the results for characters across the three experiments. Three
characters appear across at least two experiments, these are Kulok from Suspect
Zero by Schrader, William from Almost Famous by Crowe and Mary from Bring-
ing Out The Dead by Schrader.
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6.3.2 Whether files find their screenplays?

Category letuni letbi worduni

AllThePresidentsMen 12/20 17/20 20/20
AlmostFamous 6/20 8/20 5/20

BringingOutTheDead 7/10 8/10 5/10
Hardcore 0/5 0/5 2/5

JerryMaguire 14/15 14/15 11/15
Misery 1/10 5/10 7/10

SuspectZero 14/20 17/20 14/20
TaxiDriver 0/5 0/5 1/5

ThePrincessBride 0/5 0/5 1/5
Table 6.5: Files finding their screenplay

The results in Table 6.5 show that several screenplays are relatively homogeneous
in respect to themselves. The most homogeneous include Suspect Zero, All The
Presidents Men and Jerry Maguire. Almost Famous does not appear very homo-
geneous, with Misery also. Screenplays which only supply one character, such as
Taxi Driver, also do not appear homogeneous, which is not surprising considering
the small amount of text available for them.

Category letuni letbi worduni

PresidentsMen SuspectZero 5/8 SuspectZero 2/3 n/a
AlmostFamous JerryMaguire 11/14 JerryMaguire 10/12 PresidentsMen 8/15
BringingDead JerryMaguire 2/3 JerryMaguire 2/2 JerryMaguire 3/5

Hardcore (Dead/Jerry) 2/5 JerryMaguire 3/5 (Dead/Pres./Jerry) 1/3
JerryMaguire BringingDead 1/1 BringingDead 1/1 BringingDead 2/4

Misery JerryMaguire 3/9 JerryMaguire 3/5 PresidentsMen 2/3
SuspectZero BringingDead 4/6 BringingDead 2/3 PresidentsMen 4/6
TaxiDriver (Dead/Jerry) 2/5 JerryMaguire 5/5 BringingDead 2/4

PrincessBride JerryMaguire 3/5 JerryMaguire 4/5 BringingDead 3/4
Table 6.6: Files finding their screenplay: Best Alternative

Table 6.6 displays results for best alternative matches for the screenplays.
It is worth noting that only four screenplays appear here as best alternative
matches, these are All The Presidents Men, by Goldman Bringing Out The Dead
by Schrader, Jerry Maguire by Crowe and Suspect Zero by Schrader. By author,
Crowe’s work finds himself(Almost Famous finds Jerry Maguire) and Schrader,
with Jerry Maguire finding Bringing Out The Dead.Bringing Out The Dead finds
Crowe, and Taxi Driver finds a mixture of Crowe and Schrader himself. Suspect
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Zero finds Schrader, with Hardcore finding a various different screenplays by
each one of the authors. Goldman’s work does not often find itself, All The
Presidents Men finds Suspect Zero by Schrader, Misery finds Jerry Maguire and
on a word level, it finds All The Presidents Men. The Princess Bride finds Jerry
Maguire and Bringing Out The Dead on a word level. It must be mentioned that
no examination of theme or genre has been made in these experiments, it may
indeed be a factor when assessing textual similarity in this case.

6.3.3 Whether characters find their screenplay?

The full tables for this section are available in the Appendices. With twenty two
characters in total considered, significance (p ≤ 0.05) is reached at 3 out of 5
matches to the correct a priori category.

Category Homogeneity

BERNSTEINAllThePresidentsMen 4/5
BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen 4/5

WOODWARDAllThePresidentsMen 3/5
DOROTHYJerryMaguire 5/5
TIDWELLJerryMaguire 4/5

JERRYJerryMaguire 5/5
KOESSLERSuspectZero 4/5

LOWSuspectZero 5/5
MACKELWAYSuspectZero 3/5

MARYBringingOutTheDead 5/5
Table 6.7: Characters finding their screenplay: Letter
Unigrams

Ten characters find their play to a significant extent in Table 6.7, three each
for Crowe and Goldman and four for Schrader.

Category Homogeneity

INIGOThePrincessBride JerryMaguire 3/5
ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen SuspectZero 3/4

PAULMisery JerryMaguire 3/5

KULOKSuspectZero BringingOutTheDead 3/3
RUSSELLAlmostFamous JerryMaguire 3/3
WILLIAMAlmostFamous JerryMaguire 4/4

Table 6.8: Characters finding their screenplay Best Al-
ternative: Letter Unigrams
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In Table 6.8, two Goldman characters, Inigo from The Princess Bride and
Paul from Misery both find Jerry Maguire by Cameron Crowe to a significant ex-
tent. Another Goldman character, Rosenfeld from All The Presidents Men, finds
Suspect Zero by Schrader. Schrader’s character finds another Schrader screenplay
as best alternative, and two characters by Crowe both find other works by Crowe.

Category Homogeneity

ANNIEMisery 3/5
BERNSTEINAllThePresidentsMen 4/5
BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen 5/5

WOODWARDAllThePresidentsMen 4/5
ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen 4/5

PENNYAlmostFamous 4/5
RUSSELLAlmostFamous 3/5
TIDWELLJerryMaguire 4/5
DOROTHYJerryMaguire 5/5

JERRYJerryMaguire 5/5

FRANKBringingOutTheDead 3/5
MARYBringingOutTheDead 5/5

KOESSLERSuspectZero 5/5
KULOKSuspectZero 3/5

LOWSuspectZero 5/5
MACKELWAYSuspectZero 4/5

Table 6.9: Characters finding their screenplay: Letter
Bigrams

Table 6.9 shows the results for the letter bigram test. Sixteen characters find
their screenplay, out of twenty two in total. Comparing Table 6.9 with Table 6.7,
no characters from Hardcore or Taxi Driver by Schrader found their screenplay
in either table.

Category Homogeneity

ELAINEAlmostFamous JerryMaguire 4/5
INIGOThePrincessBride JerryMaguire 4/5

JAKEHardcore JerryMaguire 3/5
PAULMisery JerryMaguire 3/3

TRAVISTaxiDriver JerryMaguire 5/5
WILLIAMAlmostFamous JerryMaguire 4/4

Table 6.10: Characters finding their screenplay: Letter
Bigrams Best Alternative
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Table 6.10 shows interesting results for best alternative. Characters by Crowe,
Goldman and Schrader all find Jerry Maguire by Crowe as the best match to a
significant extent.

Category Homogeneity

ANNIEMisery 3/5
PAULMisery 4/5

BERNSTEINAllThePresidentsMen 5/5
BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen 5/5

ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen 5/5
WOODWARDAllThePresidentsMen 5/5

DOROTHYJerryMaguire 4/5
JERRYJerryMaguire 3/5

TIDWELLJerryMaguire 4/5

KOESSLERSuspectZero 5/5
KULOKSuspectZero 4/5

MACKELWAYSuspectZero 3/5
MARYBringingOutTheDead 4/5

Table 6.11: Characters finding their screenplay: Word
Unigrams

Table 6.11 shows the results for word unigrams. Thirteen characters find their
screenplay to a significant degree here. Of these, six are by Goldman, three are
by Crowe and four are by Schrader.

Category Homogeneity

ELAINEAlmostFamous AllThePresidentsMen 3/5
RUSSELLAlmostFamous AllThePresidentsMen 3/4

FRANKBringingOutTheDead JerryMaguire 3/4
INIGOThePrincessBride BringingOutTheDead 3/4

Table 6.12: Characters finding their play BestAlterna-
tive: Word Unigrams

Table 6.12 shows the Best Alternative results for word unigrams. Two of
Crowes characters from Almost Famous find All The Presidents Men by Gold-
man, Inigo from The Princess Bride by Goldman finds Bringing Out The Dead
by Schrader and Frank from Bringing Out The Dead finds Jerry Maguire by
Crowe.
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6.3.4 Whether characters find their author?

In this case, only 5 out of 5 matches reaches homogeneity, with 3 categories to
choose from , (p ≤ 0.008)

Category Homogeneity

DOROTHYJerryMaguire 5/5
JERRYJerryMaguire 5/5

WILLIAMAlmostFamous 5/5

KULOKSuspectZero 5/5
LOWSuspectZero 5/5

MACKELWAYSuspectZero 4/5
MARYBringingOutTheDead 5/5

Table 6.13: Characters finding their author: Letter Uni-
grams

Table 6.13 displays characters which find their author when letter unigrams
are the token. Of the seven characters, none are by Goldman, three are by Crowe
and four are by Schrader.

Category Homogeneity

ANNIEMisery 5/5
BERNSTEINAllThePresidentsMen 5/5
BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen 5/5

RUSSELLAlmostFamous 5/5
WILLIAMAlmostFamous 5/5
DOROTHYJerryMaguire 5/5

JERRYJerryMaguire 5/5

MARYBringingOutTheDead 5/5
KOESSLERSuspectZero 5/5

KULOKSuspectZero 5/5
LOWSuspectZero 5/5

Table 6.14: Characters finding their author: Letter Bi-
grams

Table 6.14 represents characters who find their own author as best match.
There are eleven characters, three for Goldman, four for Crowe and four for
Schrader.

Category Homogeneity

ANNIEMisery 5/5
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BERNSTEINAllThePresidentsMen 5/5
BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen 5/5

ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen 5/5
WOODWARDAllThePresidentsMen 5/5

KOESSLERSuspectZero 5/5
Table 6.15: Characters finding their author: Word Uni-
grams

Table 6.15 displays results for characters finding their author using words. Of
the six characters displayed here, five are by Goldman and one is by Schrader.
Goldman’s characters tend to find their author more in the experiments concern-
ing word unigrams than any other study.

Category letuni letbi worduni

ANNIEMisery n/a 5/5 5/5
BERNSTEINAllThePresidentsMen n/a 5/5 5/5
BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen n/a 5/5 5/5

DOROTHYJerryMaguire 5/5 5/5 n/a
JERRYJerryMaguire 5/5 5/5 n/a

WILLIAMAlmostFamous 5/5 5/5 n/a
KULOKSuspectZero 5/5 5/5 n/a

KOESSLERSuspectZero n/a 5/5 5/5
LOWSuspectZero 5/5 5/5 n/a

MARYBringingOutTheDead 5/5 5/5 n/a
Table 6.16: Characters finding their author across exper-
iments

Table 6.16 shows results across experiments for characters finding their au-
thor. Three characters from Goldman and Crowe find their author over the
three experiments, with four characters from Schrader. None of the three charac-
ters from Goldman found their author in the experiments using letter unigrams,
while the majority of characters from Schrader and Crowe which occur in Table
6.16 found their author in the unigram and bigram experiments. Hardcore, The
Princess Bride and Taxi Driver are not represented in this table, which concurs
with Table 6.5.

6.3.5 Whether files find their author?

Category letuni letbi worduni
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Crowe 17.651/20 19.073/20 14.183/20
Goldman 11.964/20 13.538/20 14.024/20
Schrader 14.715/20 11.261/20 6.012/20

Table 6.17: Files finding their Author

Here 12 matches out of 20 are homogeneous, (p ≤ 0.03). From the results in Table
6.17, the most homogeneous of the authors examined appears to be Cameron
Crowe, with Paul Schrader as the least homogeneous, dipping below homogeneity
for letter bigrams and word unigrams.

Playwright Crowe Goldman Schrader

Crowe 0 1 842
Goldman 863 0 137
Schrader 923 51 0

Table 6.18: Files finding their Author: Best Alternative
Letter Unigrams

In Table 6.18 Crowe finds Schrader most exclusively as the best alternative,
Goldman also finds Crowe and Schrader also appears to find Crowe an over-
whelming number of times.

Playwright Crowe Goldman Schrader

Crowe 0 74 426
Goldman 864 0 136
Schrader 941 50 0

Table 6.19: Files finding their Author: Best Alternative
Letter Bigrams

The pattern from table 6.18 above is repeated somewhat in Table 6.19, which
Crowe finding Schrader as best alternative, and Goldman and Schrader finding
Crowe.

Playwright Crowe Goldman Schrader

Crowe 0 823 131
Goldman 877 0 106
Schrader 551 449 0

Table 6.20: Files finding their Author: Best Alternative
Word Unigrams
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In Table 6.20, the pattern is somewhat different. When word frequencies are
taken into account, Crowe finds Goldman as best alternative, Goldman still finds
Crowe but Schrader is split between Crowe and Goldman for best alternative,
with 551 for the former and 449 for the latter. This result raises some questions
as to why is Goldman less similar to the others when letter distributions are
taken into account, but more similar with regard to words. This is also evident
from the results in Section 6.3.4 and Section 6.3.3 At the present time there is
no answer to this question, and further research will be required in order clarify
the matter.

In the screenplays considered, it is interesting to note that there are few ho-
mogenous characters, the characters of William from Almost Famous and Kulok
from Suspect Zero seem to find themselves across three different experiments(see
Section 6.3.1). Applying the same intuition as in the first experiment involving
playwrights, it may be fair to assume that given the self-homogeneity of Crowe’s
contributions in Table 6.17, one might be inclined to name Schrader as the screen-
writer capable of creating the most syntactically diverse characters given his own
lack of significant homogeneity with letter bigrams and word unigrams. However,
it is not clear to what extent William Goldman fits into the scale, characters by
him do appear in the rankings when letter bigrams and word unigrams are con-
sidered, however he seems to still be relatively homogenous with respect to these
two categories, with 12 out of 20 matches being a significant result in this case.

6.4 Conclusion

It is difficult to compare the screenplay research with the experiments concerning
playwrights as in the cases of screenplays, a good deal less data was examined.
Further research into this topics are needed in order to make more concrete judge-
ments. Of course it is clear that a myriad of other experiments could be carried
out using using different statistical measurements and using different tokens, how-
ever the goal of this thesis is to explore the results of one particular method and
that is the method which is used here. The next chapter analyses further the
results of this chapter and undertakes a basic qualitative analysis of the textual
contributions of the characters which appear homogeneous.
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7.1 Introduction

This chapter will discuss the results of the experiments detailed in Chapter 5
and Chapter 6, with particular attention paid to the textual contributions of the
characters who appear homogeneous.

7.2 Discussing the results

An overview of homogeneous characters vs total characters is presented in Table
7.1. In the first set of experiments consulted and the 1K file size per sample, five
in all, letter unigrams as the total, 41 characters were found to be homogeneous,
based on the 248 examined, and of these, only 12 were of a degree of homogeneity
which was significantly above the baseline. In the following experiments with
4 playwrights and 2K samples,.the first sampling resulted in 18 homogeneous
characters, of which 6 were highly homogeneous, and the second sampling resulted
in 14 characters, of which 3 were at a significant level.

In the second set of experiments concerning 186 characters with five 2k sam-
ples, only 11 were found to display homogeneity with respect to letter unigrams,
of which only 3 of a high degree, when letter bigrams were consulted, 18 of which
10 were highly significant, and when words were chosen, 19 made the cut of which
9 were highly significant.

Contrast this with the results for the screenplay data, with 22 characters in
total, only 2 were homogeneous with respect to letter unigrams, five for letter
bigrams and five for word unigrams.

Experiment Total Homog High Only

IK 4 Playwrights 41/248(0.165) 12/248(0.0484)
2K 1 4 Playwrights 18/155(0.116) 6/155(0.039)
2K 2 4 playwrights 14/153((0.09) 3/153(0.019)

2K 8 Playwrights letuni 11/186(0.059) 3/186(0.0161)
2K 8 Playwrights letbi 18/186(0.096) 10/186(0.0537)

2K 8 Playwrights worduni 19/186(0.1021) 9/186(0.048)
Screenplays letuni 2/22(0.090) 2/22(0.090)
Screenplays letbi 5/22(0.22) 5/22(0.22)

Screenplays worduni 5/22(0.22) 5/22(0.22)
Table 7.1: Homogeneous characters versus total, ratios

From the overview of results in Table 7.1, it seems clear that there are two
major conclusions one can make. Either, playwrights do not generally write
characters which are distinct from their own style of writing, or the tests used
here are not the correct ones which should be used when investigating this issue.
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Part of speech n-grams remain an option when investigating stylistic variation in
text, one of the main issues regarding their use in this context is the variation
of the language involved. A part-of-speech tagger trained on modern English
will not function well on the form of the language used by Shakespeare and his
contemporaries and the tagging of such text by hand is out of the realms of the
current study. It is also interesting to note that the characters which are appear-
ing as homogeneous are in fact not the famous characters. Note that Hamlet
or Romeo has never appeared as homogeneous in the works of Shakespeare, for
example. However, the methods have indentified some characters whose text is
homogeneous and it appears to be a logical step to view the actual text which
was analysed in the study in an attempt to determine exactly what is unique
about those certain characters which have been identified as homogeneous.

7.3 Examination of the text of characters’ con-

tributions

One area of interest is to begin with the playwrights which displayed low self
homogeneity, but for whom certain characters were found to be homogeneous,
in the second experiment the playwrights which were flagged as homogeneous
were Ben Jonson, George Bernard Shaw, William Shakespeare, Eugene O’Neill
and Christopher Marlowe. With reference to Table 5.24, only two characters,
Chris from Anna Christie by O’Neill and Antipholus of Syracuse from A Comedy
of Errors by Shakespeare are identified as homogeneous across all experiments,
letter unigrams, bigrams and word unigrams. Other characters which are worthy
of examination are Yank from The Hairy Ape by O’Neill, Rufio and Morell by
Shaw and to a lesser extent Higgins and Doolittle from Pygmalion.

The manual analysis of the contributions of the individual characters displayed
here is crude at best, and future work on the subject is likely to employ automatic
statistical methods which highlight variation, one possible method would be based
on the machine learning approaches described in Section 2.4.9 and Section 2.4.8.

7.3.1 Chris Christopherson

The character of Chris, from the 1922 play Anna Christie is a grizzled seafarer
of Scandanavian extraction. From the text of the play, it is possible to construe
that this character is not a native speaker of English and an attempt has been
made to convey this through broken syntax and idiosyncratic spelling. The effect
is quite striking at first, and even resembles another language at times. Perhaps
the key thing to note is that by changing the way certain words are spelled, not
only are unique words created which will have an effect on the word unigram file,
by keeping these spelling changes constant, the character unigram distribution is
also affected.
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py God! She don’t do dat!

Dat’s yust vhy Ay say it.

Sailor vas all right fallar, but not for marry gel. No. Ay know

dat. Anna’s mo’der, she know it, too.

Py yiminy, Ay forgat. She say she come right avay, dat’s all.

Ay gat speak with Larry. Ay be right back.

Ay bring you oder drink.

Py yingo, Ay gat gat

Marthy shore off barge before Anna come! Anna raise hell if she

find dat out. Marthy raise hell, too, for go, py golly!

You tal me lie for tal

Marthy, Larry, so’s she gat off barge quick.

No. Ay don’t like make her feel bad.

She stay on dem cousins’ farm ’till two year ago. Dan she

gat yob nurse gel in St. Paul.

But Ay don’t vant for her gat yob now. Ay vant for her stay with

me.

Yes, Ay come,

Marthy.

Py golly. Marthy.

Ay don’t start nutting, Marthy.

Ay don’t see nutting for laugh at.

Ay don’ tank dat. You vas good gel, Marthy.

Yes,

py golly.

Sure tang. Ay go gat him. Oder drink. Same for both.

She’s good gel, Ay tal you! Py golly, Ay

calabrate now! Give me vhiskey here at bar, too. You have drink, Larry.
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You don’t know what you miss. Skoal!

"My Yosephine, come board de ship. "

If we compare this text with the text of another character from the same
play,that of his daughter Anna we observe some similarities, such as swopping
the letter j for a y which is present in her father’s speech although her English
tends much more towards the American vernacular of the period.

Hello. father. She told

me it was you. I yust got here a little while ago.

It’s good to see

you, too.

What’s that.

Swedish? I don’t know it. Gee, I had an awful trip coming

here. I’m all in. I had to sit up in the dirty coach all night.

couldn’t get no sleep, hardly. and then I had a hard job finding

this place. I never been in New York before, you know, and.

Cut it! You talk same as they all do.

No. course not. Only. it’s funny to

see you and not remember nothing. You’re like. a stranger.

No. But why didn’t you never come home them

days? Why didn’t you never come out West to see me?

Then you think the sea’s to blame

for everything, eh? Well, you’re still workin’ on it, ain’t you,

spite of all you used to write me about hating it. That dame was

here told me you was captain of a coal barge. and you wrote me you

was yanitor of a building!

Sick? You? You’d never think it.

Well, I can’t see no difference. Speaking of being sick,

I been there myself. yust

out of the hospital two weeks ago.
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I am. Tired to death. I need a long rest and I

don’t see much chance of getting it.

Well, when I made up my mind to come to see you, I thought

you was a yanitor. that you’d have a place where, maybe, if you

didn’t mind having me, I could visit a while and rest up. till I

felt able to get back on the job again.

Then you’re really glad to see me. honest?

7.3.2 Yank

The character of Yank from The Hairy Ape is a white-collar harbour worker.. His
speech is reminiscent of a working class type from New York or New Jersey. The
language and slang used is comparable with that of the 1920’s gangster stereotype
which appears often in cinema. The th at the beginning of words is dropped to a
t as in tink, often the word the is spelled as de, and these idiosyncratic spellings
are continued throughout.

All

dis is too clean and quiet and dolled-up, get me! It gives me a

pain.

I don’t wait for noone. I keep on de move. Say, what yuh

drag me up here for, anyway? Tryin’ to kid me, yuh simp, yuh?

Sure ting I do! Didn’t I try to git even wit

her in Southampton? Didn’t I sneak on de dock and wait for her by

de gangplank? I was goin’ to spit in her pale mug, see! Sure,

right in her pop-eyes! Dat woulda made me even, see? But no

chanct. Dere was a whole army of plain clothes bulls around. Dey

spotted me and gimme de bum’s rush. I never seen her. But I’ll git

square wit her yet, you watch! De lousey tart! She

tinks she kin get away wit moider. but not wit me! I’ll fix her!

I’ll tink of a way!

De more de merrier

when I gits started. Bring on de gang!

Aw, cut de sob stuff! T’ hell wit de starvin’ family! Yuh’ll

be passin’ de hat to me next. Say, dem

tings is pretty, huh? Bet yuh dey’d hock for a piece of change aw

right. But, aw hell, what good are
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dey? Let her have ’em. Dey don’t belong no more’n she does. All dat don’t

count, get me?

Take a slant at dat! Give it de once-over! Monkey

fur. two t’ousand bucks! Is dat straight goods.

monkey fur? What de hell. ?

Trowin’ it up in

my face! Christ! I’ll fix her!

Votes, hell! Votes is a joke, see.

Votes for women! Let dem do it!

Git away from me! Yuh’re yellow, dat’s what.

Force, dat’s me! De punch, dat’s me every time, see!

Huh! Huh!

G’wan! Tell it to Sweeney!

Say, who d’yuh tink yuh’re bumpin’? Tink yuh

own de oith?

7.3.3 Doolittle

The father of Eliza, in Shaw’s Pygmalion is a Cockney dustman.
His first line here sets the scene, usage of the vernacular ain’t we and the

incorrect verb form, you and me is men of the world attempt to create an image
of a working class character with little formal schooling.

His speech throughout is punctuated with the word Governor, used as a sign
of respect towards a man of higher social standing.

Listen here, Governor. You and me is men of the world,

ain’t we?

I thank you, Governor.. Well, the truth is, I’ve taken a sort of

fancy to you, Governor; and if you want the girl, I’m not so set

on having her back home again but what I might be open to an

arrangement. Regarded in the light of a young woman, she’s a fine

handsome girl. As a daughter she’s not worth her keep; and so I

tell you straight. All I ask is my rights as a father; and you’re

the last man alive to expect me to let her go for nothing; for I

can see you’re one of the straight sort, Governor. Well, what’s a

five pound note to you? And what’s Eliza to me?.
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Course they are, Governor. If I thought they wasn’t,

I’d ask fifty.

Not in a general way I wouldn’t; but to oblige a

gentleman like you I’d do a good deal, I do assure you.

Can’t afford them, Governor. Neither could

you if you was as poor as me. Not that I mean any harm, you know.

But if Liza is going to have a bit out of this, why not me too?

That’s it, Governor. That’s all I say. A father’s

heart, as it were.

Don’t say that, Governor. Don’t look at it that way.

What am I, Governors both? I ask you, what am I? I’m one of the

undeserving poor: that’s what I am.

Not me, Governor, thank you kindly. I’ve heard all the

preachers and all the prime ministers--for I’m a thinking man and

game for politics or religion or social reform same as all the

other amusements--and I tell you it’s a dog’s life anyway you

look at it. Undeserving poverty is my line. Taking one station in

society with another, it’s--it’s--well, it’s the only one that

has any ginger in it, to my taste.

Not me, Governor, so help me I won’t. Don’t you be

afraid that I’ll save it and spare it and live idle on it. There

won’t be a penny of it left by Monday: I’ll have to go to work

same as if I’d never had it. It won’t pauperize me, you bet. Just

one good spree for myself and the missus, giving pleasure to

ourselves and employment to others, and satisfaction to you to

think it’s not been throwed away. You couldn’t spend it better.

No, Governor. She wouldn’t have the heart to spend

ten; and perhaps I shouldn’t neither. Ten pounds is a lot of

money: it makes a man feel prudent like; and then goodbye to

happiness. You give me what I ask you, Governor: not a penny

more, and not a penny less.

Tell her so, Governor: tell her so. I’m willing. It’s

me that suffers by it. I’ve no hold on her. I got to be agreeable

to her. I got to give her presents. I got to buy her clothes
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something sinful. I’m a slave to that woman, Governor, just

because I’m not her lawful husband. And she knows it too. Catch

her marrying me! Take my advice, Governor: marry Eliza while

she’s young and don’t know no better. If you don’t you’ll be

sorry for it after. If you do, she’ll be sorry for it after; but

better you than her, because you’re a man, and she’s only a woman

and don’t know how to be happy anyhow.

Thank you kindly, Governor.

Not now. Another time, Governor.

Thank you, Governor. Good morning.

Me! I never brought her up at all, except to give her

a lick of a strap now and again. Don’t put it on me, Governor.

She ain’t accustomed to it, you see: that’s all. But she’ll soon

pick up your free-and-easy ways.

Well, what else would I want money for? To put into

the plate in church, I suppose.. Don’t you give me none of your

lip; and don’t let me hear you giving this gentleman any of it

neither, or you’ll hear from me about it. See?

No, Governor: I ain’t such a mug as to put up my

children to all I know myself. Hard enough to hold them in

without that. If you want Eliza’s mind improved, Governor, you do

it yourself with a strap. So long, gentlemen..

Certainly. I’ll come, Governor. Not just

this week, because I have a job at a distance. But later on you

may depend on me. Afternoon, gentlemen. Afternoon, ma’am..

The full text for this character is available in the Appendices.

7.3.4 Rufio

Rufio, from Caesar and Cleopatra is Caesar’s right hand man and lieutenant.
From observing his textual contributions, it seems that he repeats his emperor’s
name more frequently then most, which may be an example of proper names
influencing the results of the experiments.

fighting them over
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again.

Agh! I might have known there was some fox’s trick behind

your fine talking.

Now Caesar: have you done talking? The moment your foot is aboard

there will be no holding our men back: the boats will race one

another for the lighthouse.

It is true. The Egyptian army!

Crawling over the edge of the west harbor like locusts.

This is your accursed

clemency, Caesar. Theodotus has brought them.

More foxing! Agh!

Well, my British islander. Have you been up to the top?

Anybody up there?

What! An old man and a boy work

that! Twenty men, you mean.

But--

Must I leave my food and go starving to bring

you a report?

An hour ago you were all for victory.

Boyish! Not a bit of it. Here.

To eat. That’s what’s the matter with you. When a man

comes to your age, he runs down before his midday meal. Eat and

drink; and then have another look at our chances.

Caesar: when the islander has finished preaching,

call me again. I am going to have a look at the boiling water

machine.

What’s the matter now?

Have we time to waste on this trumpery? The Queen is only
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a child.

Swing it up by the crane, then. We will send the eggs to

the cook; drink our wine from the goblets; and the carpet will

make a bed for Caesar.

Are you really going to wait here for this

foolery, Caesar?

also

Ay: I am Caesar’s shield; but of

what use shall I be when I am no longer on Caesar’s arm? Well,

no matter--

Caesar: I am loath to let you go to Rome without your

shield. There are too many daggers there.

Farewell.

Why, I believe it, Caesar. You have convinced me of it

long ago. But look you. You are sailing for Numidia to-day. Now

tell me: if you meet a hungry lion you will not punish it for

wanting to eat you?

7.3.5 Morell

Morell from Shaw’s work Candida is a clergyman. His speech reflects his educated
upbringing, however, no distinctive segments or phrases are noted, save for the
utterance of the names of several of the other characters in this play. The name’s
Prossy, Candida, Marchbanks and Eugene are all mentioned numerous times in
the text.

Get all their names and addresses, Miss Garnett.

What’s the matter?

. Oh, now, isn’t

that EXACTLY like Prossy? She’s so frank: she can’t contain

herself! Poor Prossy! Ha! Ha!

Pooh, nonsense! you can’t take any notice of it. Never

mind.
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That’s a question for the Church, not for the laity. Has

it done you any harm, that’s the question for you, eh? Of course,

it hasn’t. Think no more of it.

Not for half an hour yet.

What sort of book? A good one?

. Candida will come to entertain you

presently. She has got rid of her pupil. She is filling the

lamps.

You’d better not. She’d

only set you to clean my boots, to save me the trouble of doing

it myself in the morning.

Yes; but she isn’t a slave; and the house looks as if I

kept three. That means that everyone has to lend a hand. It’s not

a bad plan: Prossy and I can talk business after breakfast whilst

we’re washing up. Washing up’s no trouble when there are two

people to do it.

. Marchbanks!

How many servants does your father keep?

. So many that you don’t know. Anyhow, when there’s anything

coarse-grained to be done, you ring the bell

and throw it on to somebody else, eh?

That’s one of the great facts in YOUR existence, isn’t it?

What have I done--or not done--my love?

. And where there is nothing to do but to be

idle, selfish and useless.

. I don’t know.

. Ah, indeed.

. Oh, all right, all right. Well, Miss Prossy,

why have you been calling my father-in-law names?
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. Oh, come, come, come! Never mind, Pross: he

IS a silly old fathead, isn’t he?

. Well? Where is Eugene?

. Ha! No doubt.

Nothing more than usual.

But--

. You know very well, Candida,

that I often blow them up soundly for that. But if there is

nothing in their church-going but rest and diversion, why don’t

they try something more amusing--more self-indulgent?

There must

be some good in the fact that they prefer St. Dominic’s to worse

places on Sundays.

. Candida!

Prossy’s complaint! What do you mean, Candida?

Candida: what dreadful, what soul-destroying cynicism!

Are you jesting? Or--can it be?--are you jealous?

. What! Of Prossy?

Me!

. Eugene!

. Not at all. You know that I have perfect confidence in you,

Candida.

Candida: you are shocking me. I never thought of my

attractions. I thought of your goodness--your purity. That is

what I confide in.

. So Eugene says.

. Oh, he has no suspicion of it himself, hasn’t

he?
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No evil, Candida. I hope and trust, no evil.

. Depend!

. Yes. No. I don’t know what you mean.

Forgive!

Forgive you for what?

HIS words!

Eugene’s.

How can you bear to do that when--oh,

Candida I had rather you had plunged a grappling

iron into my heart than given me that kiss.

. Don’t touch me.

.

Nothing but this: that either you were right this morning, or

Candida is mad.

. I suppose not. I beg

all your pardons: I was not conscious of making a fuss.

Well, well, well, well, well!

. Ah no: I can’t talk. I can

only preach.

. Yes, yes: I got it.

Yes, I know. I answered it. I can’t go.

. Because I don’t choose. These people

forget that I am a man: they think I am a talking machine to be

turned on for their pleasure every evening of my life. May I not

have ONE night at home, with my wife, and my friends?

. Well, an excellent man. What better do they

want?
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. Prossy’s complaint, Candida! Eh?

. Miss Garnett.

Telegraph to the Guild of St. Matthew that I am coming.

. Do as I tell you.

Burgess: you don’t want to come?

No: you are not coming; and Eugene is not coming. You

will stay here and entertain him--to celebrate your return home.

I should be afraid to let myself go before Eugene: he is

so critical of sermons. He knows I am afraid of

him: he told me as much this morning. Well, I shall show him how

much afraid I am by leaving him here in your custody, Candida.

Ah, I thought it was I who couldn’t understand, dear.

. I hope I don’t disturb you.

I have never spoken better in my life.

I forgot to ask.

They left long before I could get away: I thought I

should never escape. I believe they are

having supper somewhere.

. Well?

Have you anything to tell me?

Hardly in the same way, I think.

. Candida?

Did you keep your oath?
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. Then?

7.3.6 Higgins

Higgins, a professor of linguistics from Pygmalion by Shaw, has made a bet that
he can transform Eliza, a simple Cockney flowergirl, into a lady of high society.

Tosh, Eliza. Don’t you insult human relations by dragging

all this cant about buying and selling into it. You needn’t marry

the fellow if you don’t like him.

Oh, lots of things. What about your old idea of a

florist’s shop? Pickering could set you up in one: he’s lots of

money. He’ll have to pay for all those togs you have

been wearing today; and that, with the hire of the jewellery,

will make a big hole in two hundred pounds. Why, six months ago

you would have thought it the millennium to have a flower shop of

your own. Come! you’ll be all right. I must clear off to bed: I’m

devilish sleepy. By the way, I came down for something: I forget

what it was.

But she knew all about that. We didn’t make

speeches to her, if that’s what you mean.

The epithet, By George is repeated at least twice in this extract, once below

Is she, by George? Ho!

Oh, all right. Very well. Pick: you behave yourself. Let

us put on our best Sunday manners for this creature that we

picked out of the mud..

I am behaving myself perfectly.

I was not trying to look nice,

mother.
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Why?

Where the devil is that

girl? Are we to wait here all day?

Am I-- .

Don’t you dare try this game on me. I taught it to you;

and it doesn’t take me in. Get up and come home; and don’t be a

fool.

You let her alone, mother. Let her speak for herself.

You will jolly soon see whether she has an idea that I haven’t

put into her head or a word that I haven’t put into her mouth. I

tell you I have created this thing out of the squashed cabbage

leaves of Covent Garden; and now she pretends to play the fine

lady with me.

Well!!

Damnation!

I’ll see you damned first.

And again here.

Forgive! Will she, by George! Let her go. Let

her find out how she can get on without us. She will relapse into

the gutter in three weeks without me at her elbow.

Aha! Just so. A--a--a--a--

ahowooh! A--a--a--a--ahowooh ! A--a--a--a--ahowooh! Victory!

Victory!.

Well, Eliza, you’ve had a bit of your own back, as you

call it. Have you had enough? and are you going to be reasonable?

Or do you want any more?
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I haven’t said I wanted you back at all.

Here, Shaw has attempted to convey the Cockney accent using his own or-
thography

Commercial principles, Eliza. Like s’yollin

voylets, isn’t it?

Why, because it was my job.

Would the world ever have been made if its maker had

been afraid of making trouble? Making life means making trouble.

There’s only one way of escaping trouble; and that’s killing

things. Cowards, you notice, are always shrieking to have

troublesome people killed.

Eliza: you’re

an idiot. I waste the treasures of my Miltonic mind by spreading

them before you. Once for all, understand that I go my way and do

my work without caring twopence what happens to either of us. I am

not intimidated, like your father and your stepmother. So you can

come back or go to the devil: which you please.

I don’t suppose Pickering would, though.

He’s as confirmed an old bachelor as I am.

7.3.7 Autolycus

In Shakespeare’s, A Winter’s Tale, the character of Autolycus is a thief and a
rogue. Comparing this character with the character of Antipholus of Syracuse in
Section 7.3.8, one notable aspect of the text is the use of rhyme schemes.

he settled only in

rogue.

Some call him Autolycus.

Very true, sir; he, sir, he; that’s the rogue that

put

me into this apparel.

I must confess to you, sir, I am no fighter; I am
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false

of heart that way, and that he knew, I warrant him.

Sweet sir, much better than I was; I can stand and

walk.

I will even take my leave of you and pace softly towards my

kinsman’s.

No, good-fac’d sir; no, sweet sir.

Prosper you, sweet sir!

Your purse is not hot enough to purchase your spice. I’ll be

with

you at your sheep-shearing too. If I make not this cheat

bring

out another, and the shearers prove sheep, let me be

unroll’d,

and my name put in the book of virtue!

Here the character sings a small song, in rhyme

Jog on, jog on, the footpath way,

And merrily hent the stile-a;

A merry heart goes all the day,

Your sad tires in a mile-a.

And indeed, sir, there are cozeners abroad;

therefore it

behoves men to be wary.

I hope so, sir; for I have about me many parcels of

charge.

Here’s one to a very doleful tune: how a usurer’s

wife

was brought to bed of twenty money-bags at a burden, and how

she

long’d to eat adders’ heads and toads carbonado’d.

Very true, and but a month old.

Here’s the midwife’s name to’t, one Mistress

Taleporter,

and five or six honest wives that were present. Why should I

carry lies abroad?

Here’s another ballad, of a fish that appeared upon

the
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coast on Wednesday the fourscore of April, forty thousand

fathom

above water, and sung this ballad against the hard hearts of

maids. It was thought she was a woman, and was turn’d into a

cold

fish for she would not exchange flesh with one that lov’d

her.

The ballad is very pitiful, and as true.

Five justices’ hands at it; and witnesses more than

my

pack will hold.

This is a merry ballad, but a very pretty one.

Why, this is a passing merry one, and goes to the

tune

of ’Two maids wooing a man.’ There’s scarce a maid westward

but

she sings it; ’tis in request, I can tell you.

I can bear my part; you must know ’tis my

occupation.

Have at it with you.

Get you hence, for I must go

Where it fits not you to know.

Neither.

Neither.

And you shall pay well for ’em.

Another rhyme is recited here.

Will you buy any tape,

Or lace for your cape,

My dainty duck, my dear-a?

Any silk, any thread,

Any toys for your head,

Of the new’st and fin’st, fin’st wear-a?

Come to the pedlar;

Money’s a meddler

That doth utter all men’s ware-a.
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Ha, ha! what a fool Honesty is! and Trust, his sworn

brother, a very simple gentleman! I have sold all my

trumpery;

not a counterfeit stone, not a ribbon, glass, pomander,

brooch,

table-book, ballad, knife, tape, glove, shoe-tie, bracelet,

horn-ring, to keep my pack from fasting. They throng who

should

buy first, as if my trinkets had been hallowed and brought a

benediction to the buyer; by which means I saw whose purse

7.3.8 Antipholus of Syracuse

Antipholus of Syracuse from The Comedy of Errors by Shakespeare displays a
steady rhyme scheme throughout his speech. It is perhaps worth noting the The
Comedy Of Errors was one of the earliest of Shakespeare’s plays, this may be
worthy of further research in the temporal sense.

dealers without wit.

For what reason?

Nay, not sound I pray you.

Nay, not sure, in a thing falsing.

Name them.

You would all this time have prov’d there

is no time for all things.

But your reason was not substantial, why

there is no time to recover.

I knew ’t’would be a bald conclusion.

But,

soft, who wafts us yonder?

Plead you to me, fair dame? I know you

not:

In Ephesus I am but two hours old,

As strange unto your town as to your talk,

Who, every word by all my wit being scann’d,

Wants wit in all one word to understand.

By Dromio?

Did you converse, sir, with this

gentlewoman?
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What is the course and drift of your compact?

Villain, thou liest; for even her very

words

Didst thou deliver to me on the mart.

How can she thus, then, call us by our

names,

Unless it be by inspiration?

To me she speaks; she moves me for her

theme.

What, was I married to her in my dream?

Or sleep I now, and think I hear all this?

What error drives our eyes and ears amiss?

Until I know this sure uncertainty,

I’ll entertain the offer’d fallacy.

I think thou art in mind, and so am I.

Thou hast thine own form.

Am I in earth, in heaven, or in hell?

Sleeping or waking, mad or well-advis’d?

Known unto these, and to myself disguis’d!

I’ll say as they say, and persever so,

And in this mist at all adventures go.

Sweet mistress-what your name is else, I

know not,

Nor by what wonder you do hit of mine-

Less in your knowledge and your grace you show not

Than our earth’s wonder-more than earth, divine.

Teach me, dear creature, how to think and speak;

Lay open to my earthy-gross conceit,

Smoth’red in errors, feeble, shallow, weak,

The folded meaning of your words’ deceit.

Against my soul’s pure truth why labour you

To make it wander in an unknown field?

Are you a god? Would you create me new?

Transform me, then, and to your pow’r I’ll yield.

But if that I am I, then well I know

Your weeping sister is no wife of mine,

Nor to her bed no homage do I owe;

Far more, far

7.3.9 Tucca

A character which has occurred in both the first set of experiments as homoge-
neous and also in the second set of experiments with eight playwrights is Tucca
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from The Poetaster by Ben Jonson. This character appears to be a rather nasty
piece of work. His lines are aggressive and laced with insults and put-downs.
These forms do not possess unique orthography but are distinct from the lan-
guage of the other characters written by Jonson in their frequency, the word
punk occurs also in other Jonson plays but in The Poetaster, Tucca is the sole
user of this word, and stinkard, and cockatrice.1

sort of goslings, when they

suffered so sweet a breath to perfume the bed of a stinkard: thou

hadst ill fortune, Thisbe; the Fates were infatuate, they were,

punk, they were.

I am known by the name of Captain Tucca, punk; the noble

Roman, punk: a gentleman, and a commander, punk.

I’ll call her.--Come hither, cockatrice: here’s one will set

thee up, my sweet punk, set thee up.

Aha, stinkard! Another Orpheus, you slave, another Orpheus! an

Arion riding on the back of a dolphin, rascal!

Shew them, bankrupt, shew them; they have salt in them, and

will brook the air, stinkard.

Thou say’st true, my poor poetical fury, he will pen all he

knows. A sharp thorny-tooth, a satirical rascal, By him; he carries

hay in his horn: he will sooner lose his best friend, than his

least jest. What he once drops upon paper, against a man, lives

eternally to upbraid him in the mouth of every slave,

tankard-bearer, or waterman; not a bawd, or a boy that comes from

the bake-house, but shall point at him: ’tis all dog, and scorpion;

he carries poison in his teeth, and a sting in his tail. Fough!

body of Jove! I’ll have the slave whipt one of these days for his

Satires and his Humours, by one cashier’d clerk or another.

Say no more then, but do it; ’tis the only way to get thee a

new suit; sting him, my little neufts; I’ll give you instructions:

I’ll be your intelligencer; we’ll all join, and hang upon him like

so many horse-leeches, the players and all. We shall sup together,

1According to the glossary at the end of the Gutenberg e-book of The Poetaster, cockatrice
refers to a mythical dragon-like creature which hatches from a hen’s egg but in this sense is
used a derogatory term for a woman, and stinkard is a stinking fellow, while punk here refers
to a prostitute.
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soon; and then we’ll conspire, i’faith.

Yes, I follow: but thou must not talk of this now, my little

bankrupt.

Do, do: stay, there’s a drachm to purchase ginger-bread for

thy muse.

Dost hear, mad Jupiter? we’ll have it enacted, he that speaks

the first wise word, shall be made cuckold. What say’st thou? Is it

not a good motion?

Come, cockatrice.

Sirrah, boy; catamite: Look you play Ganymede well now, you

slave. Do not spill your nectar; carry your cup even: so! You

should have rubbed your face with whites

From the text, the repetitions of the words stinkard, punk and cockatrice are
immediately noticeable.

your brows had shone like our sooty brother’s here, as sleek as a

horn-book: or have steept your lips in wine, till you made them so

plump, that Juno might have been jealous of them. Punk, kiss me,

punk.

and

Well said, my fine Phrygian fry; inform, inform. Give me some

wine, king of heralds, I may drink to my cockatrice.

7.4 Screenplays

This section will explore the language of two characters who have appeared as
homogenous in the study of the screenplays, these two characters are William
from Almost Famous by Cameron Crowe and Kulok from the production draft
of Suspect Zero by Paul Schrader.

7.4.1 William

William is the 15 year old narrator of Cameron Crowe’s Almost Famous. The
character is reputedly based on Crowe’s own experiences of being a 15 year old
rock journalist on the road with bands such as Led Zeppelin. He has promised
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to keep his mother informed about his whereabouts. Recurring themes are his
mother, his return home and the fact that he is not part of the rock star world.

I know. Mom. Mom... Mom.

Right now -- Topeka. Then Greenville.

Then home.

I’m sorry I didn’t call yesterday!

It’s not like you can just carry a

phone around with you.

I missed the last thing you said.

WHAT?

I LOVE YOU!!

Do you have to be depressed to write a

sad song? Do you have to be in love

to write a love song? Is a song better

if it really happened to you? Like,

"If You Say Nothing"... where did you

write that and how did it come about?

You okay? You alright?

Thanks.

Well, my dad died of a heart attack

and my sister believes that my Mom is

so intense that she might have

contributed to it. Plus -

It’s good to talk about it. Really

good.

Hey, man, maybe we should go back.

So listen. I have to go home tomorrow.

I know this is a bad time to finish

our interview.
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We should probably head back sometime.

Please don’t give him any more acid.

No no. Nope. No.

Dick Roswell, please?

Dick!! I got him!! He’s okay... I’ve

been Looking after him. He’s on acid,

though. I can’t Really tell. How do

you know when it’s "kicked in?"

Hey Russell -

Don’t jump, okay?

I think we should work on those last

words.

No, I’m not -

Just come on down!!

Which half?

I have a lot more. Just help me get

my interview so I can go home from

Greenville. I have to go home.

I have to go home.

Rolling Stone is calling me. I don’t

have my key interview. I don’t know

what to say.

... think... piece...

Hi Mom. I’m in Cleveland.

I’m fine! I’m fine! I’m flying back on

Monday Morning. I’ll only miss one

test. I’ll make it up.
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No.

Some people get her. Some don’t.

She means well.

So when you play a great show like

tonight...

Anyone seen Russell?

No, I got it.

What’s that?

Yeah. I gotta work on that.

Don’t tell me this stuff. I want to

like him.

Penny -

-- I’m not sure that’s a good idea.

I don’t know anything.

Wake up! Don’t go to New York!

Because you’re not who you said you

were! I thought you were retired!

Oh no. Never you! You eat people

alive!

That’s a good one. Tell me too much

and make it my fault.

You slept with Iggy Pop!?

Why don’t you just tell me now, who

else -- so when I go to the record

store, I know who to be jealous of.
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Because right now, it’s looking like

the whole store!

So was Steely Dan! It was a crowded

room.

I thought we were going to Morocco!

There’s no Morocco. There’s never been

a Morocco. There’s not even a Penny

Lane. I don’teven know your real

name.

7.4.2 Kulok

Agent Jamie Kulok is the 26 year old sidekick to Agent Thomas Mackleway
in Schrader’s unpublished script for Suspect Zero. She refers to him as Mack
frequently in the text. It is not clear from manual analysis why this characters is
homogeneous, further analysis using automatic methods is needed in this case.

What’s this country coming to?

My guess: he’s wondering whether to

get more fries or go straight to the

chocolate sundae.

Me too.

Make any headway with "Zorro"?

I was thinking, maybe we should ask

Professor Daitz. Nobody knows this

stuff better.

He’s a consultant to a network TV

program on Profilers. He gets a check

every episode.

That was the name of Professor Daitz’s

course, "Underlying Factors in

Criminal Behavior." You still teach,

Professor?
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But they didn’t.

Don’t be too harsh.

Huh?

Of course he did. He came on to every

attractive student. Which bothers

you most: that he exploits suffering

or that he came on to me?

No, Mack, I do not think you’re a

square and definitely not a nerd.

Because you asked him to, stupid.

There are Agency regulations about

this.

It’s a no-no.

I’ve been thinking about this.

He’s called a couple times.

Just routine stuff.

Not yet. Not about this, either.

Sorry to interrupt you, sir, but I

thought you’d like to know.

We have another one.

Serial killer killed. In Ft. Myers.

Cut up in his van. And this time we

got a witness.

No. Cut off while he was still alive,

look at his wrists, damn near ripped

his hands off trying to get free.

Must have been screaming real loud
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when the killer chain-sawed his

throat. Unfortunately, he’d

soundproofed his van.

We did find these, however.

We’re trying to match them with dump

site bodies.

This we know is Carol Delview from

Tampa, found her last Spring. This

one --

Sue Ann Hanson.

You found the body. She was one of

Harold Speck’s victims. In El Paso.

They’re not just talking to each

other, Mack, they’re trading

souvenirs.

Mack? Mack?

Mack, I’m sorry. I apologize. I should

have called. I had no right to sneak

in on you like that.

I came over because I couldn’t sleep

and was lonely. I wanted to see you.

I thought I’d surprise you.

Maybe we should back off a bit.

No, I mean maybe we should back off

a bit, you and me

You want to get him? Find something

he wants. Get him to come to you.

Suspect Zero.

But he believes in it. That’s all
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that matters. He toyed with you, you

toy with him. Convince him you’ve

got a lead on Suspect Zero. Use Zero,

you’ll find Low.

Slow down a second, you met with Low --

You’re putting me in a difficult

position.

Mack, I’m just trying to keep up

with now.

That’s not going to help. This

Minnesota autopsy report, either the

guy was in a hurry or he didn’t know

his ass from his elbow. It’s not a

regular burn. There’s crystallization

in the capillaries. Blood didn’t

clot --

It’s a freezer burn.

Could be a lot of things. Depends on

the freezer.

I’m sorry, Mack, but I don’t think

this is the answer.

You’re assigned, we’re assigned, to

apprehend Richard Low, not Suspect

Zero. I have to tell you, Mack, I’m

not comfortable where you’re going.

7.5 Conclusion

This chapter has discussed the results of the experiments detailed in Chapter
5 and presented a somewhat crude qualitative analysis of the contributions of
characters who were found to be homogeneous in various experiments. The in-
dividual style of different playwrights means that the characters by O’Neill in
Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 each display a unique orthography, Shaw’s characters in
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Sections 7.3.6 7.3.3 and 7.3.5 all display some elements of class and social status
in their language, although distinctiveness in this case may in fact be a result
of the reoccurrence of proper names in the text, further processing of the texts
analysed will be required in order to address this pertinent issue. In the case
of Shakespeare and Jonson, the characters occurring as distinct for the former
display a propensity toward rhyming couplets, indeed Shakespeare is well known
for his use of rhyme therefore rendering this particular result worthy of further
research in order to determine exactly the nature of the diversity. Jonson’s char-
acter in Section 7.3.9 displays a distinctiveness due to the repetition of certain
epithets. In the case of the characters from the screenplays in Section 7.4.1 and
Section 7.4.2, it is more difficult to determine the nature of their homogeneity by
hand.
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8.1 Conclusions

This study has examined how playwrights create characters with a focus on the
textual constructs used as opposed to the semantic or thematic content. The gen-
eral conclusion is twofold, taking the results here as they stand, results gleaned
using methods which have been proven to be effective in determining corpus ho-
mogeneity in other studies, then one must conclude that playwrights do not vary
the language they use to create characters to a significant extent. On the other
hand, one might argue that perhaps the tests used in this study are not suitable
for this kind of analysis, these tests are used for detecting authorship, the research
conducted in this thesis concerns within-canon variation. Metrics such as those
described in Section 2.5.3 on the study of Kierkegaard’s pseudonyms regarding
such measures as lexical richness may be more useful at detecting within-canon
variation of an author. Deeper linguistic analysis is already a possibility, an auto-
matic part-of-speech tagger is available for such analysis, although as mentioned,
this will not function on Elizabethan English and any attempt by a playwright to
convey character through a unique orthography such as the examples of O’Neill
in the previous chapter will no doubt reduce the efficacy of such an analysis.

Thus, the conclusions are somewhat mixed, in general, the results show that
playwrights tend not to vary their language when creating characters to any great
extent, there are some counterexamples as detailed in Chapter 7, although these
are few in number. There does appear to be a difference in the work of different
playwrights, however, with the contributions of certain playwrights being more
self homogeneous than the contributions of others, though this could have other
explanations, the number of plays sampled, the thematic content of the plays or
even a change in the playwright’s style over time. Indeed, George Bernard Shaw
wrote plays from 1892 up until his death over fifty years later, fifty three works
in total, it would be hardly surprising that his work would show more variation
than an author such as Oscar Wilde or Synge who both wrote a handful of plays
within five or six years. It is also worth noting that no control of genre or theme
has ever been made during the experiments in this thesis, any results found could
be as a result of this. The following areas are of interest for future research on
the topic.

8.2 New experiments

A more investigative approach to the language of characters may be necessary in
order to extend the study further. Section 2.4.9 describes the usage of machine
learning systems using discriminant analysis in order to find features which are
concurrent with author gender. Such an approach could be used on an author’s
canon in order to determine any features which may discriminate between the
languages used by particular characters, for example.
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One pressing concern is the issue of proper names. Any further set of exper-
iments would employ a system to strip away any tokens which represent proper
names, methods from the field of named entity recognition could be employed in
this case. The results of the same experiments on the new files without proper
names could be compared to the existing results in order to determine the effect
of this on the homogeneity results.

The diachronic issue would be a worthy topic of further investigation with a
focus on questions regarding change in the language used over time. This could be
investigated using the text of individual characters written over different periods
in the canon of a single author.

More collaboration with literary researchers would be of benefit when analysing
the textual contributions of characters. In particular, it is not certain why the
Shakespearean characters in 7.3.8 and 7.3.7 are distinctive, on first glance the
rhyme scheme may set them apart, however it may be the case that these char-
acters represent a different style of writing by Shakespeare, it is known that The
Comedy of Errors, from which Antipholus of Syracuse is drawn, was one of Shake-
speare’s earlier works, perhaps this is the reason why this particular character
appears to be distinctive.

8.3 Extending PlayParser

The PlayParser program was a vital part of the toolkit for this research, however
for the most part it was just that, a simple tool to facilitate further analysis of the
contributions of different characters. There is scope for expansion in this space,
one goal could be to create an annotated, structured version of Project Gutenberg
akin to the model described by Johnson (2004) with Opensourceshakespeare.org.
This resource provides concordancing tools and word count statistics for all of
Shakespeare’s plays. PlayParser could be adapted to separate works not only
by character but by act and scene and create a data structure for a large num-
ber of plays and authors which will provide word count statistics for individual
characters.

8.4 Further use of tools created here

PlayParser has been used in the work published by Vogel et al. (2008) to separate
the speakers in a series of presidential debates, and is currently being used for the
same purpose in an ongoing study on presidential debates throughout history.

Vogel et al. (2008) describe experiments in diachronic text classification for
determining the period of authorship for a Latin text, The Donation of Con-
stantine(See Section 2.5.2). The experimental framework which was created for
the purposes of the experiments here involving repeated sampling of a number of
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files from corpora of differing sizes(see Section 4.3.6) was used in this study for
comparing different sizes of corpora of Latin from different eras with one another.

8.5 Final Remarks

This thesis has examined the notion of characterization by playwrights from the
perspective of the language used by different characters in plays. Chapter 7 details
the main conclusions of the study, in short: According to the experiments carried
out here, playwrights do not tend to write textually distinct characters, the few
exceptions that have been noted are examined further, and several playwrights
have been found to use different stylistic metrics to convey character (Section
7.5). Interesting to note here is that the few characters that are homogeneous
with regard to their text are not characters that one might regard as strong or
well-known in a literary sense. The method used in this study was the χ2 by
degrees of freedom method to compare corpus homogeneity, in future work other
methods may be used. To conclude, this study represents at least a baseline on
which any future work may be based and it is hoped that this study may indeed
inspire interest in the topic of characterization in drama.
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A.1 Reference tables for Section 5.6

A.1.1 Reference for Section 5.6.2

Category Homogeneity

AARONTitusAndronicus 0/5
ADRIANAComedyErrors 1/5

AMOCynthiasRevels 1/5
ANGELOMeasures 0/5

ANNManAndSuperman 0/5
ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 4/5

ANTONYAntCleo 0/5
ANTONYJuliusCaesar 0/5
ARMADOLovesLabor 0/5
ASOCynthiasRevels 2/5

AUFIDIUSCoriolanus 0/5
AUTOLYCUSWinterTale 1/5

AlgernonEarnest 1/5
BASSANIOMerchantVenice 0/5

BASTARDKingJohn 0/5
BELARIUSCymbeline 0/5
BEROWNELovesLabor 0/5

BOLINGBROKERichard2 0/5
BOYETLovesLabor 0/5

BRUTUSJuliusCaesar 0/5
BUCKINGHAMRichardTheThird 0/5

BURGESSCandida 0/5
BeatMuchAdo 0/5
BeneMuchAdo 0/5

CAESARAntCleo 0/5
CAESARCaesarCleo 2/5

CAMILLOWinterTale 0/5
CANDIDACandida 0/5

CASSIOOthello 0/5
CASSIUSJuliusCaesar 0/5

CELIAAsYouLike 0/5
CLEOPATRAAntCleo 2/5

CLEOPATRACaesarCleo 1/5
CLOTENCymbeline 0/5

CLOWNTwelfthNight 0/5
COMINIUSCoriolanus 0/5
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CONSTANCEKingJohn 0/5
CORIOLANUSCoriolanus 1/5

CRICynthiasRevels 0/5
CUPCynthiasRevels 0/5

CYMBELINECymbeline 0/5
CaesPoetaster 0/5

CapRomeoJuliet 0/5
CecilyEarnest 0/5

ClaudMuchAdo 1/5
CrisPoetaster 0/5

DESDEMONAOthello 0/5
DONJUANManAndSuperman 4/5

DOOLITTLEPygmalion 1/5
DROMIOOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 1/5

DUCHESSOFBERWICKLadyWinderemeresFan 0/5
DUKEMeasures 0/5

ENOBARBUSAntCleo 0/5
EdgKingLear 0/5

FACETheAlchemist 2/5
FALSTAFFHenry4thPart2 0/5
FLUELLENHenryTheFifth 0/5

FalHenry4thPart1 1/5
GERALDAWomanOfNoImportance 2/5

GLOUCESTERHenry6thPart2 0/5
GLOUCESTERRichardTheThird 0/5

GlouKingLear 3/5
GwendolenEarnest 0/5

HELENAMidSummerDream 0/5
HIGGINSPygmalion 2/5

HamHamlet 0/5
HorHamlet 0/5

HorPoetaster 1/5
HotHenry4thPart1 0/5

IACHIMOCymbeline 0/5
IAGOOthello 0/5

IMOGENCymbeline 0/5
ISABELLAMeasures 0/5

JackEarnest 0/5
JulRomeoJuliet 0/5

KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 0/5
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KINGHENRYHenryTheFifth 0/5
KINGHenry4thPart2 0/5

KINGHenryTheEighth 0/5
KINGJOHNKingJohn 0/5

KINGLovesLabor 0/5
KINGRICHARDRichard2 0/5

KINGRICHARDRichardTheThird 0/5
KentKingLear 0/5
KingHamlet 2/5

KingHenry4thPart1 0/5
LADYCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 0/5

LADYHUNSTANTONAWomanOfNoImportance 3/5
LADYMACBETHMacbeth 0/5

LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 3/5
LEONTESWinterTale 0/5

LIZAPygmalion 0/5
LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband 2/5

LORDILLINGWORTHAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5
LORDWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 0/5

LUCIOMeasures 0/5
LadyBracknellEarnest 2/5

LearKingLear 0/5
LeonMuchAdo 0/5

MACBETHMacbeth 0/5
MALVOLIOTwelfthNight 0/5

MAMTheAlchemist 1/5
MARCUSTitusAndronicus 0/5

MENDOZAManAndSuperman 0/5
MENENIUSCoriolanus 0/5
MERCynthiasRevels 0/5
MORELLCandida 1/5

MRSALLONBYAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5
MRSARBUTHNOTAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 1/5
MRSERLYNNELadyWinderemeresFan 0/5

MerRomeoJuliet 0/5
NurseRomeoJuliet 1/5

OCTAVIUSManAndSuperman 2/5
OLIVIATwelfthNight 1/5
ORLANDOAsYouLike 0/5
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OTHELLOOthello 0/5
PAULINAWinterTale 0/5

PETRUCHIOTameShrew 0/5
POLIXENESWinterTale 0/5
PORTIAMerchantVenice 0/5
POSTHUMUSCymbeline 0/5
PROSPEROTheTempest 0/5
PUCELLEHenry6thPart1 0/5

PedroMuchAdo 0/5
PolHamlet 0/5

PrinceHenry4thPart1 2/5
QUEENELIZABETHRichardTheThird 0/5

QUEENHenry6thPart2 0/5
QUEENKATHARINEHenryTheEighth 0/5
QUEENMARGARETRichardTheThird 0/5

RAMSDENManAndSuperman 1/5
ROSALINDAsYouLike 0/5

RUFIOCaesarCleo 0/5
RomRomeoJuliet 0/5

SHYLOCKMerchantVenice 0/5
SICINIUSCoriolanus 0/5

SIRROBERTCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 1/5
SIRTOBYTwelfthNight 0/5

SUBTheAlchemist 0/5
SUFFOLKHenry6thPart2 0/5
TALBOTHenry6thPart1 0/5

TAMORATitusAndronicus 1/5
TANNERManAndSuperman 0/5

THEDEVILManAndSuperman 1/5
TIMONTimon 0/5

TITUSTitusAndronicus 0/5
TOUCHSTONEAsYouLike 0/5

TRANIOTameShrew 3/5
TucPoetaster 5/5

VIOLATwelfthNight 0/5
VOLUMNIACoriolanus 0/5

WOLSEYHenryTheEighth 0/5
YORKHenry6thPart2 0/5

YORKRichard2 0/5
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Table A.1: Results for characters find their play: letter
unigrams

A.1.2 Reference tables for Section 5.6.3

Category Homogeneity

AARONTitusAndronicus 0/5
ADRIANAComedyErrors 0/5

AMOCynthiasRevels 0/5
ANGELOMeasures 0/5

ANNManAndSuperman 1/5
ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 3/5

ANTONYAntCleo 1/5
ANTONYJuliusCaesar 0/5
ARMADOLovesLabor 0/5
ASOCynthiasRevels 1/5

AUFIDIUSCoriolanus 1/5
AUTOLYCUSWinterTale 2/5

AlgernonEarnest 0/5
BASSANIOMerchantVenice 0/5

BASTARDKingJohn 0/5
BELARIUSCymbeline 1/5
BEROWNELovesLabor 0/5

BOLINGBROKERichard2 0/5
BOYETLovesLabor 0/5

BRUTUSJuliusCaesar 0/5
BUCKINGHAMRichardTheThird 0/5

BURGESSCandida 1/5
BeatMuchAdo 0/5
BeneMuchAdo 0/5

CAESARAntCleo 2/5
CAESARCaesarCleo 0/5

CAMILLOWinterTale 1/5
CANDIDACandida 0/5

CASSIOOthello 0/5
CASSIUSJuliusCaesar 0/5

CELIAAsYouLike 0/5
CLEOPATRAAntCleo 2/5

CLEOPATRACaesarCleo 0/5
CLOTENCymbeline 0/5
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CLOWNTwelfthNight 0/5
COMINIUSCoriolanus 0/5

CONSTANCEKingJohn 1/5
CORIOLANUSCoriolanus 0/5

CRICynthiasRevels 0/5
CUPCynthiasRevels 0/5

CYMBELINECymbeline 0/5
CaesPoetaster 2/5

CapRomeoJuliet 0/5
CecilyEarnest 0/5

ClaudMuchAdo 0/5
CrisPoetaster 1/5

DESDEMONAOthello 0/5
DONJUANManAndSuperman 1/5

DOOLITTLEPygmalion 2/5
DROMIOOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 0/5

DUCHESSOFBERWICKLadyWinderemeresFan 1/5
DUKEMeasures 1/5

ENOBARBUSAntCleo 0/5
EdgKingLear 1/5

FACETheAlchemist 0/5
FALSTAFFHenry4thPart2 0/5
FLUELLENHenryTheFifth 1/5

FalHenry4thPart1 1/5
GERALDAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5

GLOUCESTERHenry6thPart2 0/5
GLOUCESTERRichardTheThird 0/5

GlouKingLear 1/5
GwendolenEarnest 0/5

HIGGINSPygmalion 0/5
HamHamlet 0/5
HorHamlet 0/5

HorPoetaster 1/5
HotHenry4thPart1 0/5

IACHIMOCymbeline 0/5
IAGOOthello 0/5

IMOGENCymbeline 0/5
ISABELLAMeasures 1/5

JackEarnest 0/5
JulRomeoJuliet 0/5
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KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 0/5
KINGHENRYHenryTheFifth 1/5

KINGHenry4thPart2 0/5
KINGHenryTheEighth 0/5
KINGJOHNKingJohn 0/5

KINGLovesLabor 0/5
KINGRICHARDRichard2 1/5

KINGRICHARDRichardTheThird 0/5
KentKingLear 0/5
KingHamlet 1/5

KingHenry4thPart1 0/5
LADYCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 0/5

LADYHUNSTANTONAWomanOfNoImportance 1/5
LADYMACBETHMacbeth 0/5

LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 2/5
LEONTESWinterTale 0/5

LIZAPygmalion 1/5
LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband 0/5

LORDILLINGWORTHAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5
LORDWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 0/5

LUCIOMeasures 0/5
LadyBracknellEarnest 1/5

LearKingLear 0/5
LeonMuchAdo 0/5

MACBETHMacbeth 0/5
MALVOLIOTwelfthNight 0/5

MAMTheAlchemist 0/5
MARCUSTitusAndronicus 0/5

MENDOZAManAndSuperman 0/5
MENENIUSCoriolanus 0/5
MERCynthiasRevels 0/5
MORELLCandida 1/5

MRSALLONBYAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5
MRSARBUTHNOTAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 2/5
MRSERLYNNELadyWinderemeresFan 0/5

MerRomeoJuliet 0/5
NurseRomeoJuliet 2/5

OCTAVIUSManAndSuperman 0/5
OLIVIATwelfthNight 0/5
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ORLANDOAsYouLike 0/5
OTHELLOOthello 0/5

PAULINAWinterTale 0/5
PETRUCHIOTameShrew 0/5
POLIXENESWinterTale 0/5
PORTIAMerchantVenice 0/5
POSTHUMUSCymbeline 1/5
PROSPEROTheTempest 0/5
PUCELLEHenry6thPart1 0/5

PedroMuchAdo 0/5
PolHamlet 0/5

PrinceHenry4thPart1 3/5
QUEENELIZABETHRichardTheThird 0/5

QUEENHenry6thPart2 2/5
QUEENKATHARINEHenryTheEighth 1/5

RAMSDENManAndSuperman 1/5
ROSALINDAsYouLike 0/5

RUFIOCaesarCleo 2/5
RomRomeoJuliet 0/5

SHYLOCKMerchantVenice 0/5
SICINIUSCoriolanus 0/5

SIRROBERTCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 1/5
SIRTOBYTwelfthNight 0/5

SUBTheAlchemist 0/5
SUFFOLKHenry6thPart2 0/5
TALBOTHenry6thPart1 0/5

TAMORATitusAndronicus 0/5
TANNERManAndSuperman 0/5

THEDEVILManAndSuperman 2/5
TIMONTimon 0/5

TITUSTitusAndronicus 0/5
TOUCHSTONEAsYouLike 0/5

TRANIOTameShrew 0/5
TucPoetaster 3/5

VIOLATwelfthNight 1/5
VOLUMNIACoriolanus 0/5

WOLSEYHenryTheEighth 0/5
YORKHenry6thPart2 0/5

YORKRichard2 0/5
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Table A.2: Results for characters find their play: letter
unigrams

A.2 Reference tables for Section 5.7.5

Category Homogeneity

AARONTitusAndronicus 1/5
ADRIANAComedyErrors 1/5

AMOCynthiasRevels 1/5
ANGELOMeasures 0/5
ANNAAnnaChristie 0/5

ANNManAndSuperman 0/5
ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 1/5

ANTONIODuchessOfMalfi 2/5
ANTONYAntCleo 1/5

ANTONYJuliusCaesar 1/5
ARMADOLovesLabor 0/5
ASOCynthiasRevels 0/5

AUFIDIUSCoriolanus 1/5
AUTOLYCUSWinterTale 1/5

AlgernonEarnest 5/5
BARABASJewMalta 0/5

BASSANIOMerchantVenice 1/5
BASTARDKingJohn 0/5

BELARIUSCymbeline 2/5
BEROWNELovesLabor 0/5

BOLINGBROKERichard2 1/5
BOSOLADuchessOfMalfi 4/5

BOYETLovesLabor 0/5
BRACHTheWhiteDevil 0/5
BRUTUSJuliusCaesar 3/5

BUCKINGHAMRichardTheThird 0/5
BURGESSCandida 1/5

BURKEAnnaChristie 0/5
BeatMuchAdo 4/5
BeneMuchAdo 3/5

CAESARAntCleo 0/5
CAESARCaesarCleo 1/5

CAMILLOWinterTale 2/5
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CANDIDACandida 1/5
CARDINALDuchessOfMalfi 1/5

CARMODYTheStraw 4/5
CASSIOOthello 2/5

CASSIUSJuliusCaesar 2/5
CELIAAsYouLike 2/5

CHRISAnnaChristie 4/5
CHRISTYPlayboy 2/5

CLEOPATRAAntCleo 0/5
CLEOPATRACaesarCleo 3/5

CLOTENCymbeline 1/5
CLOWNTwelfthNight 1/5
COMINIUSCoriolanus 1/5

CONSTANCEKingJohn 1/5
CORIOLANUSCoriolanus 1/5

CRICynthiasRevels 0/5
CUPCynthiasRevels 1/5

CURTISTheFirstMan 0/5
CYMBELINECymbeline 1/5

CaesPoetaster 0/5
CapRomeoJuliet 0/5

CecilyEarnest 4/5
ClaudMuchAdo 2/5
CrisPoetaster 1/5

DESDEMONAOthello 0/5
DONJUANManAndSuperman 4/5

DOOLITTLEPygmalion 2/5
DROMIOOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 1/5

DUCHESSDuchessOfMalfi 4/5
DUCHESSOFBERWICKLadyWinderemeresFan 0/5

DUKEMeasures 0/5
EILEENTheStraw 3/5

ENOBARBUSAntCleo 1/5
EdgKingLear 0/5

FACETheAlchemist 0/5
FALSTAFFHenry4thPart2 0/5

FAUSTUSDrFaustus 0/5
FERDINANDDuchessOfMalfi 2/5

FLAMTheWhiteDevil 0/5
FLUELLENHenryTheFifth 1/5
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FRANTheWhiteDevil 0/5
FalHenry4thPart1 1/5

GERALDAWomanOfNoImportance 2/5
GLOUCESTERHenry6thPart2 3/5

GLOUCESTERRichardTheThird 0/5
GlouKingLear 0/5

GwendolenEarnest 3/5
HIGGINSPygmalion 0/5

HamHamlet 0/5
HorHamlet 0/5

HorPoetaster 0/5
HotHenry4thPart1 0/5

IACHIMOCymbeline 1/5
IAGOOthello 1/5

IMOGENCymbeline 2/5
ISABELLAMeasures 1/5

JackEarnest 5/5
JulRomeoJuliet 0/5

KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 3/5
KINGHENRYHenryTheFifth 1/5

KINGHenry4thPart2 0/5
KINGHenryTheEighth 1/5
KINGJOHNKingJohn 0/5

KINGLovesLabor 0/5
KINGRICHARDRichard2 0/5

KINGRICHARDRichardTheThird 0/5
KentKingLear 0/5
KingHamlet 0/5

KingHenry4thPart1 0/5
LADYCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 3/5

LADYHUNSTANTONAWomanOfNoImportance 1/5
LADYMACBETHMacbeth 0/5

LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 3/5
LEONTESWinterTale 0/5

LIZAPygmalion 3/5
LODOTheWhiteDevil 2/5

LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband 2/5
LORDILLINGWORTHAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5

LORDWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 2/5
LUCIOMeasures 0/5
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LadyBracknellEarnest 2/5
LearKingLear 1/5
LeonMuchAdo 1/5

MACBETHMacbeth 0/5
MALVOLIOTwelfthNight 1/5

MAMTheAlchemist 1/5
MARCUSTitusAndronicus 1/5

MARTHATheFirstMan 1/5
MARTINDOULWellSaints 3/5
MARYDOULWellSaints 1/5
MARYTinkersWedding 0/5

MENDOZAManAndSuperman 2/5
MENENIUSCoriolanus 2/5
MERCynthiasRevels 0/5

MONTTheWhiteDevil 0/5
MORELLCandida 0/5

MRSALLONBYAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5
MRSARBUTHNOTAWomanOfNoImportance 1/5

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 4/5
MRSERLYNNELadyWinderemeresFan 1/5

MURRAYTheStraw 1/5
MerRomeoJuliet 0/5

NurseRomeoJuliet 0/5
OCTAVIUSManAndSuperman 1/5

OLIVIATwelfthNight 0/5
ORLANDOAsYouLike 0/5

OTHELLOOthello 0/5
PAULINAWinterTale 2/5

PEGEENPlayboy 1/5
PETRUCHIOTameShrew 0/5
POLIXENESWinterTale 1/5
PORTIAMerchantVenice 0/5
POSTHUMUSCymbeline 2/5
PROSPEROTheTempest 0/5
PUCELLEHenry6thPart1 0/5

PedroMuchAdo 4/5
PolHamlet 0/5

PrinceHenry4thPart1 0/5
QUEENELIZABETHRichardTheThird 0/5

QUEENHenry6thPart2 2/5
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QUEENKATHARINEHenryTheEighth 2/5
RAMSDENManAndSuperman 0/5

ROSALINDAsYouLike 2/5
RUFIOCaesarCleo 3/5
RomRomeoJuliet 0/5

SARAHTinkersWedding 0/5
SHYLOCKMerchantVenice 0/5

SICINIUSCoriolanus 2/5
SIRROBERTCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 3/5

SIRTOBYTwelfthNight 0/5
SUBTheAlchemist 1/5

SUFFOLKHenry6thPart2 0/5
TALBOTHenry6thPart1 0/5

TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart1 0/5
TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart2 0/5

TAMORATitusAndronicus 2/5
TANNERManAndSuperman 3/5

THEDEVILManAndSuperman 3/5
TIMMYWellSaints 1/5

TIMONTimon 0/5
TITUSTitusAndronicus 1/5

TOUCHSTONEAsYouLike 1/5
TRANIOTameShrew 0/5

TucPoetaster 0/5
VIOLATwelfthNight 2/5
VITTheWhiteDevil 2/5

VOLUMNIACoriolanus 2/5
WIDOWQUINPlayboy 3/5

WOLSEYHenryTheEighth 0/5
YANKHairyApe 0/5

YORKHenry6thPart2 3/5
YORKRichard2 0/5

Table A.3: Results for characters finding their play: let-
ter unigrams

Category Homogeneity

AARONTitusAndronicus Henry6thPart2 4/4
ADRIANAComedyErrors Henry6thPart2 3/4

AMOCynthiasRevels Poetaster 3/4
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ANGELOMeasures Cymbeline 2/5
ANNAAnnaChristie TheStraw 3/5

ANNManAndSuperman Pygmalion 2/5
ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors MuchAdo 2/4

ANTONIODuchessOfMalfi TheWhiteDevil 1/3
ANTONYAntCleo Henry6thPart2 2/4

ANTONYJuliusCaesar TitusAndronicus 2/4
ARMADOLovesLabor CynthiasRevels 1/5
ASOCynthiasRevels TwelfthNight 3/5

AUFIDIUSCoriolanus Cymbeline 2/4
AUTOLYCUSWinterTale DuchessOfMalfi 1/4

AlgernonEarnest 0/0
BARABASJewMalta DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

BASSANIOMerchantVenice Coriolanus 1/4
BASTARDKingJohn Henry6thPart2 3/5

BELARIUSCymbeline DuchessOfMalfi 1/3
BEROWNELovesLabor TitusAndronicus 2/5

BOLINGBROKERichard2 Henry6thPart2 2/4
BOSOLADuchessOfMalfi HenryTheEighth 1/1

BOYETLovesLabor Henry6thPart2 2/5
BRACHTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
BRUTUSJuliusCaesar AntCleo 1/2

BUCKINGHAMRichardTheThird Henry4thPart1 1/5
BURGESSCandida DuchessOfMalfi 2/4

BURKEAnnaChristie WellSaints 3/5
BeatMuchAdo Othello 1/1
BeneMuchAdo Othello 1/2

CAESARAntCleo Cymbeline 3/5
CAESARCaesarCleo DuchessOfMalfi 3/4

CAMILLOWinterTale Richard2 1/3
CANDIDACandida CaesarCleo 1/4

CARDINALDuchessOfMalfi Henry6thPart2 2/4
CARMODYTheStraw Playboy 1/1

CASSIOOthello TitusAndronicus 1/3
CASSIUSJuliusCaesar AntCleo 1/3

CELIAAsYouLike Cymbeline 2/3
CHRISAnnaChristie Henry6thPart2 1/1
CHRISTYPlayboy WellSaints 2/3

CLEOPATRAAntCleo Cymbeline 5/5
CLEOPATRACaesarCleo AnIdealHusband 1/2
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CLOTENCymbeline TheWhiteDevil 1/4
CLOWNTwelfthNight Cymbeline 2/4
COMINIUSCoriolanus Cymbeline 4/4

CONSTANCEKingJohn Henry6thPart2 2/4
CORIOLANUSCoriolanus TheWhiteDevil 1/4

CRICynthiasRevels LovesLabor 1/5
CUPCynthiasRevels Poetaster 2/4

CURTISTheFirstMan Earnest 2/5
CYMBELINECymbeline Coriolanus 2/4

CaesPoetaster TitusAndronicus 3/5
CapRomeoJuliet TheWhiteDevil 1/5

CecilyEarnest AnIdealHusband 1/1
ClaudMuchAdo Hamlet 1/3
CrisPoetaster TwelfthNight 2/4

DESDEMONAOthello TwelfthNight 3/5
DONJUANManAndSuperman CynthiasRevels 1/1

DOOLITTLEPygmalion DuchessOfMalfi 2/3
DROMIOOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors Othello 1/4

DUCHESSDuchessOfMalfi Cymbeline 1/1
DUCHESSOFBERWICKLadyWinderemeresFan DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

DUKEMeasures DuchessOfMalfi 1/5
EILEENTheStraw TheFirstMan 1/2

ENOBARBUSAntCleo Cymbeline 2/4
EdgKingLear Cymbeline 3/5

FACETheAlchemist DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
FALSTAFFHenry4thPart2 TwelfthNight 2/5

FAUSTUSDrFaustus DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
FERDINANDDuchessOfMalfi TheWhiteDevil 1/3

FLAMTheWhiteDevil Henry6thPart2 2/5
FLUELLENHenryTheFifth Henry6thPart2 3/4

FRANTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
FalHenry4thPart1 TheWhiteDevil 1/4

GERALDAWomanOfNoImportance AnIdealHusband 1/3
GLOUCESTERHenry6thPart2 Richard2 1/2

GLOUCESTERRichardTheThird Henry6thPart2 3/5
GlouKingLear Henry6thPart2 3/5

GwendolenEarnest AnIdealHusband 2/2
HIGGINSPygmalion DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

HamHamlet DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
HorHamlet AntCleo 2/5
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HorPoetaster TheWhiteDevil 2/5
HotHenry4thPart1 Henry6thPart2 3/5

IACHIMOCymbeline Henry6thPart2 2/4
IAGOOthello WinterTale 1/4

IMOGENCymbeline KingLear 1/3
ISABELLAMeasures DuchessOfMalfi 2/4

JackEarnest 0/0
JulRomeoJuliet AntCleo 1/5

KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 WinterTale 1/2
KINGHENRYHenryTheFifth Henry6thPart2 2/4

KINGHenry4thPart2 TitusAndronicus 2/5
KINGHenryTheEighth RichardTheThird 1/4
KINGJOHNKingJohn Henry6thPart2 3/5

KINGLovesLabor DuchessOfMalfi 1/5
KINGRICHARDRichard2 Henry6thPart2 3/5

KINGRICHARDRichardTheThird Henry6thPart2 2/5
KentKingLear TheWhiteDevil 1/5
KingHamlet TitusAndronicus 2/5

KingHenry4thPart1 RichardTheThird 1/5
LADYCHILTERNAnIdealHusband DuchessOfMalfi 1/2

LADYHUNSTANTONAWomanOfNoImportance Earnest 2/4
LADYMACBETHMacbeth Henry6thPart2 2/5

LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan AnIdealHusband 1/2
LEONTESWinterTale Coriolanus 2/5

LIZAPygmalion MuchAdo 2/2
LODOTheWhiteDevil AntCleo 1/3

LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband Earnest 3/3
LORDILLINGWORTHAWomanOfNoImportance AnIdealHusband 3/5

LORDWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan AnIdealHusband 3/3
LUCIOMeasures DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

LadyBracknellEarnest AnIdealHusband 2/3
LearKingLear Othello 1/4
LeonMuchAdo RichardTheThird 1/4

MACBETHMacbeth AntCleo 2/5
MALVOLIOTwelfthNight Cymbeline 2/4

MAMTheAlchemist DuchessOfMalfi 2/4
MARCUSTitusAndronicus Henry6thPart2 2/4

MARTHATheFirstMan TheStraw 2/4
MARTINDOULWellSaints Playboy 2/2
MARYDOULWellSaints Playboy 3/4
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MARYTinkersWedding WellSaints 3/5
MENDOZAManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 2/3

MENENIUSCoriolanus DuchessOfMalfi 2/3
MERCynthiasRevels TheWhiteDevil 1/5

MONTTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
MORELLCandida CaesarCleo 2/5

MRSALLONBYAWomanOfNoImportance AnIdealHusband 3/5
MRSARBUTHNOTAWomanOfNoImportance AnIdealHusband 2/4

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband AWomanOfNoImportance 1/1
MRSERLYNNELadyWinderemeresFan DuchessOfMalfi 2/4

MURRAYTheStraw Candida 1/4
MerRomeoJuliet Henry6thPart2 2/5

NurseRomeoJuliet TwelfthNight 2/5
OCTAVIUSManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 2/4

OLIVIATwelfthNight Othello 1/5
ORLANDOAsYouLike Cymbeline 2/5

OTHELLOOthello Cymbeline 3/5
PAULINAWinterTale Cymbeline 2/3

PEGEENPlayboy TinkersWedding 2/4
PETRUCHIOTameShrew Henry6thPart2 2/5
POLIXENESWinterTale Cymbeline 2/4
PORTIAMerchantVenice TitusAndronicus 2/5
POSTHUMUSCymbeline Henry6thPart2 2/3
PROSPEROTheTempest WinterTale 2/5
PUCELLEHenry6thPart1 Henry6thPart2 2/5

PedroMuchAdo AntCleo 1/1
PolHamlet DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

PrinceHenry4thPart1 MuchAdo 2/5
QUEENELIZABETHRichardTheThird Macbeth 1/5

QUEENHenry6thPart2 Richard2 2/3
QUEENKATHARINEHenryTheEighth TheWhiteDevil 1/3

RAMSDENManAndSuperman Earnest 3/5
ROSALINDAsYouLike Henry6thPart2 1/3

RUFIOCaesarCleo AnIdealHusband 1/2
RomRomeoJuliet Cymbeline 2/5

SARAHTinkersWedding Playboy 3/5
SHYLOCKMerchantVenice WinterTale 2/5

SICINIUSCoriolanus Cymbeline 3/3
SIRROBERTCHILTERNAnIdealHusband AWomanOfNoImportance 1/2

SIRTOBYTwelfthNight AsYouLike 2/5
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SUBTheAlchemist RichardTheThird 1/4
SUFFOLKHenry6thPart2 TheWhiteDevil 1/5
TALBOTHenry6thPart1 Henry6thPart2 3/5

TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart1 DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart2 TitusAndronicus 3/5

TAMORATitusAndronicus Henry6thPart2 3/3
TANNERManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 1/2

THEDEVILManAndSuperman CynthiasRevels 1/2
TIMMYWellSaints Playboy 4/4

TIMONTimon DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
TITUSTitusAndronicus Richard2 1/4

TOUCHSTONEAsYouLike Measures 2/4
TRANIOTameShrew Henry6thPart2 2/5

TucPoetaster CynthiasRevels 1/5
VIOLATwelfthNight Henry6thPart2 2/3
VITTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 2/3

VOLUMNIACoriolanus DuchessOfMalfi 1/3
WIDOWQUINPlayboy WellSaints 2/2

WOLSEYHenryTheEighth TitusAndronicus 2/5
YANKHairyApe TheStraw 3/5

YORKHenry6thPart2 AntCleo 1/2
YORKRichard2 Henry6thPart2 2/5

Table A.4: Results for characters find their play: letter
unigrams Best alternative

Category Homogeneity

AARONTitusAndronicus 2/5
ADRIANAComedyErrors 1/5

AMOCynthiasRevels 1/5
ANGELOMeasures 0/5
ANNAAnnaChristie 0/5

ANNManAndSuperman 0/5
ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 0/5

ANTONIODuchessOfMalfi 3/5
ANTONYAntCleo 1/5

ANTONYJuliusCaesar 1/5
ARMADOLovesLabor 0/5
ASOCynthiasRevels 1/5

AUFIDIUSCoriolanus 1/5
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AUTOLYCUSWinterTale 1/5
AlgernonEarnest 5/5

BARABASJewMalta 0/5
BASSANIOMerchantVenice 0/5

BASTARDKingJohn 0/5
BELARIUSCymbeline 1/5
BEROWNELovesLabor 0/5

BOLINGBROKERichard2 0/5
BOSOLADuchessOfMalfi 3/5

BOYETLovesLabor 0/5
BRACHTheWhiteDevil 1/5
BRUTUSJuliusCaesar 1/5

BUCKINGHAMRichardTheThird 0/5
BURGESSCandida 1/5

BURKEAnnaChristie 0/5
BeatMuchAdo 3/5
BeneMuchAdo 2/5

CAESARAntCleo 0/5
CAESARCaesarCleo 0/5

CAMILLOWinterTale 1/5
CANDIDACandida 4/5

CARDINALDuchessOfMalfi 2/5
CARMODYTheStraw 1/5

CASSIOOthello 1/5
CASSIUSJuliusCaesar 0/5

CELIAAsYouLike 0/5
CHRISAnnaChristie 0/5
CHRISTYPlayboy 4/5

CLEOPATRAAntCleo 1/5
CLEOPATRACaesarCleo 4/5

CLOTENCymbeline 2/5
CLOWNTwelfthNight 2/5
COMINIUSCoriolanus 2/5

CONSTANCEKingJohn 0/5
CORIOLANUSCoriolanus 0/5

CRICynthiasRevels 0/5
CUPCynthiasRevels 3/5

CURTISTheFirstMan 1/5
CYMBELINECymbeline 1/5

CaesPoetaster 0/5
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CapRomeoJuliet 0/5
CecilyEarnest 2/5

ClaudMuchAdo 0/5
CrisPoetaster 1/5

DESDEMONAOthello 2/5
DONJUANManAndSuperman 0/5

DOOLITTLEPygmalion 3/5
DROMIOOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 1/5

DUCHESSDuchessOfMalfi 5/5
DUCHESSOFBERWICKLadyWinderemeresFan 0/5

DUKEMeasures 1/5
EILEENTheStraw 3/5

ENOBARBUSAntCleo 0/5
EdgKingLear 0/5

FACETheAlchemist 0/5
FALSTAFFHenry4thPart2 0/5

FAUSTUSDrFaustus 0/5
FERDINANDDuchessOfMalfi 3/5

FLAMTheWhiteDevil 3/5
FLUELLENHenryTheFifth 0/5

FRANTheWhiteDevil 2/5
FalHenry4thPart1 1/5

GERALDAWomanOfNoImportance 2/5
GLOUCESTERHenry6thPart2 3/5

GLOUCESTERRichardTheThird 0/5
GlouKingLear 1/5

GwendolenEarnest 4/5
HIGGINSPygmalion 2/5

HamHamlet 0/5
HorHamlet 1/5

HorPoetaster 0/5
HotHenry4thPart1 0/5

IACHIMOCymbeline 2/5
IAGOOthello 1/5

IMOGENCymbeline 2/5
ISABELLAMeasures 1/5

JackEarnest 3/5
JulRomeoJuliet 0/5

KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 3/5
KINGHENRYHenryTheFifth 0/5
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KINGHenry4thPart2 0/5
KINGHenryTheEighth 0/5
KINGJOHNKingJohn 0/5

KINGLovesLabor 0/5
KINGRICHARDRichard2 0/5

KINGRICHARDRichardTheThird 0/5
KentKingLear 0/5
KingHamlet 0/5

KingHenry4thPart1 0/5
LADYCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 2/5

LADYHUNSTANTONAWomanOfNoImportance 1/5
LADYMACBETHMacbeth 1/5

LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 2/5
LEONTESWinterTale 0/5

LIZAPygmalion 3/5
LODOTheWhiteDevil 4/5

LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband 0/5
LORDILLINGWORTHAWomanOfNoImportance 1/5

LORDWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 2/5
LUCIOMeasures 1/5

LadyBracknellEarnest 2/5
LearKingLear 1/5
LeonMuchAdo 1/5

MACBETHMacbeth 1/5
MALVOLIOTwelfthNight 1/5

MAMTheAlchemist 0/5
MARCUSTitusAndronicus 3/5

MARTHATheFirstMan 1/5
MARTINDOULWellSaints 2/5
MARYDOULWellSaints 1/5
MARYTinkersWedding 0/5

MENDOZAManAndSuperman 0/5
MENENIUSCoriolanus 4/5
MERCynthiasRevels 1/5

MONTTheWhiteDevil 1/5
MORELLCandida 2/5

MRSALLONBYAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5
MRSARBUTHNOTAWomanOfNoImportance 1/5

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 1/5
MRSERLYNNELadyWinderemeresFan 1/5
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MURRAYTheStraw 2/5
MerRomeoJuliet 0/5

NurseRomeoJuliet 0/5
OCTAVIUSManAndSuperman 0/5

OLIVIATwelfthNight 0/5
ORLANDOAsYouLike 0/5

OTHELLOOthello 1/5
PAULINAWinterTale 1/5

PEGEENPlayboy 3/5
PETRUCHIOTameShrew 0/5
POLIXENESWinterTale 2/5
PORTIAMerchantVenice 0/5
POSTHUMUSCymbeline 4/5
PROSPEROTheTempest 0/5
PUCELLEHenry6thPart1 0/5

PedroMuchAdo 2/5
PolHamlet 0/5

PrinceHenry4thPart1 0/5
QUEENELIZABETHRichardTheThird 1/5

QUEENHenry6thPart2 1/5
QUEENKATHARINEHenryTheEighth 2/5

RAMSDENManAndSuperman 0/5
ROSALINDAsYouLike 0/5

RUFIOCaesarCleo 0/5
RomRomeoJuliet 0/5

SARAHTinkersWedding 0/5
SHYLOCKMerchantVenice 0/5

SICINIUSCoriolanus 2/5
SIRROBERTCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 2/5

SIRTOBYTwelfthNight 0/5
SUBTheAlchemist 2/5

SUFFOLKHenry6thPart2 0/5
TALBOTHenry6thPart1 1/5

TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart1 0/5
TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart2 0/5

TAMORATitusAndronicus 2/5
TANNERManAndSuperman 1/5

THEDEVILManAndSuperman 0/5
TIMMYWellSaints 1/5

TIMONTimon 0/5
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TITUSTitusAndronicus 1/5
TOUCHSTONEAsYouLike 1/5

TRANIOTameShrew 0/5
TucPoetaster 0/5

VIOLATwelfthNight 1/5
VITTheWhiteDevil 3/5

VOLUMNIACoriolanus 1/5
WIDOWQUINPlayboy 3/5

WOLSEYHenryTheEighth 0/5
YANKHairyApe 1/5

YORKHenry6thPart2 2/5
YORKRichard2 0/5

Table A.5: Results for characters find their play: letter
bigrams

Category Homogeneity

AARONTitusAndronicus DuchessOfMalfi 1/3
ADRIANAComedyErrors Henry6thPart2 4/4

AMOCynthiasRevels DuchessOfMalfi 2/4
ANGELOMeasures DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
ANNAAnnaChristie Pygmalion 2/5

ANNManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 5/5
ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

ANTONIODuchessOfMalfi TheWhiteDevil 1/2
ANTONYAntCleo TheWhiteDevil 1/4

ANTONYJuliusCaesar DuchessOfMalfi 1/4
ARMADOLovesLabor Othello 1/5
ASOCynthiasRevels TheWhiteDevil 1/4

AUFIDIUSCoriolanus Cymbeline 2/4
AUTOLYCUSWinterTale DuchessOfMalfi 3/4

AlgernonEarnest 0/0
BARABASJewMalta Cymbeline 2/5

BASSANIOMerchantVenice Henry6thPart2 2/5
BASTARDKingJohn Henry6thPart2 2/5

BELARIUSCymbeline Coriolanus 2/4
BEROWNELovesLabor DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

BOLINGBROKERichard2 TheWhiteDevil 2/5
BOSOLADuchessOfMalfi TheWhiteDevil 1/2

BOYETLovesLabor DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
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BRACHTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
BRUTUSJuliusCaesar TheWhiteDevil 2/4

BUCKINGHAMRichardTheThird Henry6thPart2 3/5
BURGESSCandida DuchessOfMalfi 4/4

BURKEAnnaChristie Playboy 2/5
BeatMuchAdo Othello 1/2
BeneMuchAdo DuchessOfMalfi 2/3

CAESARAntCleo TheWhiteDevil 2/5
CAESARCaesarCleo DuchessOfMalfi 4/5

CAMILLOWinterTale DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
CANDIDACandida MuchAdo 1/1

CARDINALDuchessOfMalfi Cymbeline 1/3
CARMODYTheStraw Playboy 4/4

CASSIOOthello TheWhiteDevil 1/4
CASSIUSJuliusCaesar DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

CELIAAsYouLike TheWhiteDevil 1/5
CHRISAnnaChristie DuchessOfMalfi 5/5
CHRISTYPlayboy WellSaints 1/1

CLEOPATRAAntCleo Cymbeline 3/4
CLEOPATRACaesarCleo DuchessOfMalfi 1/1

CLOTENCymbeline TheWhiteDevil 1/3
CLOWNTwelfthNight DuchessOfMalfi 1/3
COMINIUSCoriolanus Cymbeline 3/3

CONSTANCEKingJohn Henry6thPart2 3/5
CORIOLANUSCoriolanus TheWhiteDevil 2/5

CRICynthiasRevels DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
CUPCynthiasRevels DuchessOfMalfi 1/2

CURTISTheFirstMan Earnest 2/4
CYMBELINECymbeline AntCleo 1/4

CaesPoetaster AntCleo 1/5
CapRomeoJuliet AntCleo 4/5

CecilyEarnest Candida 1/3
ClaudMuchAdo DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
CrisPoetaster TheWhiteDevil 2/4

DESDEMONAOthello TheWhiteDevil 2/3
DONJUANManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 4/5

DOOLITTLEPygmalion DuchessOfMalfi 1/2
DROMIOOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors Othello 1/4

DUCHESSDuchessOfMalfi 0/0
DUCHESSOFBERWICKLadyWinderemeresFan DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
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DUKEMeasures DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
EILEENTheStraw Candida 2/2

ENOBARBUSAntCleo DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
EdgKingLear Cymbeline 3/5

FACETheAlchemist DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
FALSTAFFHenry4thPart2 TheWhiteDevil 2/5

FAUSTUSDrFaustus Henry6thPart2 3/5
FERDINANDDuchessOfMalfi TitusAndronicus 1/2

FLAMTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 2/2
FLUELLENHenryTheFifth DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

FRANTheWhiteDevil RichardTheThird 1/3
FalHenry4thPart1 DuchessOfMalfi 2/4

GERALDAWomanOfNoImportance AnIdealHusband 2/3
GLOUCESTERHenry6thPart2 TitusAndronicus 1/2

GLOUCESTERRichardTheThird TheWhiteDevil 1/5
GlouKingLear Cymbeline 2/4

GwendolenEarnest DuchessOfMalfi 1/1
HIGGINSPygmalion DuchessOfMalfi 3/3

HamHamlet DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
HorHamlet Henry6thPart2 2/4

HorPoetaster TheWhiteDevil 1/5
HotHenry4thPart1 Henry6thPart2 2/5

IACHIMOCymbeline TheWhiteDevil 1/3
IAGOOthello TheWhiteDevil 1/4

IMOGENCymbeline KingLear 1/3
ISABELLAMeasures DuchessOfMalfi 3/4

JackEarnest Candida 1/2
JulRomeoJuliet Cymbeline 2/5

KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 Macbeth 1/2
KINGHENRYHenryTheFifth DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

KINGHenry4thPart2 TitusAndronicus 2/5
KINGHenryTheEighth TheWhiteDevil 2/5
KINGJOHNKingJohn Macbeth 3/5

KINGLovesLabor TheWhiteDevil 1/5
KINGRICHARDRichard2 Henry6thPart2 4/5

KINGRICHARDRichardTheThird Cymbeline 2/5
KentKingLear TheWhiteDevil 2/5
KingHamlet Cymbeline 3/5

KingHenry4thPart1 DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
LADYCHILTERNAnIdealHusband DuchessOfMalfi 2/3
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LADYHUNSTANTONAWomanOfNoImportance DuchessOfMalfi 2/4
LADYMACBETHMacbeth Cymbeline 2/4

LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan DuchessOfMalfi 2/3
LEONTESWinterTale DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

LIZAPygmalion Earnest 1/2
LODOTheWhiteDevil Measures 1/1

LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
LORDILLINGWORTHAWomanOfNoImportance DuchessOfMalfi 3/4

LORDWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan AnIdealHusband 2/3
LUCIOMeasures DuchessOfMalfi 2/4

LadyBracknellEarnest DuchessOfMalfi 3/3
LearKingLear DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
LeonMuchAdo Cymbeline 2/4

MACBETHMacbeth WinterTale 2/4
MALVOLIOTwelfthNight DuchessOfMalfi 2/4

MAMTheAlchemist DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
MARCUSTitusAndronicus Henry6thPart2 2/2

MARTHATheFirstMan DuchessOfMalfi 1/4
MARTINDOULWellSaints Playboy 2/3
MARYDOULWellSaints Playboy 3/4
MARYTinkersWedding WellSaints 3/5

MENDOZAManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 5/5
MENENIUSCoriolanus DuchessOfMalfi 1/1
MERCynthiasRevels DuchessOfMalfi 3/4

MONTTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 1/4
MORELLCandida DuchessOfMalfi 3/3

MRSALLONBYAWomanOfNoImportance Earnest 2/5
MRSARBUTHNOTAWomanOfNoImportance MuchAdo 2/4

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband Earnest 3/4
MRSERLYNNELadyWinderemeresFan DuchessOfMalfi 4/4

MURRAYTheStraw Candida 2/3
MerRomeoJuliet DuchessOfMalfi 1/5

NurseRomeoJuliet DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
OCTAVIUSManAndSuperman Earnest 2/5

OLIVIATwelfthNight Othello 1/5
ORLANDOAsYouLike Othello 1/5

OTHELLOOthello Cymbeline 2/4
PAULINAWinterTale Cymbeline 2/4

PEGEENPlayboy TinkersWedding 1/2
PETRUCHIOTameShrew DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
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POLIXENESWinterTale DuchessOfMalfi 3/3
PORTIAMerchantVenice DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
POSTHUMUSCymbeline TheWhiteDevil 1/1
PROSPEROTheTempest WinterTale 2/5
PUCELLEHenry6thPart1 DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

PedroMuchAdo DuchessOfMalfi 3/3
PolHamlet WinterTale 2/5

PrinceHenry4thPart1 TheWhiteDevil 1/5
QUEENELIZABETHRichardTheThird TheWhiteDevil 1/4

QUEENHenry6thPart2 AntCleo 1/4
QUEENKATHARINEHenryTheEighth TheWhiteDevil 1/3

RAMSDENManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 5/5
ROSALINDAsYouLike DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

RUFIOCaesarCleo DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
RomRomeoJuliet Henry6thPart2 4/5

SARAHTinkersWedding Playboy 3/5
SHYLOCKMerchantVenice DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

SICINIUSCoriolanus Cymbeline 2/3
SIRROBERTCHILTERNAnIdealHusband DuchessOfMalfi 2/3

SIRTOBYTwelfthNight DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
SUBTheAlchemist DuchessOfMalfi 3/3

SUFFOLKHenry6thPart2 RichardTheThird 1/5
TALBOTHenry6thPart1 DuchessOfMalfi 1/4

TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart1 DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart2 DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

TAMORATitusAndronicus WinterTale 1/3
TANNERManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 4/4

THEDEVILManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
TIMMYWellSaints Playboy 4/4

TIMONTimon DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
TITUSTitusAndronicus Henry6thPart2 3/4

TOUCHSTONEAsYouLike Hamlet 1/4
TRANIOTameShrew DuchessOfMalfi 4/5

TucPoetaster DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
VIOLATwelfthNight DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
VITTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 1/2

VOLUMNIACoriolanus TheWhiteDevil 1/4
WIDOWQUINPlayboy WellSaints 2/2

WOLSEYHenryTheEighth WinterTale 1/5
YANKHairyApe Othello 2/4
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YORKHenry6thPart2 TheWhiteDevil 2/3
YORKRichard2 Henry6thPart2 2/5

Table A.6: Results for characters find their play: letter
bigrams Best Alternative

Category Homogeneity

AARONTitusAndronicus /5
ADRIANAComedyErrors 0/5

AMOCynthiasRevels 0/5
ANGELOMeasures 0/5
ANNAAnnaChristie 0/5

ANNManAndSuperman 0/5
ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 0/5

ANTONIODuchessOfMalfi 0/5
ANTONYAntCleo 0/5

ANTONYJuliusCaesar 0/5
ARMADOLovesLabor 0/5
ASOCynthiasRevels 0/5

AUFIDIUSCoriolanus 2/5
AUTOLYCUSWinterTale 1/5

AlgernonEarnest 3/5
BARABASJewMalta 0/5

BASSANIOMerchantVenice 0/5
BASTARDKingJohn 0/5

BELARIUSCymbeline 1/5
BEROWNELovesLabor 0/5

BOLINGBROKERichard2 0/5
BOSOLADuchessOfMalfi 1/5

BOYETLovesLabor 0/5
BRACHTheWhiteDevil 2/5
BRUTUSJuliusCaesar 0/5

BUCKINGHAMRichardTheThird 0/5
BURGESSCandida 2/5

BURKEAnnaChristie 0/5
BeatMuchAdo 2/5
BeneMuchAdo 1/5

CAESARAntCleo 0/5
CAESARCaesarCleo 0/5

CAMILLOWinterTale 3/5
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CANDIDACandida 3/5
CARDINALDuchessOfMalfi 2/5

CARMODYTheStraw 0/5
CASSIOOthello 1/5

CASSIUSJuliusCaesar 0/5
CELIAAsYouLike 0/5

CHRISAnnaChristie 0/5
CHRISTYPlayboy 5/5

CLEOPATRAAntCleo 0/5
CLEOPATRACaesarCleo 2/5

CLOTENCymbeline 1/5
CLOWNTwelfthNight 0/5
COMINIUSCoriolanus 2/5

CONSTANCEKingJohn 0/5
CORIOLANUSCoriolanus 2/5

CRICynthiasRevels 1/5
CUPCynthiasRevels 0/5

CURTISTheFirstMan 0/5
CYMBELINECymbeline 1/5

CaesPoetaster 0/5
CapRomeoJuliet 0/5

CecilyEarnest 3/5
ClaudMuchAdo 0/5
CrisPoetaster 0/5

DESDEMONAOthello 1/5
DONJUANManAndSuperman 0/5

DOOLITTLEPygmalion 1/5
DROMIOOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors 0/5

DUCHESSDuchessOfMalfi 3/5
DUCHESSOFBERWICKLadyWinderemeresFan 0/5

DUKEMeasures 0/5
EILEENTheStraw 1/5

ENOBARBUSAntCleo 1/5
EdgKingLear 0/5

FACETheAlchemist 0/5
FALSTAFFHenry4thPart2 0/5

FAUSTUSDrFaustus 0/5
FERDINANDDuchessOfMalfi 2/5

FLAMTheWhiteDevil 3/5
FLUELLENHenryTheFifth 0/5
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FRANTheWhiteDevil 4/5
FalHenry4thPart1 0/5

GERALDAWomanOfNoImportance 1/5
GLOUCESTERHenry6thPart2 3/5

GLOUCESTERRichardTheThird 0/5
GlouKingLear 0/5

GwendolenEarnest 4/5
HIGGINSPygmalion 0/5

HamHamlet 0/5
HorHamlet 0/5

HorPoetaster 0/5
HotHenry4thPart1 0/5

IACHIMOCymbeline 0/5
IAGOOthello 0/5

IMOGENCymbeline 2/5
ISABELLAMeasures 1/5

JackEarnest 3/5
JulRomeoJuliet 0/5

KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 3/5
KINGHENRYHenryTheFifth 0/5

KINGHenry4thPart2 0/5
KINGHenryTheEighth 0/5
KINGJOHNKingJohn 0/5

KINGLovesLabor 0/5
KINGRICHARDRichard2 0/5

KINGRICHARDRichardTheThird 0/5
KentKingLear 0/5
KingHamlet 0/5

KingHenry4thPart1 0/5
LADYCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 0/5

LADYHUNSTANTONAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5
LADYMACBETHMacbeth 1/5

LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 1/5
LEONTESWinterTale 1/5

LIZAPygmalion 2/5
LODOTheWhiteDevil 3/5

LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband 1/5
LORDILLINGWORTHAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5

LORDWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan 1/5
LUCIOMeasures 0/5
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LadyBracknellEarnest 3/5
LearKingLear 1/5
LeonMuchAdo 1/5

MACBETHMacbeth 0/5
MALVOLIOTwelfthNight 1/5

MAMTheAlchemist 0/5
MARCUSTitusAndronicus 0/5

MARTHATheFirstMan 0/5
MARTINDOULWellSaints 3/5
MARYDOULWellSaints 1/5
MARYTinkersWedding 0/5

MENDOZAManAndSuperman 0/5
MENENIUSCoriolanus 4/5
MERCynthiasRevels 0/5

MONTTheWhiteDevil 1/5
MORELLCandida 0/5

MRSALLONBYAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5
MRSARBUTHNOTAWomanOfNoImportance 0/5

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband 2/5
MRSERLYNNELadyWinderemeresFan 1/5

MURRAYTheStraw 0/5
MerRomeoJuliet 0/5

NurseRomeoJuliet 0/5
OCTAVIUSManAndSuperman 0/5

OLIVIATwelfthNight 0/5
ORLANDOAsYouLike 0/5

OTHELLOOthello 1/5
PAULINAWinterTale 3/5

PEGEENPlayboy 4/5
PETRUCHIOTameShrew 0/5
POLIXENESWinterTale 2/5
PORTIAMerchantVenice 0/5
POSTHUMUSCymbeline 3/5
PROSPEROTheTempest 0/5
PUCELLEHenry6thPart1 0/5

PedroMuchAdo 3/5
PolHamlet 0/5

PrinceHenry4thPart1 0/5
QUEENELIZABETHRichardTheThird 0/5

QUEENHenry6thPart2 1/5
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QUEENKATHARINEHenryTheEighth 1/5
RAMSDENManAndSuperman 0/5

ROSALINDAsYouLike 0/5
RUFIOCaesarCleo 1/5
RomRomeoJuliet 0/5

SARAHTinkersWedding 0/5
SHYLOCKMerchantVenice 0/5

SICINIUSCoriolanus 2/5
SIRROBERTCHILTERNAnIdealHusband 0/5

SIRTOBYTwelfthNight 0/5
SUBTheAlchemist 1/5

SUFFOLKHenry6thPart2 1/5
TALBOTHenry6thPart1 0/5

TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart1 0/5
TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart2 0/5

TAMORATitusAndronicus 1/5
TANNERManAndSuperman 1/5

THEDEVILManAndSuperman 0/5
TIMMYWellSaints 2/5

TIMONTimon 0/5
TITUSTitusAndronicus 2/5

TOUCHSTONEAsYouLike 0/5
TRANIOTameShrew 0/5

TucPoetaster 0/5
VIOLATwelfthNight 0/5
VITTheWhiteDevil 3/5

VOLUMNIACoriolanus 1/5
WIDOWQUINPlayboy 3/5

WOLSEYHenryTheEighth 0/5
YANKHairyApe 0/5

YORKHenry6thPart2 1/5
YORKRichard2 0/5

Table A.7: Results for characters find their play: word
unigrams

Category Homogeneity

AARONTitusAndronicus TheWhiteDevil 2/5
ADRIANAComedyErrors Henry6thPart2 3/5

AMOCynthiasRevels TheWhiteDevil 2/5
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ANGELOMeasures DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
ANNAAnnaChristie DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

ANNManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 4/5
ANTIPHOLUSOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors Henry6thPart2 3/5

ANTONIODuchessOfMalfi TheWhiteDevil 5/5
ANTONYAntCleo Henry6thPart2 2/5

ANTONYJuliusCaesar DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
ARMADOLovesLabor TheWhiteDevil 2/5
ASOCynthiasRevels DuchessOfMalfi 4/5

AUFIDIUSCoriolanus Cymbeline 2/3
AUTOLYCUSWinterTale DuchessOfMalfi 2/4

AlgernonEarnest TheWhiteDevil 1/2
BARABASJewMalta Henry6thPart2 2/5

BASSANIOMerchantVenice Henry6thPart2 2/5
BASTARDKingJohn TheWhiteDevil 2/5

BELARIUSCymbeline Coriolanus 3/4
BEROWNELovesLabor DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

BOLINGBROKERichard2 TheWhiteDevil 1/5
BOSOLADuchessOfMalfi TheWhiteDevil 3/4

BOYETLovesLabor TheWhiteDevil 2/5
BRACHTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 3/3
BRUTUSJuliusCaesar TheWhiteDevil 2/5

BUCKINGHAMRichardTheThird TheWhiteDevil 2/5
BURGESSCandida DuchessOfMalfi 2/3

BURKEAnnaChristie Playboy 2/5
BeatMuchAdo DuchessOfMalfi 2/3
BeneMuchAdo TheWhiteDevil 1/4

CAESARAntCleo TheWhiteDevil 2/5
CAESARCaesarCleo DuchessOfMalfi 4/5

CAMILLOWinterTale Othello 1/2
CANDIDACandida DuchessOfMalfi 2/2

CARDINALDuchessOfMalfi TheWhiteDevil 1/3
CARMODYTheStraw Playboy 4/5

CASSIOOthello Cymbeline 2/4
CASSIUSJuliusCaesar DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

CELIAAsYouLike Henry6thPart2 2/5
CHRISAnnaChristie TheWhiteDevil 4/5
CHRISTYPlayboy 0 /0

CLEOPATRAAntCleo Henry6thPart2 3/5
CLEOPATRACaesarCleo TheWhiteDevil 1/3
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CLOTENCymbeline TheWhiteDevil 1/4
CLOWNTwelfthNight TheWhiteDevil 2/5
COMINIUSCoriolanus TheWhiteDevil 2/3

CONSTANCEKingJohn Henry6thPart2 5/5
CORIOLANUSCoriolanus TheWhiteDevil 2/3

CRICynthiasRevels TheWhiteDevil 2/4
CUPCynthiasRevels TheWhiteDevil 2/5

CURTISTheFirstMan DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
CYMBELINECymbeline DuchessOfMalfi 2/4

CaesPoetaster AntCleo 1/5
CapRomeoJuliet Hamlet 1/5

CecilyEarnest TheWhiteDevil 1/2
ClaudMuchAdo TheWhiteDevil 2/5
CrisPoetaster DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

DESDEMONAOthello TheWhiteDevil 1/4
DONJUANManAndSuperman DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

DOOLITTLEPygmalion DuchessOfMalfi 1/4
DROMIOOFSYRACUSEComedyErrors DuchessOfMalfi 5/5

DUCHESSDuchessOfMalfi TheWhiteDevil 2/2
DUCHESSOFBERWICKLadyWinderemeresFan Earnest 3/5

DUKEMeasures DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
EILEENTheStraw Candida 3/4

ENOBARBUSAntCleo Coriolanus 2/4
EdgKingLear Cymbeline 2/5

FACETheAlchemist DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
FALSTAFFHenry4thPart2 TheWhiteDevil 2/5

FAUSTUSDrFaustus Henry6thPart2 3/5
FERDINANDDuchessOfMalfi TheWhiteDevil 2/3

FLAMTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 1/2
FLUELLENHenryTheFifth TheWhiteDevil 2/5

FRANTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 1/1
FalHenry4thPart1 TheWhiteDevil 2/5

GERALDAWomanOfNoImportance Earnest 2/4
GLOUCESTERHenry6thPart2 DuchessOfMalfi 1/2

GLOUCESTERRichardTheThird TheWhiteDevil 2/5
GlouKingLear Henry6thPart2 2/5

GwendolenEarnest ManAndSuperman 1/1
HIGGINSPygmalion DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

HamHamlet DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
HorHamlet TheWhiteDevil 3/5
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HorPoetaster TheWhiteDevil 2/5
HotHenry4thPart1 TheWhiteDevil 2/5

IACHIMOCymbeline DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
IAGOOthello WinterTale 3/5

IMOGENCymbeline Henry6thPart2 2/3
ISABELLAMeasures DuchessOfMalfi 1/4

JackEarnest DuchessOfMalfi 1/2
JulRomeoJuliet Henry6thPart2 3/5

KINGHENRYHenry6thPart2 Cymbeline 1/2
KINGHENRYHenryTheFifth Henry6thPart2 2/5

KINGHenry4thPart2 AntCleo 1/5
KINGHenryTheEighth TheWhiteDevil 2/5
KINGJOHNKingJohn DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

KINGLovesLabor TheWhiteDevil 2/5
KINGRICHARDRichard2 Henry6thPart2 4/5

KINGRICHARDRichardTheThird TheWhiteDevil 2/5
KentKingLear TheWhiteDevil 2/5
KingHamlet Cymbeline 2/5

KingHenry4thPart1 TheWhiteDevil 1/5
LADYCHILTERNAnIdealHusband Earnest 3/5

LADYHUNSTANTONAWomanOfNoImportance Earnest 3/5
LADYMACBETHMacbeth TheWhiteDevil 1/4

LADYWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan AnIdealHusband 2/4
LEONTESWinterTale Cymbeline 2/4

LIZAPygmalion Earnest 2/3
LODOTheWhiteDevil WinterTale 1/2

LORDGORINGAnIdealHusband DuchessOfMalfi 2/4
LORDILLINGWORTHAWomanOfNoImportance DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

LORDWINDERMERELadyWinderemeresFan DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
LUCIOMeasures Coriolanus 2/5

LadyBracknellEarnest TheWhiteDevil 1/2
LearKingLear WinterTale 2/4
LeonMuchAdo Henry6thPart2 2/4

MACBETHMacbeth AntCleo 2/5
MALVOLIOTwelfthNight TheWhiteDevil 1/4

MAMTheAlchemist DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
MARCUSTitusAndronicus Henry6thPart2 5/5

MARTHATheFirstMan Candida 2/5
MARTINDOULWellSaints TinkersWedding 1/2
MARYDOULWellSaints Playboy 3/4
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MARYTinkersWedding Playboy 3/5
MENDOZAManAndSuperman TheWhiteDevil 2/5

MENENIUSCoriolanus TheWhiteDevil 1/1
MERCynthiasRevels TheWhiteDevil 2/5

MONTTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 2/4
MORELLCandida DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

MRSALLONBYAWomanOfNoImportance Earnest 4/5
MRSARBUTHNOTAWomanOfNoImportance MuchAdo 2/5

MRSCHEVELEYAnIdealHusband Earnest 2/3
MRSERLYNNELadyWinderemeresFan DuchessOfMalfi 3/4

MURRAYTheStraw Earnest 2/5
MerRomeoJuliet Henry6thPart2 3/5

NurseRomeoJuliet TheWhiteDevil 2/5
OCTAVIUSManAndSuperman Earnest 2/5

OLIVIATwelfthNight WinterTale 2/5
ORLANDOAsYouLike DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

OTHELLOOthello Henry6thPart2 2/4
PAULINAWinterTale TheWhiteDevil 1/2

PEGEENPlayboy WellSaints 1/1
PETRUCHIOTameShrew DuchessOfMalfi 3/5
POLIXENESWinterTale DuchessOfMalfi 1/3
PORTIAMerchantVenice DuchessOfMalfi 2/5
POSTHUMUSCymbeline TheWhiteDevil 1/2
PROSPEROTheTempest WinterTale 2/5
PUCELLEHenry6thPart1 Henry6thPart2 2/5

PedroMuchAdo DuchessOfMalfi 2/2
PolHamlet Othello 1/5

PrinceHenry4thPart1 TheWhiteDevil 2/5
QUEENELIZABETHRichardTheThird Henry6thPart2 3/5

QUEENHenry6thPart2 TheWhiteDevil 1/4
QUEENKATHARINEHenryTheEighth TheWhiteDevil 3/4

RAMSDENManAndSuperman Earnest 3/5
ROSALINDAsYouLike DuchessOfMalfi 2/5

RUFIOCaesarCleo DuchessOfMalfi 3/4
RomRomeoJuliet Henry6thPart2 3/5

SARAHTinkersWedding Playboy 3/5
SHYLOCKMerchantVenice WinterTale 3/5

SICINIUSCoriolanus Cymbeline 2/3
SIRROBERTCHILTERNAnIdealHusband Earnest 3/5

SIRTOBYTwelfthNight TheWhiteDevil 2/5
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SUBTheAlchemist TheWhiteDevil 2/4
SUFFOLKHenry6thPart2 TheWhiteDevil 2/4
TALBOTHenry6thPart1 TheWhiteDevil 2/5

TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart1 Henry6thPart2 2/5
TAMBURLAINETambGreatPart2 Henry6thPart2 3/5

TAMORATitusAndronicus Henry6thPart2 3/4
TANNERManAndSuperman TheWhiteDevil 2/4

THEDEVILManAndSuperman TheWhiteDevil 1/5
TIMMYWellSaints TheWhiteDevil 1/3

TIMONTimon TheWhiteDevil 3/5
TITUSTitusAndronicus AntCleo 1/3

TOUCHSTONEAsYouLike Cymbeline 2/5
TRANIOTameShrew DuchessOfMalfi 3/5

TucPoetaster TheWhiteDevil 2/5
VIOLATwelfthNight TheWhiteDevil 2/5
VITTheWhiteDevil DuchessOfMalfi 1/2

VOLUMNIACoriolanus TheWhiteDevil 2/4
WIDOWQUINPlayboy WellSaints 2/2

WOLSEYHenryTheEighth Henry6thPart2 2/5
YANKHairyApe TheWhiteDevil 4/5

YORKHenry6thPart2 TheWhiteDevil 2/4
YORKRichard2 Henry6thPart2 4/5

Table A.8: Results for characters find their play. Best
Alternative

A.3 Reference tables for Section 6.3.3

Category Homogeneity

BERNSTEINAllThePresidentsMen 4/5
BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen 4/5

DOROTHYJerryMaguire 5/5
ELAINEAlmostFamous 2/5

FRANKBringingOutTheDead 2/5
JERRYJerryMaguire 5/5

KOESSLERSuspectZero 4/5
KULOKSuspectZero 2/5

LOWSuspectZero 5/5
MACKELWAYSuspectZero 3/5

MARYBringingOutTheDead 5/5
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RUSSELLAlmostFamous 2/5
TIDWELLJerryMaguire 4/5

WOODWARDAllThePresidentsMen 3/5
Table A.9: Characters finding their play: Letter Uni-
grams

Category Homogeneity

ANNIEMisery AllThePresidentsMen 2/4
BERNSTEINAllThePresidentsMen Misery 1/1
BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen SuspectZero 1/1

DOROTHYJerryMaguire 0/0
ELAINEAlmostFamous JerryMaguire 2/3

FRANKBringingOutTheDead JerryMaguire 2/3
INIGOThePrincessBride JerryMaguire 3/5

JAKEHardcore BringingOutTheDead 2/5
JERRYJerryMaguire 0/0

KOESSLERSuspectZero JerryMaguire 1/1
KULOKSuspectZero BringingOutTheDead 3/3

LOWSuspectZero 0/0
MACKELWAYSuspectZero BringingOutTheDead 1/2

MARYBringingOutTheDead 0/0
PAULMisery JerryMaguire 3/5

PENNYAlmostFamous JerryMaguire 2/4
ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen SuspectZero 3/4

RUSSELLAlmostFamous JerryMaguire 3/3
TIDWELLJerryMaguire BringingOutTheDead 1/1

TRAVISTaxiDriver BringingOutTheDead 2/5
WILLIAMAlmostFamous JerryMaguire 4/4

WOODWARDAllThePresidentsMen SuspectZero 1/2
Table A.10: Characters finding their play Best Alterna-
tive: Letter Unigrams

Category Homogeneity

ANNIEMisery 3/5
BERNSTEINAllThePresidentsMen 4/5
BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen 5/5

DOROTHYJerryMaguire 5/5
FRANKBringingOutTheDead 3/5
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JERRYJerryMaguire 5/5
KOESSLERSuspectZero 5/5

KULOKSuspectZero 3/5
LOWSuspectZero 5/5

MACKELWAYSuspectZero 4/5
MARYBringingOutTheDead 5/5

PAULMisery 2/5
PENNYAlmostFamous 4/5

ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen 4/5
RUSSELLAlmostFamous 3/5
TIDWELLJerryMaguire 4/5

WOODWARDAllThePresidentsMen 4/5
Table A.11: Characters finding their play: Letter Bi-
grams

Category Homogeneity

ANNIEMisery AllThePresidentsMen 2/2
BERNSTEINAllThePresidentsMen Misery 1/1
BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen 0/0

DOROTHYJerryMaguire 0/0
ELAINEAlmostFamous JerryMaguire 4/5

FRANKBringingOutTheDead JerryMaguire 2/2
INIGOThePrincessBride JerryMaguire 4/5

JAKEHardcore JerryMaguire 3/5
JERRYJerryMaguire 0/0

KOESSLERSuspectZero 0/0
KULOKSuspectZero BringingOutTheDead 2/2

LOWSuspectZero 0/0
MACKELWAYSuspectZero JerryMaguire 1/1

MARYBringingOutTheDead 0/0
PAULMisery JerryMaguire 3/3

PENNYAlmostFamous Misery 1/1
ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen SuspectZero 1/1

RUSSELLAlmostFamous JerryMaguire 2/2
TIDWELLJerryMaguire BringingOutTheDead 1/1

TRAVISTaxiDriver JerryMaguire 5/5
WILLIAMAlmostFamous JerryMaguire 4/4

WOODWARDAllThePresidentsMen SuspectZero 1/1
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Table A.12: Characters finding their play: Letter Bi-
grams Best Alternative

Category Homogeneity

ANNIEMisery 3/5
BERNSTEINAllThePresidentsMen 5/5
BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen 5/5

DOROTHYJerryMaguire 4/5
ELAINEAlmostFamous 0/5

FRANKBringingOutTheDead 1/5
INIGOThePrincessBride 1/5

JAKEHardcore 2/5
JERRYJerryMaguire 3/5

KOESSLERSuspectZero 5/5
KULOKSuspectZero 4/5

LOWSuspectZero 2/5
MACKELWAYSuspectZero 3/5

MARYBringingOutTheDead 4/5
PAULMisery 4/5

PENNYAlmostFamous 2/5
ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen 5/5

RUSSELLAlmostFamous 1/5
TIDWELLJerryMaguire 4/5

TRAVISTaxiDriver 1/5
WILLIAMAlmostFamous 2/5

WOODWARDAllThePresidentsMen 5/5
Table A.13: Characters finding their play: Word Uni-
grams

Category Homogeneity

ANNIEMisery AllThePresidentsMen 2/2
BERNSTEINAllThePresidentsMen 0/0
BRADLEEAllThePresidentsMen 0/0

DOROTHYJerryMaguire AllThePresidentsMen 1/1
ELAINEAlmostFamous AllThePresidentsMen 3/5

FRANKBringingOutTheDead JerryMaguire 3/4
INIGOThePrincessBride BringingOutTheDead 3/4

JAKEHardcore AllThePresidentsMen 1/3
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JERRYJerryMaguire Misery 1/2
KOESSLERSuspectZero 0/0

KULOKSuspectZero AllThePresidentsMen 1/1
LOWSuspectZero AllThePresidentsMen 2/3

MACKELWAYSuspectZero AllThePresidentsMen 1/2
MARYBringingOutTheDead AlmostFamous 1/1

PAULMisery AlmostFamous 1/1
PENNYAlmostFamous AllThePresidentsMen 2/3

ROSENFELDAllThePresidentsMen 0/0
RUSSELLAlmostFamous AllThePresidentsMen 3/4
TIDWELLJerryMaguire BringingOutTheDead 1/1

TRAVISTaxiDriver BringingOutTheDead 2/4
WILLIAMAlmostFamous BringingOutTheDead 2/3

WOODWARDAllThePresidentsMen 0/0
Table A.14: Characters finding their play BestAlterna-
tive: Word Unigrams
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B.1 Introduction

This section will detail the procedures and input/output for the scripts used in
this thesis. Section B.2 details how to use the PlayParser which is used for
separating the drama files into their constituent characters.

B.2 PlayParser

A few small prerequisites for the play files, they should be plain text and unfor-
matted. Character specifiers should currently be of the form:

Hamlet.

or

HAMLET.

Any terminating character other than a period (.) will result in the program
not recognising the character specifier. Spaces within the name however are
allowed, for example:

1st Player.

B.2.1 Running the program

The current program consists of the following files

CharacterParse.java

ParserExec.java

ParserExecNoStrip.java

ParserExecPreStrip.java

ShakespeareParser.java

StripCues.java

StripCuesSingle.java

The different executive file versions do the following

• ParserExec.java: This runs the parser and then runs the StripCues pro-
gram afterwards. This has since been outdated by ParserExecPreStrip.java1

which does the stage instruction stripping beforehand.

• ParserExecNoStrip.java: This runs the parser without doing the stage
instruction stripping

1Created on 14th July 2008.
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Run the executive file as follows

java ParserExecNoStrip <nameofplayfile> <nameofplay>

<ifcharacter specifiers are all uppercase, use u here>

<if the play is Shakespearean, use y here>

<if document is a screenplay, use y here>

java ParserExecPreStrip tameshrew.txt TamingOfTheShrew u y n

java ParserExecPreStrip scarface.txt Scarface u n y

The program will run and analyse the text for the characters it will then
present you with a list of what it deems to be the characters You will be asked
to enter a list of all the non characters separated by commas e.g

1. Ham.

2. Pol.

3. Zounds by God.

4. Laer.

5. Polon.

In this case, enter 3, as this is not a character in the play, most likely a short
sentence. After this is entered the program will read through the play again,
separating it into character contributions A number of files should appear in
your source directory, these should have names like

LaerHamlet

and contain all of the contributions of Laertes in one file, minus the specifiers
so if the line looks like this

Laer. I swear on my fathers name you shall pay thou damned Dane

the file will contain

I swear on my fathers name you shall pay thou damned Dane

B.3 Balancing and Chunking Scripts

Once the plays have been separated into their constituent characters, random
samples of text are taken from each character to ensure that the same amount of
text is supplied for each character. The Java scripts that do this are called

Balancer.java

BalancerDir.java

RandomChunk.java

RandomChunkDir.java
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RandomChunkDir works as follows, simply run it in a directory with a number
of plain text files

java RandomChunkDir <outputdir> <size in kb> <u for unix, n for windows>

This will take a random selection of text from each file in the directory and place
these chunks in another directory. This is done because the source and new files
have the same filename and this prevents the originals being overwritten. To
split files or all the files in a directory into equal size chunks, use Balancer or
BalancerDir. For the directory version, type

java BalancerDir <number of files to split into>

and it will create the required number of files from all the plain text files it can
find, ignoring .java files and .class files. The files are numbered as follows:

1file1

2file1

3file1.....

B.4 Summarization script

The summarization script is run on a files1 file which is list of files and their
categorical assignments. The output of the Mann Whitney section of the authorid
script is also input to the program.

perl Sum2Jul08.pl -i mwout -f files1 -o . -s H -n 10 -d F -r .

1. -i – name of input Mann Whitney output file

2. -f – name of files1

3. -o – output directory

4. -s – significance level of experiment run

5. -n – number of runs

6. -d – directory holding multiple files1 files

7. -r – directory holding text files

This script outputs a number of files, it outputs a summarization of categorical
homogeneity, a detailed list of all files examined in the experiments and their
best matching category, a list of the best alternative categories for a particular
category, and LATEXformatted versions of these.
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B.5 Recombination script

The recombination script allows you to recombine results from previous experi-
ments on homogeneity into different categories.

perl Recomb.pl -f files1 -i Det.H.Play -o .

This takes the detailed output for the summarization script as input, together
with the new files1. This script outputs a new summarization file based on the
new a priori categories in the files1 and best alternatives.

B.6 Experimental Setup for multiple experiments

This section describes how to use the scripts described in Section 4.3.6.

B.6.1 Directory structure

In a directory, create a directory structure to store the files and results of exper-
iments. Give it a name (e.g. Plays). Within this directory:

• Create a directory to store a priori category assignments (e.g. F)

• Create an data directory to store the output of the experiments(e.g. A)

B.6.2 Generating input files

The following code will generate multiple random subsets of an original files1.
The syntax is as follows:

perl GenManyNew.pl -i files1master -n 10 -o F -a 10 -e y

1. -i – master files1.

2. -n – the number of selections in each category.

3. -a – the number of files to create.

4. -e – this is set if you wish to ignore categories which do not have enough
files to do random selection from, if you enter y here, it will ignore these,
otherwise it will attempt to take as many files as possible.

5. -o – Output directory
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B.6.3 Running the experiments

The following code must be executed in the directory creating the files for analysis.

perl RunscriptNew.pl -n 10 -d F -t ls1 -c quaid -i l1 -s A

1. -n – the number of experiments

2. -d – the directory containing all of the a priori file assignments

3. -t – token level for analysis(letter unigrams, etc)

4. -c – command to run analysis script from authorid suite

5. -i – String to attach to result to indicate token level, e.g. mwoutl1

6. -s – Data directory

This script will run a number of experiments, creating output directories in
A/OutputX where N is 0 to n - 1.

B.6.4 Collating the results

When the experiments are run, it will be necessary to collect the results from
each experiment and get the average results over all experiments. The following
script will do this.

perl MultiExpAPrioriFit.pl -n 10 -i l1 -d A -s 0.05 -f F -r Play

1. -n – the number of experiments

2. -s – level of significance used in tests

3. -f – the directory containing all of the a priori file assignments

4. -i – String to attach to result to indicate token level, e.g. mwoutl1

5. -r – Current main directory where text files are stored

6. -d – Data directory

This will run a summarisation script on all of the subdirectories in the data
directory and then present the overall results. If the overall best alternative
results are required, then the following script is used:

perl BestScriptJan08.pl -n 10 -d A -s 0.05 -f F -r Play
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1. -n – the number of experiments

2. -s – level of significance used in tests

3. -f – the directory containing all of the a priori file assignments

4. -r – Current main directory where text files are stored

5. -d – Data directory
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C.1 Biographies of playwrights examined in this

study

This section contains biographical information on all of the playwrights and
screenwriters examined in this study.

C.1.1 Elizabethan playwrights

The information on the following Elizabethan playwrights was compiled from
Barroll, Leggatt, Hosley, and Keman (1975) and Thomson (2006), both of which
are university-level overviews of English drama.

C.1.2 William Shakespeare (1564-1616)

William Shakespeare(born Stratford upon Avon 1564, died Stratford upon Avon
1616) is arguably the most well-known playwright in the English language. He
entered the London theatre scene as an actor early on in his life and in the
late 1580s and 1590s, he, while still active as an actor, began to write his own
plays. His earliest works mimicked the style of popular dramas at the time,
Titus Andronicus was in the style of Kyd and The Comedy of Errors was a
comedy in the Plautine tradition, and he also penned several historical plays
dealing with the reign of King Henry VI. In his life he wrote many plays spanning
several genres, his tragedies being amongst the best known of his work, Hamlet,
Othello and Macbeth among others, along with comedies, A Midsummernights
Dream, Twelfth Night and The Taming Of The Shrew. Shakespeare’s fame and
regard in the English language is second to none, and his prolific nature means
that there is no end of online sources providing his plays in machine readable
format, because of this, more of his plays feature in the study than any other
playwright, They were: Anthony and Cleopatra, As You Like It, The Comedy
of Errors, Coriolanus, Cymbeline, Hamlet, Henry the 4th Part1, Henry the 4th
Part2, Henry the 6th Part1, Henry the 6th Part2, Henry The Eighth, Henry The
Fifth, Julius Caesar, King John, King Lear, Loves Labor Lost, Macbeth, Measure
for Measure, Merchant of Venice, A Midsummernight’s Dream, Much Ado about
Nothing, Othello, Richard The Second, Richard The Third, Romeo and Juliet,
Taming of the Shrew, The Tempest, Timon of Athens, Titus Andronicus, Twelfth
Night and The Winter’s Tale

Due to the sheer amount of plays provided, they will not be discussed in
detail. However, some plays were omitted due to disputed authorship and/or lack
of sources, these included Troilus and Cressida, The Merry Wives of Windsor ,
All’s Well That Ends Well and The Two Gentlemen of Verona.
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C.1.3 Ben Jonson (1572-1637)

Ben Jonson, born the son of a minister in 1572, attended Westminister School but
was never formally educated at university. A man of contrasts, he was at times
rowdy, fond of drinking and possessed a ferocious temper but at the same time he
was a great scholar, classicist and self professed guardian of moral values. After
a spell in the English army, where he is claimed to have killed an enemy in close
combat, he entered the theatrical world as an actor and a budding playwright.
After killing a fellow actor in a duel, he was sent to prison where he became a
Catholic and remained so until his death, despite the repression of Catholics at
the time. After his release, he was swept up in the world of drama and writing and
burst on the scene in 1598 with his work Every Man in his Humour. Three more
plays followed soon after, Every Man out of his Humour (1599), Cynthia’s Revels
(1601)and Poetaster (1601), the latter two of which are studied here. Popular
themes in Jonson’s work included critiques of society at the time, advocating a
return to the traditions of classical literature, tales of morality and caution among
others. The Alchemist, (1610), the third work by Jonson which is examined in
this study tells the tale of two con men and swindlers operating out of a recently
vacated house and an English gentleman alchemist who wishes to turn everything
into gold. Jonson was a great satirist of the Elizabethan and Jacobean era and
possessed a great control of phrase and language, a trait which is alluded to in
the following quotation:

One of Jonson’s most remarkable powers was his ability to extract
and refine for dramatic purposes the cant and technical jargon of a
large number of callings. The spiel of the mountebank, the sport-
ing terms of the bear pits, the pedantries of poetaster and scholar,
the mysteries of milady’s toilette, the legalese of the lawyers and the
scripture-spouting of the puritans, all attempt by means of words
which have little sense but great incantatory power to transform the
idiots who use them into magicians and saints, wits and beauties ,
courtiers and scholars (Barroll et al., 1975, p.335)

This quotation indicates that the opinion among the the authors is that Jon-
son is successful at capturing the linguistic features of different walks of life and
therefore Jonson may be a playwright who displays a good command of language
across characters in his work.

C.1.4 Christopher Marlowe (1564-1593)

Christopher Marlowe was born the son of a shoemaker in Canterbury, Kent in
1564 and wrote dramatic works combining epic historical drama and cautionary
fables of the follies of man. Educated in Canterbury and also Cambridge, he
was also rumoured to have worked as a spy for the Queen’s secret service at
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the time and was known to the authorities for associating with free-thinking
intellectuals. His death in 1593 was a violent one, stabbed through the eye in a
row over an unpaid bill in a tavern, his killer pleaded self defence but it has been
suggested that he may have in fact been murdered. His dramatic works examined
in this study are, Tamburlaine the Great Parts 1 and 2 (c.1587-8), The Jew of
Malta(c.1589) and Doctor Faustus (c.1588-93). Tamburlaine tells of a mighty
conqueror of an Eastern empire, the eponymous hero born as a poor shepherd
in Scythia but rises to be the ruler of the known world. The second part of
the drama finds Tamburlaine as a ruler, facing up to life, disappointed with his
cowardly son and distraught with the death of his beautiful wife Zenocrates and
finally facing his own death. In this way it may be interesting to note the two
halves of the Tamburlaine character and whether they remain consistent across
the two halves of the drama. Dr Faustus deals with the eponymous doctor of the
Faustian fable, insatiable in his pursuit of knowledge, born a poor man, he rises
to the top of the German scholarly elite, unsatisfied with mortal knowledge he
seeks solace with a higher power and sells his soul to devils in exchange for twenty
four years of attaining his heart’s desire. The question remains as to whether the
folio which appeared in 1604, more than ten years after it is said to have been
written, is in fact the original, some scholars believe that elements may have been
added to increase comic effect, for example. The folio used in the current study
is one from 1616, Gutenberg contains both the 1604 and the 1616 versions.1

C.1.5 John Webster (1580-1635)

The life of John Webster is less well documented than many of his contemporaries,
it is thought that he may have been a student of law but made his living as a
playwright, working often in collaboration with others. Three works attributed
to him alone have survived, The White Devil (1612), The Duchess of Malfi and
The Devil’s Law Case(1616), of which the first two are examined here. Webster’s
plays are tragedies which take place in corrupt Italian palazzos filled with murder,
revenge, torture and intrigue. The Duchess of Malfi tells the tale of Bodola, a
scholar cum assassin who arrives at the palace in Amalfi seeking his fortune and
is hired as a spy in the house of the eponymous Duchess by her brother, the
Cardinal, who wishes for him to keep a watchful eye on his newly widowed sister
lest she be tempted towards pleasures of the flesh. Her other brother Ferdinand is
consumed with rage and when he discovers that she has borne a child, separates
her from her family, tries to drive her to despair and eventually orders that she
herself be murdered. The White Devil deals with similar themes of murder and
betrayal.

1
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C.1.6 Modern Playwrights

The sources for the following short biographies and summaries were Powell (2004),
Hunt, Richards, and Taylor (1978), and Thomson (2006),the information on
O’Neill is from Bogard, Moody, and Meserve (1977) The following playwrights
were chosen as examples of modern drama to compare and contrast with the
Elizabethan drama. No particular conscious bias was made towards using Irish
playwrights, bar the fact that it would be useful to keep a check on linguistic
variance in the English examined2

C.1.7 George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950)

George Bernard Shaw, born in Dublin in 1856, was an Anglo-Irish literary scholar
and playwright. In the 1880s he first began work as a literary critic and his first
play Widowers Houses was begun in 1885 and staged in 1892. In total, Shaw
wrote fifty-three plays of different shapes and sizes. As a playwright he was more
concerned with the message projected by a dramatic work, being highly opinion-
ated, he hoped that his works would find a mass audience and their messages
put into effect by the masses. He used such outdated styles such as the Victorian
melodrama to such effect, ignoring the tendency towards the realism of Ibsen
which was prevalent at the time in English theatre, while still paying lip service
to this movement by using vernacular language in his work. The plays studied
here are from his earlier period, from 1885 up until Pygmalion in 1912. The
plays examined are Candida(1894), Caesar and Cleopatra about the historical
love affair, the philosophical, fantastical treatise on the human condition, Man
and Superman(1902), Androcles and the Lion(1912) an updated fable and Pyg-
malion(1912), a rags to riches tale morality tale of class and status concerning
a cockney flower girl who enters high society. As Shaw tended to write in the
vernacular, one can expect that his characters will display a wider variety of lan-
guage that others, the play Pygmalion is a prime example, where the language of
Eliza Doolittle(or The Flower Girl as she is briefly known) displays affectations
drawn from her working-class London roots.

C.1.8 Oscar Wilde (1854-1900)

Oscar Wilde, whose immortal line when confronted by customs officials on a visit
to New York was

I have nothing to declare but my genius

2Reputation and Dublin location aside, it may be worth noting that the main file server in
the School of Computer Science at Trinity College Dublin is named wilde, perhaps this was of
some subliminal influence when choosing playwrights for this study, though in the same vein,
the plays of Beckett, who lectured at TCD, are not studied here, this has more to do with the
availability of electronic sources than with any other motives.
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was born in Dublin in 1854 and educated at Trinity College Dublin and Uni-
versity of Oxford. Of his dramatic writings, his four comedies Lady Winderere’s
Fan(1892), A Woman of No Importance (1893) An Ideal Husband(1895) and pos-
sibly his most famous work The Importance of Being Earnest(1895) are regarded
as his finest, and all of these are examined here. Wilde used the trappings of Vic-
torian farce and melodrama to great effect, creating tales of mistaken identity,
guilty secrets and skeletons in the closet of the upper classes while simultane-
ously inserting tales of morality and exposing the rituals of a section of society
whose position is in decline. Lady Windermere’s Fan tells of the arrival of a
mysterious woman who was once in exile and the effect she has on the daughter
she abandoned years ago. A Woman of No Importance tells of a lady with a
past she wishes to conceal, and An Ideal Husband concerns a man who has built
his reputation on deceit and dishonesty and receives a seat in the cabinet for his
efforts.

C.1.9 John Millington Synge (1871-1909)

John Millington Synge, born in Dublin in 1871, wrote dramas based in the world
of the Irish peasant and common man. During his life, cut short by Hodgkins
lymphoma in 1909 at the age of 37, he wrote five plays concerning these topics,
three of which, The Well of The Saints(1905), The Tinkers Wedding(1908) and
his most famous work The Playboy of the Western World(1907) which caused
riots upon its opening night in the the Abbey Theatre in Dublin, are studied
here. Synge endeavoured to dispel the English tradition of Celtic Romanticism
which prevailed at the time, a misty eyed view of an Ireland full of buxom colleens
and fine sturdy men, the Ireland portrayed by Synge was more down to earth,
bawdy and humorous, capturing the true spirit of rural Ireland during the period.

C.1.10 Eugene O’Neill (1888-1953)

Of all the playwrights which America has produced, Eugene O’ Neill is perhaps
the most well known and studied. A recipient of both the Pulitzer Prize and the
Nobel Prize for literature, he was born the son of an actor, James O’Neill, in New
York in 1888. In his early life, he spent time as a sailor and a drifter and it was
only when stricken with tuberculosis and ending up in a sanatorium, he began to
read plays. Inspired by the impressionism and realism of Strindberg, Chekhov and
Ibsen, he began to write brooding and dark dramas, experimental and insightful,
driven by his own sense of guilt about his wayward youth and society as a whole.
The plays which are examined here are The Hairy Ape, The Straw, The First Man
and Anna Christie. The Hairy Ape (1922), an allegory about a white collar dock
worker left behind in a newly industrialized world, he attempts to find himself
and regain a sense of being, instead finding that he does not fit anywhere in
this strange new world. He ends up seeking solace with a gorilla in a zoo which
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crushes him to death. Anna Christie is the story of a prostitute who returns to
meet the father she has never seen. Her father is a grizzled Swedish captain, and
the daughter falls in love with his first mate, vowing to renounce her ways as
a lady of the night. The sea makes an appearance in many of O’Neill’s works
due to his early life as a sailor and adventurer. The Straw is a tale of hope and
despair set in a sanatorium, likely inspired by O’Neill’s own spell in a similar
establishment. O’Neill’s talent as a playwright and penchant for writing in the
vernacular mark him as one for whom strong diverse characterization is expected.

C.2 Screenwriters

The biography of Cameron Crowe has been compiled from the official biography
on his official website, Anon. ().

The biography of William Goldman has been compiled from B (2003), Paul
Schrader’s biography has been compiled from his entry on Allmovie.com, LeV-
asseur () .

C.2.1 Cameron Crowe (1957 - )

Cameron Crowe was born in Palm Springs, California in 1957 and showed a
talent for journalism and writing from a young age, submitting articles to Rolling
Stone magazine at age 15 and travelling with rock bands such as Led Zeppelin
as a rock journalist, a period immortalized in his 2002 film, Almost Famous. His
first film script was written in 1979 as Fast Times in Ridgemont High, originally
a novel based on his experiences going undercover as a student in a California
high school. Crowe’s directorial debut came in 1989 with Say Anything which
he wrote and directed, starring John Cusack and Ione Skye. His next feature in
the writer/director’s seat was Singles in 1992, a romantic comedy set in the early
days of the Seattle grunge scene. His critical and popular breakthrough came in
1996 with Jerry Maguire, a drama set in the high profile world of professional
sports agents, starring Tom Cruise as the lead. It was nominated for several
Academy Awards and put Crowe firmly on the map. His next outing was the
semi-autobiographical work, Almost Famous(2000) based on his earlier life as a
teenage rock journalist on tour with rock band Led Zeppelin, represented here
by fictional act Stillwater.

Crowe’s scripts are unique for their pop culture references, references to pop-
ular music and the language of the youth of the period. The scripts examined
here are Jerry Maguire and Almost Famous.
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C.2.2 William Goldman (1931 - )

William Goldman was born near Chicago in 1931. He began his career primarily
as a novelist, branching into screenwriting in 1965 as co-author of British film
Masquerade. His first acclaimed screenplay, for which he received an academy
award was for the 1969 western Butch Cassidy and The Sundance Kid starring
Robert Redford and Paul Newman which won Goldman his first Academy Award
for Best Screenplay. The decades that followed saw Goldman author many scripts,
those of which are examined here are the 1976 adaptation of Bob Woodward
and Carl Bernstein’s account of the events of the Watergate scandal, All The
Presidents Men, the 1992 film adaptation of the 1980 Stephen King novel Misery
about an author imprisoned by his psychotic number one fan starring Kathy
Bates and James Caan, and the 1987 fantasy film The Princess Bride based on
his own novel which was first published in 1973.

All of the scripts by Goldman which are examined here are adaptations of
novels, one of which is an adaptation from his own novel. This may be informa-
tion to bear in mind when examining the results of the experiments. Another
difference between Goldman and the other screenwriters consulted in this study
is that he has never worked as a director, preferring to let others take the chair.

C.2.3 Paul Schrader (1946 - )

Born in 1946 in Grand Rapids Michigan, Paul Schrader was raised in a religious
family and due to this, did not actually see any movies until he was in his late
teens. Originally a student of theology, he later moved to LA to study film at
UCLA and wrote his first screenplay, violent Japanese crime story The Yakuza
in collaboration with his brother Leonard Schrader and Robert Towne in 1975.
The next year, he wrote his first major script as the sole author, Taxi Driver,
detailing the life of a Vietnam veteran on the fringes of society, played to great
effect by Robert De Niro in the cinematization directed by Martin Scorsese.
The other scripts which are studied here are 1978’s Hardcore about one man’s
struggle to save his daughter from the grip of the adult movie business, which
he also directed. The third script is for the 1999 film, Bringing Out The Dead,
a movie examining the grisly day to day work of a New York paramedic, played
by Nicholas Cage and directed by Martin Scorsese. Also added is an unproduced
script written in 1998 for the 2004 film Suspect Zero about an FBI agent hunting
telepathic serial killers. The original script was written by screenwriter Zak Penn
in the early nineties and Schrader was called in to do a rewrite, which ended up
not being used by the studios, instead calling in rewriter Billy Ray for the final
version.

Schrader’s scripts portray a bleak portrait of characters at the fringes of so-
ciety, alienation and despair, a recurring theme being one man’s struggle against
all odds. One possibility is that this common thread may render the characters
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indistinguishable from one another, although the results in Section 6.3.1 show
that at least one of Schrader’s characters as homogeneous.


